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Abstract

Fission yeast cells are cylindrical. New cell wall materials are deposited only at the poles 

of the cell, in such a way that cells elongate while keeping both ends directly opposite 

each other. Mutants in the teal, teal and ban5 genes select growing sites which are not 

exactly at cell ends. As a result, the poles of the cell are no longer kept opposite, 

resulting in the production of bent cells and, in more extreme cases, in the formation of 

branches.

The aim of the experiments described in this thesis was to understand the mechanisms by 

which fission yeast cells select growth sites at the ends of the cell. To do this, I have 

characterised cytologically and genetically mutants in the teal, teal and ban5 genes, and 

I have carried out a molecular analysis of the teal gene.

The initial study of the mutants revealed abnormalities in the cytoskeleton and cell cycle 

dependencies in the appearance of the mutant phenotype.

To carry out a molecular analysis of teal, the gene was cloned using positional cloning. 

Both deletion and overexpression of the gene cause a cell shape defect in which cells bend 

and branch. Antibodies raised against the teal protein were used to determine the 

intracellular localisation of teal, teal is located at the cell poles Microtubules are 

continuously required to transfer teal to the cell ends, and teal is located at the ends of 

microtubules growing towards the cell poles. I propose that teal acts as an end marker, 

directing the growth machinery to the cell poles, teal is down-regulated in cells treated 

with pheromone, which grow towards a mating partner and no longer maintain their ends 

exactly opposed, teal may also influence microtubular organisation affecting the 

maintenance of a single central axis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1. The principles of cellular morphogenesis.

1.1.1. Introduction.

The generation and maintenance of cell shape is a fascinating problem in cell biology. 

Cells display an amazing variety of shapes, from the simplest forms of bacteria and yeast 

to the most complicated shapes of neurons or ciliates (Wilson, 1925; Harold, 1990). The 

shape of a cell is the result of both internal and external forces. Examples of these forces 

are the tension generated by cytoskeletal elements or by the attachment of cells to external 

points (Ingber and Folkman, 1989), internal osmotic pressure and those caused by 

external cell walls (Harold, 1990). These forces can be, in turn, a consequence of the 

existence of internal patterns in the cells which determine the non-uniform distribution of 

intracellular components. For example, asymmetric distribution of actin microfilaments is 

required for the spreading of a cell (Small, 1989), molecules cluster to create sites of 

anchorage to an external matrix (Ingber and Folkman, 1989) and the cell wall in bacteria 

or yeast is specifically synthesised at particular regions of the cell surface (Harold, 1990).

In this introduction I will first consider some general principles of cellular 

morphogenesis, and later review what is known about the generation of cell form in the 

fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe.

1.1.2. Morphogenesis and self-assembly.

A simple case of morphogenesis is the assembly of the T4 bacteriophage (Wood, 1979). 

The capside of this virus is composed of more than 50 different proteins. Its construction 

proceeds by the sequential association of protein subunits in very well defined steps. The 

order of assembly of the subunits is not determined by the order in which they are 

produced, but by the properties of the subunits. The association of some components
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

creates a substrate to which other subunits can be added, and the incorporation of new 

parts takes place in a predefined order. All the information required for the assembly is 

present in the components themselves (except for a small number of auxiliary factors, 

which are not incorporated to the capside), and no external input of energy is required. 

This type of morphogenesis is known as self-assembly, and provides a direct link 

between the information in the genome and the formation of higher-order structures. 

Cellular morphogenesis, however, cannot be explained by the association of subunits 

following a predefined invariant pattern. For example, the shape of the yeast cell wall, 

which determines the shape of the cell, is determined in a dynamic manner by the 

regulated deposition -in space and time- of cell wall materials, and not by the self- 

assembly properties of its components (Harold, 1990). A second important difference 

between phage and cellular morphogenesis is the scale at which they occur. While in the 

case of phage assembly all the interactions occur in a range of nanometers, in cells 

structures are organised in a range of micrometers (Harold, 1990).

1.1.3. Morphogenesis and the cytoskeleton.

The cytoskeleton provides a link between self-assembly and the long-range dynamic 

organisation required for cellular morphogenesis (Kirschner and Mitchison, 1986). The 

cytoskeletal elements are composed of subunits which assemble spontaneously to 

produce long polymers. All the elements of the cytoskeleton contribute to cell shape, and 

I will concentrate here on the microtubular cytoskeleton as an example.

Microtubules are formed by the assembly of tubulin (a heterodimer of two GTP- 

binding subunits) which gives rise to a hollow cylinder composed of 13 strands of 

polymer. Several properties of microtubular growth and structure make microtubules 

capable of generating and maintaining cell shape (Kirschner and Mitchison, 1986):

1. The addition of subunits by self-assembly can make microtubules very long, 

allowing them to organise the cell in the range of micrometers. They are used as tracks

14



Chapter 1: Introduction

for the transport or anchorage of components, and can produce forces which modulate 

cell shape.

2. Because the tubulin molecules are all assembled pointing in the same direction, 

microtubules have an intrinsic polarity, which can be used to generate polarity in the cell.

3. Dynamic instability: Although the polymerisation of microtubules is 

apparently similar to phage self-assembly, microtubules use the energy of the hydrolysis 

of GTP to make their assembly and disassembly extremely dynamic. This can cause 

continuous growth and shrinkage of microtubules, which may be used as a “searching 

device” in the cell. In addition, the stability of microtubules can be regulated by events 

happening at their ends, making microtubules capable of transmitting information from 

one part of the cell to the other and allowing global organisation of the cell (Kirschner and 

Mitchison, 1986).

4. Microtubules can self-organise into complicated arrays -such as the mitotic 

spindle- with the help of motors and other proteins (Hyman and Karsent u, 1996).

These properties of microtubules allow them to take part in the establishment of an 

intracellular organisation, or the in reinforcement of an organisation established by other 

means.

1.1.4. Morphogenesis, polarity and spatial cues.

An important feature in the organisation of many cells is polarity. The shape of a 

polarised cell is a consequence of an underlying organisation in which intracellular 

components are distributed in a polarised manner. This distribution is initiated by an 

asymmetrical spatial cue, whose origin can be internal or external (Drubin and Nelson, 

1996). For example, the axis of polarisation of a T cell towards a target cell is determined 

by an external signal, that is the interaction of the target cell with a certain region of the T 

cell surface. The spatial cue causes the polarisation of the cytoskeleton, which leads to 

the subsequent reorganisation of the cell internal structure and shape: the actin 

cytoskeleton is rearranged locally, and microtubules orientate towards the cue. The
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Chapter 1: Introduction

dynamic properties of microtubules would allow them to search the space of the cell in 

order to find the signal, and the interactions of microtubule ends with the cue would 

modulate the behaviour of the microtubule (for instance, by stabilising the microtubules 

which extend towards the signal). Microtubules would then regulate the global 

organisation of the cell, by positioning cellular components and directing secretion 

towards the cue (Kirschner and Mitchison, 1986; Drubin and Nelson, 1996).

1.2. Fission yeast morphogenesis.

1.2.1. Introduction.

The fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe is a unicellular eukaryote which has been 

used as a model system for the study of several cell biological problems. Its very regular 

shape and its amenity to genetical and cytological studies makes it a good organism for 

the study of cellular morphogenesis (Nurse, 1994).

1.2.2. Ceil shape and growth.

Fission yeast cells are cylindrical with rounded poles (Figure 1.1). They grow in a 

highly polarised fashion by depositing new cell wall materials only at the cell ends. The 

two ends are kept exactly opposite each other, so elongation occurs along a single central 

axis. Division takes place by medial fission (Snell and Nurse, 1993).

Growth is regulated in time and space (Figure 1.2). Newly-born cells have an old 

end, inherited from the mother cell, and a new end, created by cytokinesis. They grow 

initially only at the oW end, until they reach a point in the cell cycle known as new end 

take-off (NETO), when they activate growth at the new end. NETO is highly regulated, 

and only takes place after the cells have reached a minimal cell length and completed a 

certain period of the cell cycle. After NETO, the cells elongate bipolarly until they enter
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Chapter 1: Introduction

mitosis. Polarised growth ceases during mitosis, and is later directed to the middle of the 

cell for the formation of the septum (Mitchison and Nurse, 1985).

Cell shape is normally independent of external conditions. However, when cells 

undergo mating the normal pattern of growth along a single axis is no longer followed, 

and the cells bend to grow towards a source of pheromone generated by a mating partner 

(Fukui et al., 1986; Leupold, 1987).

1.2.3. The problems of fission yeast morphogenesis.

The generation and maintenance of a simple shape such as that of a fission yeast cell 

involves dealing with several problems. First of all, the diameter and length of the cell 

must be controlled. Second, components must be distributed asymmetrically inside the 

cell, to create an axis of polarity and growth. Third, the axis of polarity must be oriented 

in the right direction. Finally, polarity must be translated into localised deposition of cell 

wall materials, which will lead to a cylindrical cell shape. Our understanding of how 

fission yeast deals with these problems is still very limited.
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1.2.3. Organisation of the cytoskeleton.

The changes in growth pattern described above are accompanied by large reorganisations 

of the actin and microtubular cytoskeleton (Figure 1.2).

Actin cytoskeleton: S. pombe contains a single actin gene called actl (Mertins and 

Gallwitz, 1987). Actin forms cortical patches during interphase which accumulate at the 

regions of cell growth. During mitosis cortical actin disappears and is replaced by an 

actin ring placed at the cell middle. The correlation between cortical actin and the regions 

of cell wall deposition is widespread in fungi (Harold, 1990), but its precise function is 

not completely understood.

Several genes encoding actin-associated proteins have been identified in fission 

yeast, mostly by the isolation of mutants in which septation does not occur (reviewed in 

Chang and Nurse, 1996). Some of these mutants affect specifically the formation of the 

actin ring, and will not be considered here. Mutations in other genes affect all structures 

containing actin (Chang et al., 1996). Examples of this group are cdc3 (profilin) 

(Balasubramaniam et al., 1994) and cdc8 (tropomyosin) (Balasubramanian et al., 1992). 

These mutations block the formation of an actin ring, cause delocalisation of actin patches 

and make the cells adopt a characteristic dumbbell shape, with the ends swollen. 

However, cell elongation is not blocked (Nurse et al., 1976; Balasubramanian et al., 

1992; Balasubramaniam et al., 1994; Chang et al., 1996). The sop2 (encoding a protein 

with 6-transducin repeats) and arp3 (encoding an actin-related protein) genes interact 

genetically with cdc3 and probably encode components of the cortical actin cytoskeleton. 

Mutations in these genes cause defects in cell elongation and septation (Balasubramanian 

et al., 1996; McCollum et al., 1996). A mutation in actl produces enlarged cells and 

defects in cell separation (Ishiguro and Kobayashi, 1996). Finally, treatment of 

protoplasts with low doses of cytochalasin causes delocalised cell wall deposition and the 

use of higher doses completely blocks it (Kobori et al., 1989; Osumi et al., 1989). This 

variety of phenotypes confirms the importance of cortical actin in fission yeast 

morphogenesis, but its exact role remains unclear.
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Figure 1.2.
Rearrangement of microtubules during the cell cycle.
A. Microtubules are represented by red lines inside of the ceil. (1) Formation of a mitotic 
spindle. (2) and (3) Reorganisation of cytoplasmic microtubules at telophase. (4), (5) and 
(6) Interphase microtubules.
B. Actin is shown in green. (1) Formation of a mitotic actin ring. (2) and (3) Accumulation 
of actin at the septation region. (4) Relocalisation of actin to the old end. (5) Monopolar 
actin (pre-NETO). (6) Bipolar actin (post-NETO).



Chapter 1: Introduction

The actin cytoskeleton has been extensively studied in the budding yeast S. 

cerevisiae. Actin is involved in morphogenesis, probably by acting in multiple processes 

such as endocytosis (Kiibler and Riezman, 1993), resistance of growth sites to osmotic 

stress (Chowdhury et al., 1992; Mulholland et al., 1994), targeting of secretory 

components to growth sites (Ayscough et al., 1997), spindle orientation and 

establishment of cues required for the budding pattern (Yang et al., 1996). The 

behaviour of cortical actin in budding yeast has been studied in vivo by the use of GFP 

fusions of actin and actin-binding proteins (Doyle and Botstein, 1996; Waddle et al., 

1996). Cortical patches are very dynamic, and move very rapidly on the plane of the 

cortex. It is not known if cortical actin behaves in a similar way in fission yeast.

Microtubular cvtoskeleton: Fission yeast contains one gene for 3-tubulin (nda3) 

(Hiraoka et al., 1984), two genes for a-tubulin {nda2 and atb2) (Toda et al., 1984) and 

one gene for y-tubulin ig tb l) (Horio et al., 1991). During interphase, cytoplasmic 

microtubules extend along the long axis of the cell, most frequently between the two 

poles but sometimes failing to reach one or both ends. Interphase microtubules do not 

originate from a discrete site in the cell and appear to be located immediately under the cell 

cortex. When cells enter mitosis cytoplasmic microtubules are replaced by an intranuclear 

spindle and cytoplasmic aster microtubules, all of which are organised from the spindle 

pole bodies (SPB) (Marks et al., 1986; Hagan and Hyams, 1988). Late in mitosis, a 

tubulin-containing ring is formed in the equator of the cell (Pichova et al., 1995). At the 

end of anaphase, the spindle and aster start to disappear and cytoplasmic microtubules are 

organised from two microtubule-organising centres (MTOCs) located in the equator of the 

cell. This conformation of microtubules is known as the post-anaphase array, and is 

replaced by the normal interphase arrangement in which microtubules do not emanate 

from a single centre (Hagan and Hyams, 1988). Both the SPB and the MTOC contain y- 

tubulin, which is a normal component of microtubule-nucleating centres (Horio et al., 

1991). It is not known how cytoplasmic microtubules are nucleated during interphase, as 

the post-anaphase MTOC disappears very soon after telophase, and the SPB is only 

active during mitosis (Masuda and Shibata, 1996). Microtubules depolymerised by a
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cold shock grow back from the region around the nucleus, suggesting that a nucleating 

activity might be present in this area of the cell (Snell, 1994). This is very different from 

the situation in the budding yeast S. cerevisiae, in which the SPB organises interphase 

cytoplasmic microtubules (Winsor and Schiebel, 1997). The polarity of cytoplasmic 

microtubules in fission yeast is unknown. Because interphase microtubules are first 

nucleated from the middle of the cell, it is possible that in newly-born cells the minus 

ends of microtubules are at the new end, but changes in microtubule polarity could occur 

later in the cell cycle. Microtubules regrowing after a cold shock grow initially in all 

directions (Snell, 1994), making it likely that the interphase array they will form will 

contain microtubules of opposite polarities. The function of cytoplasmic microtubules in 

fission yeast has been studied using drugs and mutants in tubulin genes. They are 

involved in nuclear positioning and mitochondrial segregation, and have very important 

role in morphogenesis through the determination of the direction of growth (Toda et al., 

1983; Umesono et al., 1983; Hiraoka et al., 1984; Verde et al., 1995; Yaffe et al., 1996). 

In S. cerevisiae cytoplasmic microtubules are also involved in processes of nuclear 

movement and migration, but not in the generation of cell shape or mitochondrial 

segregation (Winsor and Schiebel, 1997).
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1.3. Genes required for morphogenesis.
A genetic approach has been very successful for the identification of genes required for 

cellular morphogenesis in both budding and fission yeast. The simple and regular shape 

of fission yeast facilitates the isolation of mutants with aberrant cell shapes, which 

identify morphogenetic genes (Figure 1.3). Many genes required for fission yeast 

morphogenesis have been identified as a result of a variety of approaches, including two 

large scale screens aimed specifically at the isolation of cell shape mutants. Mutations in 

these genes produce defects in cell shape which can be classified into three main groups: 

Loss of polarity (leading to rounded cells), altered polarity (causing bending or 

branching) and inability to activate bipolar growth (Snell and Nurse, 1993; Snell and 

Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995). Figure 1.3 shows examples of different classes of cell 

shape mutants.

1.3.1. Loss of polarity.

Fission yeast cells are highly polarised. The mutants discussed in this section display 

different degrees of polarity loss, causing a variety of cell shapes: completely round, 

pear-shaped or short and thick cells. Polarity loss is both external, manifested in the 

abnormal cell shape, and internal, as seen by the randomised distributions of 

microtubules and actin (Miller and Johnson, 1994; Snell and Nurse, 1994; Matsusaka et 

al., 1995; Ottilie et al., 1995; Verde et al., 1995; Toda et al., 1996b).

Many of the cloned genes in this category belong to well-known gene families: 

Protein kinases {kinl, orb5, p ck l, pck2, pakl/shkl, sspl), protein phosphatases (ppel, 

pp b l, pa a l, pabl, pypl, pyp2), small GTP-binding proteins {rasl, cdc42, rhol) and 

regulators or modifiers of GTP-binding proteins (cwg2, scdl/rall). These genes interact 

with each other to generate several pathways required for morphogenesis. I will group 

them below in four pathways: ras, protein kinase C, rhol and MAP-kinase cascades. All 

the pathways must communicate with each other and act coordinately, but the interactions 

between them are not well understood.
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Figure 1.3.
Fission yeast morphological mutants.
Wild type, orb6-l, tea2-l and banl-1 cells were grown at 25°C, shifted to 36°C for 6 
hours and observed using Nomarski optics.
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The ras pathway: The fission yeast rasl gene is a ras homologue. Disruption of 

rasl causes defects in sporulation, response to mating pheromone and cell shape, rasl 

performs its function through two different pathways: Sporulation and response to 

pheromone are mediated by a MAP kinase cascade, and the regulation of cell shape is 

carried out through the genes rall/scdl, ral3/scd2, cdc42 and shkl/pakl (Hughes, 1995). 

Deletion of any of these genes causes an aberrant cell shape: short and wide cells in the 

case of rasl, rall/scdl and ral3/scd2, and small round cells in the case of cdc42 and 

shkl/pakl (Fukui et al., 1986; Chang et al., 1994; Miller and Johnson, 1994; Marcus et 

al., 1995; Ottilie et al., 1995). In addition, the products of many of these genes interact 

physically and genetically with each other (Figure 1.4).
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Figure 1.4. The ras pathway in fission yeast.
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The budding yeast homologues of some of these genes are also involved in 

morphogenesis. S. cerevisiae CDC42 encodes a GTP-binding protein essential for 

polarised growth. It is activated by CDC24, a homologue of rall/scdl, and interacts 

with BEMl, a homologue of ral3/scd2. Mutations in either of these three genes cause 

delocalised growth and prevent the formation of a bud (Chant, 1996).

In mammalian cells members of the rho family of GTP-binding proteins 

(including Cdc42, Rac and Rho) regulate the reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton in 

response to growth factors, but the molecular details of their interactions with actin are 

not known (Tapon and Hall, 1997). A possible target of Cdc42 is the protein kinase 

p65pak (homologous to pakl/shkl), which binds to Cdc42 and becomes activated upon 

binding. Some effects of Cdc42 on the cytoskeleton are mediated by Pak, probably by 

phosphorylating substrates which cause the actin rearrangements (Sells et al., 1997). For 

example, Pak homologues in Acanthamoeba and Dictyostelium  phosphorylate and 

activate myosin heavy chain (Brzesca et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996).

The phenotypes of fission yeast mutants in rasl, rall/scdl, ral3/scd2, cdc42 and 

pakl/shkl, the physical interactions between their gene products and the function of the 

homologous genes in mammals and yeast make it likely that they form protein complexes 

in vivo required for cell polarity. However, how they polarise the yeast cytoskeleton and 

growth is still unclear.

Protein kinase C and related genes: I describe below the genes encoding protein 

kinase C homologues and other genes which show genetic interactions with them.

Two protein kinase C genes have been isolated in fission yeast, pckl and pck2. 

pck2A cells lose polarity and become rounded or pear-shaped, have a cell wall defect and 

cannot regenerate from protoplasts. In addition, overexpression of pck2 produces cell 

shape defects (elongated, swollen and branched cells). No targets of pck2 which could 

explain its roles in morphogenesis and cell wall integrity have been isolated (Mazzei et al., 

1993; Toda et al., 1993; Kobori et al., 1994).

The genes ppel (a phosphatase), sspl (a kinase) and sts5 are linked to each other, 

to pck genes and to a MAP-kinase pathway by genetic interactions (Figure 1.5). ppel A,
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sts5A and sspl overexpression cause cells to become round, sspl A cells do not activate 

bipolar growth, and will be dealt with in section 1.3.3. Very little is known about how 

these genes regulate cell shape (Shimanuki et al., 1993; Matsusaka et al., 1995; Toda et 

al., 1996a).

MAPK
cascade

Cell wall integrity

pck2pckl

^  wislsts5/orb4 ^ppel

Cell shape
sspl

Figure 1.5. Interactions between genes involved in morphogenesis.

All the interactions described are genetic: Multicopy suppression (arrows), suppression 

by mutation (double arrows) and synthetic lethality (thin lines).
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The rhol pathway. Fission yeast contains at least three members of the rho 

family of GTPases (cdc42, rhol and rho2). The phenotype of cdc42 has been described 

above and only sequence information is available about rho2 (Nakano and Mabuchi, 

1995). In this section I will discuss the function of rhol, which is most similar to the 

budding yeast RHOl (Nakano and Mabuchi, 1995). S. cerevisiae Rho Ip is required for 

bud growth and accumulates at the regions of cell growth. Rho Ip links cell polarity with 

cell wall integrity through the protein kinase C pathway (Nonaka et al., 1995; Kamada et 

al., 1996), with cell wall biosynthesis by activation of 1,3-b-glucan synthase (Drgnova et 

al., 1996; Qadota et al., 1996) and with the actin cytoskeleton (Kohmo et al., 1996; 

Imamura et al., 1997) (see figure 1.6). Much less is known about fission yeast rhol, but 

at least one target is conserved (Arellano et al., 1996). Overexpression of rhol causes 

defects in cell shape (rounded, lemon shaped) and septation and a very large increase in 

(l-3)-6-glucan synthase activity. These data support the idea that fission yeast rhol 

regulates cell wall biosynthesis. It is not known if it also regulates protein kinase C, as it 

does in budding yeast.
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Figure 1.6. R hol targets in fission and budding yeast.
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MAP kinase cascades and morphogenesis. MAP kinases regulate cell responses 

to extracellular stimuli. Each MAP kinase cascade contains a module of three kinases: A 

MAP kinase (MAPK) is activated by phosphorylation by a MAPKK, which in turn is 

phosphorylated and activated by a MAPKKK (Herskowitz, 1995).

Three MAP kinases are known in fission yeast (Figure 1.7). Spkl is required for 

mating and sporulation, is regulated by rasl and is not involved in the control of cell 

shape (Hughes, 1995).
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Figure 1.7. MAP kinase pathways in fission yeast.

A second MAPK is spc 1/sty 1, which is activated by the MAPKK wisl and 

inactivated by the tyrosine phosphatases pypl and pyp2. This pathway is activated by 

high osmolarity and other stress conditions. In addition to its function in stress 

responses, this cascade regulates the timing of entry into mitosis and cell morphogenesis. 

Hyperactivation of the cascade by double deletions of p y p l  and pyp2  or by 

overexpression of wisl causes loss of polarity (Millar et al., 1995; Shiozaki and Russell,
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1995). The role of this cascade in morphogenesis is not known. It could affect cell 

shape directly by controlling polarity or indirectly by altering the internal osmolarity.

The third MAPK described in S. pombe is spm 1/pmk 1, which responds to high 

temperature, hypertonic stress and nutrient limitation. spmlA  cells are short and wide 

and have defects in cell separation and the cell wall. The pathway might interact with 

protein kinase C, as spml is constitutively activated in p c k l A cells and pckl 

overexpression partially suppresses spml A (Toda et al., 1996a; Zaitsevskaya-Carter and 

Cooper, 1997).

Other genes required for polarised growth. Other genes important for cellular 

morphogenesis cannot be classified into any of the above groups, and will be described in 

this section.

The kinl gene is required for polar growth (Levin and Bishop, 1990). kin lA  

cells have a cell separation defect at 23°C and lose polarity at 32°C, displaying a round- 

bottomed flask shape. They also have an abnormal cell wall, kinl encodes a protein 

kinase, which is similar to C. elegans par-1 and to mammalian MARK kinases, par-1 is 

required for asymmetric division of the C. elegans embryo (Guo and Kemphues, 1995). 

MARK kinases (MAP/microtubule affinity-regulating kinases) phosphorylate 

microtubule-associated proteins, cause their dissociation from the microtubule and 

increase microtubule dynamics (Drewes et al., 1997). It is possible that kinl has a 

similar role in fission yeast. Given the function of microtubules in determining the 

orientation of growth in fission yeast (see 1.3.2), the regulation of microtubule dynamics 

in the cytoplasm could be essential for morphogenesis.

The orb5 gene was identified in a screen for mutants with abnormal cell shape. 

orb5 mutants die as very small round cells, and the orb5 gene is specifically required for 

the reactivation of growth after mitosis, orb5 encodes a homologue of casein kinase II a  

(Roussou and Draetta, 1994; Snell and Nurse, 1994).
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1.3.2. Altered polarity.

Fission yeast cells elongate following a single central axis. Some mutations and drug 

treatments disturb this pattern of growth, leading to bent or branched cells. These cells 

are still polarised, but the orientation of the polarity axis is altered.

Several experiments demonstrate that microtubules play an essential role in 

maintaining growth along a central axis. Mutants in ndaS (6-tubulin) or treatment of wild 

type cells with the drug thiabendazole causes bending and occasional branching. All 

mutants from a collection of bent mutants (banl-ban5) were found to have abnormal 

microtubules. In banl, ban2, ban3 and ban4 microtubules bundle on one side of the cell, 

and post-anaphase arrays are abnormally short (Verde et al., 1995). In banS interphase 

microtubules are very short (Verde et al., 1995), and banS is allelic to a tb l, which 

encodes a 2-tubulin (Yaffe et al., 1996). Over-expression of the microtubule-binding 

protein disl causes branching and bending (Nakaseko et al., 1996). The two branching 

mutants {teal and teal)  described in this work are also related to the microtubular 

cytoskeleton.

1.3.3. Monopolar growth.

Several genes are known to be required for the activation of bipolar growth which occurs 

at NETO. In all cases, the mutations cause other phenotypes in addition to monopolar 

growth, orbl mutants are short and wide at the permissive temperature of 25°C, and 

become more rounded at 36°C. At 25°C they display a very tight NETO defect, with 

almost all the cells growing monopolarly (Verde et al., 1995). teal and banl mutants are 

also defective in NETO, although in these cases the phenotype is not fully penetrant 

(Verde et al., 1995). Finally, sspl mutants block in G2 before activation of bipolar 

growth. In contrast, overexpression of sspl causes delocalisation of cortical actin and a 

round cell shape, sspl encodes a protein kinase. It has been proposed that sspl might 

promote actin dynamics, allowing the relocalisation of actin required for NETO. In its 

absence, actin is "locked" at the old end and NETO cannot take place. When it is
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overexpressed, actin cannot be kept at a defined position inside the cell and becomes 

delocalised (Matsusaka et al., 1995).

1.3.4. Cell cycle specificity of morphogenetic genes.

There are three major transitions in the cell cycle at which growth sites and the 

cytoskeleton are rearranged: The activation of the old end after mitosis, the activation of 

the new end and the formation of the septum. Some gene products are required 

specifically at these transitions, while others are needed continuously throughout the cell 

cycle to maintain polarised growth. Many genes involved in the formation of the septum 

are known (Simanis, 1995), and they will not be reviewed here. The genes required for 

the transition from monopolar to bipolar growth have been described in the previous 

section.

The specific requirement for some morphogenetic genes when polarity is 

reestablished at the end of mitosis has been studied by using cell cycle mutants. If a 

mutant in a gene which functions specifically to reestablish polarity at the end of mitosis 

is prevented from entering mitosis (using a cell cycle mutant), the phenotype of the 

mutant will not be expressed. This is because the cells are blocked at a cell cycle stage at 

which the gene is not required. In contrast, if the gene is needed to maintain polarity 

throughout the cell cycle, the mutant phenotype will be shown. Based on this idea, the 

functions of a large collection of cell shape mutants have been mapped in the cell cycle 

(Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995; Toda et al., 1996b). The genes orbl, 

sts5/orb4, orb6, cwg2/orb7 and orbl2 are required to maintain polarised growth. orb3, 

orbs and orb9 are required for the reestablishment of cell polarity after mitosis, and orb5 

plays a role after mitosis in the resumption of cell growth.
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1.4. Objectives of this work.

Fission yeast cells elongate monopolarly or bipolarly, but always maintain their ends 

opposed along a single axis, running through the middle of a cylindrical cell. 

Maintenance of this axis involves coordination between the two growing ends of the cell, 

which must grow in the same direction, and with the shape of the cell, whose long axis 

determines the direction of the elongation. The general objective of the work described in 

this thesis was the study of the mechanism by which the fission yeast cell maintains a 

single axis of growth. A genetic approach to study this phenomenon has led to the 

isolation of mutants in which the poles are not kept precisely opposed, causing bending 

and branching. My aim was the genetical, cytological and molecular characterisation of 

the genes identified by these mutants.
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2.1. Introduction.

Fission yeast cells normally elongate along a single central axis, and deposition of cell 

wall materials occurs only at the poles of the cell (growth zones). Some mutants 

defective in maintaining a single growth axis have been isolated (Snell and Nurse, 1993; 

Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995). In these mutants growth zones are 

established at regions other than the cell ends, causing the formation of bent cells and 

branches. These mutants defined three genes: teal (8 alleles), teal (2 alleles) and banS (1 

allele). The aim of the work described in this chapter was to carry out a careful 

description of the phenotype of these mutants, in order to understand the function of the 

corresponding genes. I have characterised the cell shape defect, the cell cycle-dependence 

of the phenotype and the actin and microtubular cytoskeleton of the mutants.

2.2. Analysis of Hsslon yeast branching mutants.

I present here a brief description of the phenotype of te a l , teal and ban5. teal was first 

isolated by Val Snell, and she has carried out an initial analysis of teal mutants (Snell, 

1994; Snell and Nurse, 1994). The phenotypical aspects I have analysed are the 

following:

Viabilitv: All eleven mutants grew normally at all the temperatures tested (20, 25, 

32 and 36°C). Other alleles of ban5 which are temperature-sensitive lethal have been 

independently isolated (Yaffe et al., 1996).

Cell shape phenotvpe: In all mutants the phenotypes were very sensitive to 

temperature. At 25°C, the shape of the cells was either normal or bent. At 36°C, the 

percentage of bent cells increased, and some cells formed branches (figure 2.1, d and g).
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Penetrance: The phenotypes are not fully penetrant. In the case of teal and teal, 

less than 20% of the cells were bent at 25°C, increasing to 30% at 36°C. Branching was 

very rare at 25°C, and up to 15% of the cells branched at 36°C. There were no significant 

variations between different alleles. The penetrance of the phenotypes was very much 

enhanced in certain genetic backgrounds {cdcll, see below). ban5 produced very few 

branches at any temperature (less than 1%), and I have not characterised it in detail.

NETO defect: teal mutants had an additional phenotype, a defect in the activation 

of growth at the new end (NETO). This phenotype is described in section 2.5.

2.3. Cell cycle dependence of the tea phenotype.

Polarised growth reinitiates at the end of mitosis, and is accompanied by large 

reorganisations of the cytoskeleton. The function of some genes involved in 

morphogenesis is required specifically at this cell cycle transition, while others are 

required to maintain polarised growth throughout the cell cycle. This temporal specificity 

in the cell cycle has been analysed for the orb mutants using ts cell cycle mutants. If a 

mutant in a gene whose function is required only for the reinitiation of polarised growth 

after mitosis is prevented from entering mitosis, the phenotype of the mutation will not be 

expressed (as the mutants will be blocked in a part of the cell cycle at which the gene does 

not have a function). In contrast, if the gene is required throughout the cell cycle the 

phenotype will be expressed, because the mutants are blocked at a point at which the gene 

is required. The analysis was carried out using double mutants between the orb genes 

and cdc2-33, which arrests predominantly in G2. As a control, double mutants with 

cdcll-119  were used which are unable to undergo cytokinesis, but continue to undergo 

polarised growth and cell cycle progression. These studies allowed the classification of 

the orb genes into two groups, those required for the re-establishment of polarity and 

those needed for the maintenance of polarity (Snell, 1994; Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde 

et al., 1995).
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I have carried out a similar study with the tea mutants. The question I wanted to 

address was whether the tea genes are only required to determine the site of growth at the 

end of mitosis or whether they are required to maintain the position of the growth site 

throughout the cell cycle. I constructed the following double mutants: teal-3 cdc2-33, 

teal-3 cdcll-119, tea2-l cdc2-33 and tea2-l cdcll-119. The mutants were grown at 

25°C (permissive for both mutations) and shifted to 36°C. The percentage of branched 

cells was counted every hour. The results of this experiment are summarised in Figures 

2.1 (photographs) and 2.2 (quantification).

Single tea mutants started forming branches after 2 hours at 36°C. The number of 

branched cells then remained approximately constant or decreased slightly (specially in 

the case of teal), and was not higher than 10%. tea cdc2 mutants also started to form 

branches after 2 hours: In teal cdc2 the amount of branching was slightly higher than in 

teal single mutant, but in tea2 cdc2 branching increased to up to 40%. However, in both 

cases the percentage of branching cells reached a plateau after two hours and did not 

increase further.

tea2 cdc ll double mutants behaved very differently. Branching started after two 

hours, but the percentage of branching cells continued to increase throughout the 

experiment. In the case of tea2 cdcll, cells with more than one branch were observed at 

the later time points.

These results cannot be easily interpreted in the same way as the orb results. The 

fact that cells blocked in G2 could form branches (specially in the case of tea2, up to 

40%), suggests that the genes are required to maintain the position of the growth sites at 

all stages. In addition to this, a large proportion of the cdc2 double mutants bent at 36°C 

(Figure 2.1, e and h). However, the fact that branching did not increase with time when 

cell cycle progression was blocked {cdc2), but continually increased when it was allowed 

{cdcll) suggests a more specific role after mitosis. It is possible that teal and tea2 are 

required throughout the cell cycle, but that their functions are more important at the cell 

cycle stages at which growth zones are established. At the end of mitosis growth has to 

be redirected to the cell poles. In the absence of teal and tea2 this process would not be
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efficient and would fail with a certain probability, leading to the establishment of growth 

zones in areas other than the ends, causing the formation of branches. In cd c ll  double 

mutants the cells undergo multiple rounds of mitosis without division, and the 

accumulation of branches in the population could be due to the accumulation of mistakes 

in selecting the growth sites after mitosis. In cells blocked in G2 the growth areas have 

already been established: teal and tea2 would still be required to maintain the direction of 

growth and their absence would lead to bending. However, the cells would be in a state 

in which the establishment of new growth areas, required for branching, would not be 

possible. This model explains why branching increases with time in c d c ll  double 

mutants, while it is constant in cdc2 double mutants. However, it does not explain the 

high levels of branching in tea2 cdc2 mutants. Maybe there is some specific interaction 

between the cdc2 and tea2 gene products which causes this effect before the cells block in 

G2. This explanation cannot be tested, as tea2 has not yet been characterised 

molecularly.

2.4. The cytoskeleton in branching mutants.

2.4.1. Actin cytoskeleton.

Branching occurs when cells grow at regions which are not the poles. This phenotype 

could be produced in two different ways: By activation of extranumerary growing zones 

(instead of the normal one or two) or by mislocalisation of one of the normal growing 

sites. Cortical actin colocalises with regions of growth, and can be used as a marker of 

polarised growth (Marks and Hyams, 1985; Marks et al., 1986). The analysis of the 

actin cytoskeleton in tea mutants could allow the distinction between the two possibilities. 

If extra growing zones were activated, they could be detected by the presence of actin in 

the three poles of a branched cell. If a normal growing zone was mislocalised, actin 

would be present at one or two poles of a branched cell, but never at three.
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In wild type cells cortical actin was seen as patches which accumulated at one or 

two ends of the cells (Figure 2.3 A). In teal mutants, cortical patches appeared mostly at 

one end of the cells. In branched cells, this end was the tip of the branch. The patches 

looked similar to those of wild type cells, except that they were mislocalised to the branch 

(Figure 2.3 A). In teal mutants, patches were present in one or two poles of the cell. In 

branched cells, the tip of the branch normally contained actin (Figure 2.3 A).

Figures 2.3 B and 2.3 C show a quantification of the percentage of cells 

containing actin at one, two or three ends. The graphs on the left show the quantification 

for non-branched cells: In teal, more than 75% of the cells contain actin at only one pole 

(compared to about 25% in teal or in wild type). This is consistent with its defect in 

growth activation at the new end (see 2.5). In the case of branched cells (graph on the 

right), 99% of teal cells had actin staining only in the branch. 60% of teal branched 

cells had actin only at the branch, whilst 40% had actin at two poles. In no case, 

however, actin was present in the three poles simultaneously. This suggests that the 

normal controls which limit the number of growing ends to one or two are still operative 

in the tea mutants, and that branching is caused by the misplacement of a growth zone.

I also examined the localisation of actin in tea cdc double mutants (Figures 2.4 

and 2.5 show the results for branched cells). In teal cdcl double mutants (Figure 2.4 B) 

there was a very small increase in the percentage of branching cells with actin at two 

ends. The increase was larger in teal cd c ll (Figure 2.4 C), including cells with actin 

staining at the three poles of the cell. In teal cdcl (Figure 2.5 B), the number of cells 

with actin at two ends is also higher than in teal, and some cells display actin at three 

ends. In teal cd c ll (Figure 2.5 C) more cells have actin at two, three and even four 

poles. These results suggest that increasing the cell size and/or the nuclear number can 

overcome the limitation of two growing ends per cell. The quantification of actin staining 

for tea cdcll mutants for cells having two or four nuclei (Figure 2.6) is consistent with 

this idea: In both double mutants, the amount of ends with actin is higher in those cells 

with a higher nuclear content.
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2.4.2. Microtubule cytoskeleton.

In fission yeast, microtubules play an important role in determining the position of 

growth sites and the direction of growth (Walker, 1982; Toda et al., 1983; Umesono et 

al., 1983). It was possible that the tea mutations caused the cell shape defect by 

disrupting the microtubular cytoskeleton. To test this possibility I examined the 

microtubular cytoskeleton in teal, teal and ban5 mutants by immunofluorescence.

Interphase microtubules in wild type cells normally run parallel to the main axis of 

the cell (Figure 2.7 A). In teal mutants (Figure 2.7 A), microtubules looked similar to 

those in wild type cells. In the cells that formed branches, microtubules extended from 

the tip of the branch into one or both of the other poles, and often also between the two 

poles of the "cell body". In tea2 mutants (Figure 2.7 A), microtubules were very 

different. They looked short, more disorganised and often failed to reach the ends of the 

cell. Microtubules were short in both teal alleles, and at both 25°C and 36°C. In ban5 

microtubules were even shorter, were not parallel to the long axis of the cell and did not 

reach the cell poles.

I quantified the length of microtubules in wild type, teal-1 and ban5-l (Figure 2.7 

B, Materials and methods). Wild type microtubules measured on average 81% of the 

length of the cell, teal microtubules measured 51% of cell length, and ban5 only 32%.

I also examined microtubules in double mutants tea cdcl and tea cd c ll (Figure 

2.8). In teal double mutants microtubules extended from the tip of the branch towards 

the other poles, and often between the two poles of the cell body. In tea l double 

mutants, microtubules were short and concentrated in the nuclear region. Very large 

areas of the cell were complete devoid of microtubules or contained only one very short 

microtubules (see Figure 2.8).

The description of the cytoskeleton in the branching mutants confirmed the 

correlation between microtubule defects and bending and branching phenotypes. This is 

considered in more detail in 2.6 and in the general discussion of chapter 6.
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2.5. Examination of teal NETO defect.

Newly divided fission yeast cells have an old end, inherited from the mother cell, and a 

new end, created by cytokinesis. They grow initially by depositing new cell wall 

materials only at the end. They later activate growth at the new end, a process 

known as NETO (for New-End Take-Off). The activation of the new end is regulated, 

and only occurs when two criteria are fulfilled: Acquisition of a minimal cell length and 

progression through at least one third of the cell cycle (Mitchison and Nurse, 1985).

NETO can be followed by staining the cells with the cell wall-binding drug 

calcofluor. Calcofluor stains most of the cell wall, but not the new end of recently 

divided cells. This leaves a dark region at the new end known as the birth scar. When 

the cells undergo NETO new cell wall materials (stainable by calcofluor) are deposited at 

the new end, displacing the birth scar towards the centre of the cell. Therefore, cells 

before NETO have a birth scar at one pole and cells after NETO do not (Mitchison and 

Nurse, 1985).

teal mutants have a partial defect in the activation of growth at the new-end 

(Figure 2.9 A). I quantified this defect using calcofluor, with the following results: In 

wild type cells, 27% of the cells were pre-NETO, 58% post-NETO and 15% septated. In 

teal mutants, 70% of the cells were pre-NETO, 13% post-NETO and 17% septated. In 

contrast to branching, this phenotype was not very dependent on temperature, and similar 

results were obtained at 25°C and 36°C.

The partial NETO defect in teal could be explained if the minimal cell size at 

which NETO occurs was higher: Cells would only undergo NETO at a larger size, 

causing the percentage of pre-NETO cells in a population of cells growing exponentially 

to be lower. To test this idea I repeated with teal mutants the original experiment used to 

define the minimal cell size required for NETO (Mitchison and Nurse, 1985).

The experiment is shown in Figure 2.9. The amount of growth at the new end 

can be determined by measuring the distance between the new end and the birth scar (N).
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When this distance is plotted versus the length of the cell (T) for a wild type strain 

(diamonds for single cells and line for the average), N is almost constant until the cells 

become longer than 9 |xm. This represents the minimal cell size the cells reach before 

starting growth at the new end. If NETO was delayed to a larger minimal length in teal 

mutants, one would expect to see a similar plateau of N, extending to a larger cell length 

and followed by a continuous increase. However, such a pattern is not seen, showing 

that this explanation is not correct. Interestingly, in many of the teal cells which grew 

substantially at the new end the ratio N/T was similar to that in wild type cells (circles 

along the wild type line in Figure 2.9 B). This could be explained if there was a small 

temporal window for NETO, and the majority of the teal cells failed to activate the new 

end NETO during this window. Those teal cells which underwent NETO during this 

window would, however, elongate normally at the new end, explaining their N/T ratios 

similar to those of wild type cells.

2.6. Discussion.

2.6.1. The tea phenotype.

A careful description of the phenotype of a mutant is important to understand the function 

of a gene. I have characterised mutants in the teal, tea2 and ban5 genes cytologically and 

physiologically as a first step to understand their function.

A preliminary analysis of the mutants revealed some important features: The cells 

are viable and capable of growing with normal generation times; The phenotypes include 

bending and branching, they are not fully penetrant and are dependent on temperature.

The viability of the mutants could be explained if they had some residual gene 

function (enough for survival, but not for normal morphogenesis) or if the maintenance 

of growth along a single axis was not an essential process, at least under laboratory 

growth conditions, teal and ban5 have been characterised molecularly, allowing the 

distinction between these two possibilities: ban5-l is allelic to atb2, which encodes a2~
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tubulin, and conditional lethal alleles have been isolated (Toda et al., 1984; Yaffe et al.,

1996). The lethality associated with the ban5 alleles could be due to effects of the 

mutation on mitosis, and not on morphogenesis. In contrast, a deletion of teal is not 

lethal to the cell (see chapter 4). Mitosis and segregation of one nucleus to each daughter 

cell can still occur in branched cells, and the growth rate of the mutants is normal. This 

suggests that maintaining growth on a straight line is not essential for the fission yeast 

cell.

Another important characteristic is the occurrence of both bending and branching 

in the tea strains. How are the two phenotypes related? The tea/ban genes could be 

required to establish a growth zone at exactly the correct position in the cell pole, such 

that growth occurs along a single central axis. Mild defects in the localisation of the 

growth zone would lead to bending, while more severe defects would lead to the 

formation of a growth zone far from the pole, and to the formation of a branch. The tea 

mutants also exhibit low penetrance of their phenotypes (particularly of the branching). 

This could also be explained by residual function in the mutants, but a teal A (see chapter 

4) also exhibits low penetrance. Similarly, although the temperature-sensitivity of the 

phenotype could be explained if the gene products in the mutants were ts, branching in a 

deletion mutant of teal is also dependent on temperature. This suggests that the low 

penetrance and the sensitivity to temperature are due to characteristics of the process of 

growth itself, and not to the particular mutants I have analysed. This idea is dealt with in 

the general discussion.

2.6.2. The tea phenotype and the cell cycle.

Growth is regulated temporally and spatially during the fission yeast cell cycle. A 

dramatic transition occurs after mitosis and cytokinesis, when polarised growth has to be 

re-established at the cell poles. Some genes required for morphogenesis have a specific 

function in this transition, but others are required throughout interphase to maintain a state 

of polarised growth (Snell, 1994; Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995).
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The analysis of the cell cycle specificity of the tea genes suggests that they have a 

role after mitosis to select the position of the growth sites, and a role in interphase to 

maintain the direction of growth. When growth is reestablished after mitosis new growth 

zones are set up. In the absence of the functional tea genes they can be organised at 

random places on the cell surface. Once they are established, the tea genes are still 

necessary to maintain them in the exact position so that growth occurs along a single 

central axis.

2.6.3. Control of the number of growing ends.

The number of growing zones in teal or tea l branched cells, as determined by the 

presence of actin, is never higher than one or two. This result shows that branching is 

caused by the mislocalisation of one of the normal growing ends, and not by an activation 

of more growing zones than normal.

This experiment also suggests that there is a limit in the number of growing zones 

in a single cell to a maximum of two. In double mutants of tea and cdcll this control is 

overridden, and some branched cells contain three or even four growing ends. The 

increase correlates with the number of nuclei (and with the mass of the cell, as the cells 

with more nuclei are also larger). It is possible that there are one or several factors in 

limiting amounts in normal cells, and that these factorsaccumulate when the number of 

nuclei or the cell mass increases, allowing the activation of extra ends. Is accumulation of 

the factor/factors dependent on cell nuclei or cell mass? The fact that the increase in 

growing ends in cdcl double mutants is very small could be interpreted as nuclear 

number being limiting. However, it is also possible that cell mass is limiting, but that 

activation of growing ends requires cell cycle progression (which is blocked in cdcl 

double mutants). Why do cdcll single mutants not branch, if they are accumulating the 

limiting components to levels which would allow them to activate extra ends? In this case 

the spatial control which defines the position of the ends ensures that this extra "growing 

potential" is directed exclusively to the cell poles.
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The existence of a limiting "division factor", whose amount increases with cell 

mass and DNA content and determines the ability to form septa has been very elegantly 

demonstrated in Escherichia coli (Teather et al., 1974). If the limitation on the number of 

growing ends in fission yeast was due to a single limiting factor, it could be identified in 

screens for cDNAs which cause branching when overexpressed.

2.6.4. Microtubules and polarity in yeast.

When this study was started, microtubules were already known to be involved in 

determining the direction of growth in fission yeast (Walker, 1982; Toda et al., 1983; 

Umesono et al., 1983). The description of the microtubular cytoskeleton in teal and 

ban5 was consistent with this role: In both cases cytoplasmic microtubules are 

substantially shorter than in wild type cells. In the case of teal, although the microtubular 

defects are present at both 25°C and 36°C, branching only takes place at 36°C. This 

supports the view I briefly discussed in 2.6.1 that the growth process itself is sensitive to 

temperature. I did not observe any defects in the microtubular cytoskeleton of teal 

mutants when I carried out this work. This seemed to place it in any different category 

from other branching mutants. However, a very strong connection of teal with 

microtubules emerged later from its molecular characterisation (see chapter 5).

The role of microtubules in fission yeast polarity is one of the main topics of the 

discussion, and I will not address it further here.

2.6.5. teal and NETO.

Mutations in teal cause a defect in the activation of the new end for growth. How a 

single mutation causes both the NETO phenotype and the cell shape defect is still unclear. 

I discuss some ideas about it in chapter 5, in the context of the molecular analysis of teal.
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Figure 2.1.
Phenotype of teal cdc double mutants.
Cells were grown at 25°C, shifted to 36“C for 4 hours and observed using Nomarski 
optics.
(a) Wild type.
(b) cdc2-33.
(c) cdcll-119.
(d) teal-3.
(e) teal-3 cdc2-33.
(f) teal-3 cdcll-119.
(g) tea2-l.
(h) tea2-l cdc2-33.
(i) tea2-l cdcll-119.
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Figure 2.2.
Quantification of branching in teal and teal cdc mutants.
All cells were grown at 25°C, shifted to 36°C and observed using Nomarski optics. The 
percentage of branching cells for each of the strains was quantified.
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Figure 2.3.
Actin staining in and/^a2 mutants.
Wild type, teal-3 and tea2-I cells were grown at 25°C, transferred to 36°C for 4 hours, 
fixed and stained with antibodies against actin (A). The percentage of cells having actin 
at one, two or three poles was quantified for teal-3 (B) and teal-1 (C). The graphs on 
the left show the data for non-branching cells, and the ones on the right for cells which had 
formed branches.
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Figure 2.4.
Quantification of actin staining in teal and teal cdc mutants.
teal-3 (A), teal-3 cdc2-33 (B) and teal-3 cdcll-119 (C) were grown at 25°C, transferred 
to 36°C for 4 hours, fixed and stained with antibodies against actin. The percentage of 
branching cells having actin at one, two or three poles was quantified for each strain.
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Figure 2.5.
Quantification of actin staining in teal and teal cdc mutants.
teal-1 (A), teal-1 cdcl-33 (B) and teal-1 cdcll-119 (C) were grown at 25°C, transferred 
to 36°C for 4 hours, fixed and stained with antibodies against actin. The percentage of 
branching cells having actin at one, two or three poles was quantified for each strain.
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Figure 2.6.
Relationship between nuclei number and number of growing ends in tea cdcll mutants.
teal-3 cdcll-119 (A) and tea2-l cdcll-119 (B) were grown at 25°C, transferred to 36°C 

for 4 hours, fixed and stained with antibodies against actin. The percentage of branching 

cells having actin at one, two, three or four poles was quantified for cells with two (left) 
or four nuclei (right).
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Figure 2.7.
Microtubules i n / « a / , ŝ nd banS mutants.
Wild type, teal-3, teal-1 and ban5-l cells were grown at 25“C, transferred to 36“C for 
4 hours, fixed and stained with antibodies against tubulin (A). The mean ratio of microtubular 
length to cell length was determined for wild type, teal-l and ban5-l. The error bars 
show the standard deviation (B).
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Figure 2.8.
Microtubules in double mutants tea cdc
cdc2-33, cdcll-119, teaI-3 cdc2-33, teal-3 cdcl 1-119, tea2-l cdc2-33 and tea2-l cdcll- 
119 cells were grown at 25°C, transferred to 36°C for 4 hours, fixed and stained with 
antibodies against tubulin.
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Figure 2.9.
Analyis of new-end take-off in /ea/mutants.
A. Wild type (left) or teal mutants grown at 25°C were stained with calcofluor. For each 
cell, the total length of the cell (T) and the distance between the new end and the birth 
scar closest to it (N) were determined.
B. The results obtained as described in A were plotted for individual wild type cells 
(diamonds) and teal mutant cells (circles). Wild type cells were also grouped into 
categories according to their size, and the average N value plotted for each category (black 
line).
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3.1. Introduction: Cloning of the tea genes.

A complete understanding of the function of a gene requires its molecular analysis. This 

chapter describes the strategy I followed to clone the teal gene, and the analysis of its 

sequence.

Fission yeast genes identified by mutations are normally cloned by 

complementation. This involves transformation of a genomic or cDNA library into the 

mutants, and the subsequent isolation of plasmids which rescue the mutation. The 

identification of rescuing plasmids is easy when conditional lethal mutations are available: 

The library can be transformed under permissive conditions for the mutant (in which the 

cells are viable), and later replica-plated to the restrictive conditions, where only the cells 

containing rescuing plasmids will be able to grow. In the case of teal, teal and ban5, all 

mutants available at the time were viable {ban5^^ lethal mutants were isolated later). In 

addition, they were not known to be hypersensitive to any drug, or to display synthetic 

lethality with any other mutation. This meant that the only way to detect rescue of the 

mutation was by visual screening of the transformants, looking for rescue of the cell 

shape defect. This type of screen would have been very complicated because the tea 

phenotype is not very penetrant and it is very variable from colony to colony. As fission 

yeast plasmids do not rescue the phenotype in 100% of the cells, due to plasmid loss or 

variable copy number, the identification of rescuing plasmids would have been very 

difficult.

To circumvent these problems I decided to use positional cloning. The basis is to 

use classical genetic techniques to map the mutations to small regions of the fission yeast 

genome. Then one can take advantage of the fact that there are two cosmid libraries of 

fission yeast, which are ordered and have been aligned to the genetic map. If the position 

of a particular gene on the genetic map is known, a set of cosmids which span the region 

where the gene is can be obtained. The cosmids can then be transformed individually, 

and the transformants screened visually for rescue of the cell shape phenotype. As the
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number of cosmids tested is small, one can look at several transformants of each cosmid, 

to take into account variations between colonies, or the cosmids can be integrated to avoid 

the problems associated with plasmid loss.

3.2. Mapping of teal, teal and banS.

3.2.1. Mapping strategy.

I used a three-step strategy for the genetic mapping: First, I assigned the mutation to a 

specific chromosome by mitotic haploidisation. Second, I carried out long-range meiotic 

mapping in a swi5 mutant background, to assign the position of the mutations to large 

areas inside a chromosome. Finally, I used conventional meiotic mapping to determine 

the position of the mutations more accurately. The genetic markers used for the mapping 

are shown in Figure 3.1.

Mitotic haploidisation can be used to map a mutation to one of fission yeast three 

chromosomes (Figure 3.2). A diploid heterozygous for the mutation to be mapped and 

genetic markers on each chromosome is constructed. The diploid must be made stable 

(i.e. unable to undergo meiosis) by using an additional mutation, mat2-102 (Kohli et al., 

1977). The diploid is then haploidised using the microtubule-binding drug MBC. As 

haploidisation occurs in the absence of meiosis and mitotic recombination is generally 

very low, the resulting haploids will only inherit complete chromosomes from either 

parent strain. The mutation will cosegregate with genetic markers of the chromosome 

where it is located from the same parent strain, but will not cosegregate with markers of 

the same chromosome from the other parent strain. In contrast, the mutation will 

segregate freely from markers of the other chromosomes, regardless of which parent 

strain they come from.

Meiotic mapping is based on the fact that the frequency of recombination between 

two loci is proportional to the distance between them. A strain carrying the mutation to be 

mapped can be crossed to strains carrying different genetic markers, and the distance
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between the mutation estimated. However, this approach is only valid when the genes 

are very close to each other: As the distance between the genes increases, the frequency of 

recombination increases until it reaches a plateau at 50%. This means that a very large 

number of crosses is required to determine the position of the mutation. However, 

meiotic mapping can be adapted to work for longer distances by using mutations such as 

swi5, which decreases the frequency of recombination by an average of ten-fold 

(Schmidt, 1993). This allows "long range" meiotic mapping, which can be used to 

determine roughly the position of a mutation on a chromosome. In practice, three or four 

markers are enough to cover the whole chromosome. In the next step, the mutant strain 

is crossed to markers in the region defined by the swi5 mapping to determine its position 

more finely.

3.2.2. Mapping by mitotic haploidisation.

The markers used for the mitotic mapping are shown in Figure 3.2. The construction of 

the diploids and the procedure for haploidisation are described in Materials and methods, 

and the results are summarised in Table 3.1.

teal segregated freely with respect to markers of chromosome I {lysl and ural) 

and chromosome II {leul and his3). However, all tea"*" haploids were also ade“, and 

almost all tea" haploids were ade+ (Table 3.1, a). As ade6 is a marker of chromosome 

III, and the original parent strains were tea" ade+ and tea+ ade", this indicates that teal is 

located on chromosome III.

ban5 segregated freely from mutations on chromosome I (lysl and ural) and 

chromosome III (ade6). All ban+ haploids were his" and leu+, and all ban" haploids 

were his+ and leu" (Table 3.1, b). The parent strains were ban" his+ leu" and ban+ his" 

leu+, indicating that ban5 is on chromosome H.

In the case of teal, the tea phenotype did not cosegregate with markers of any 

chromosome. The experiment was done several times, using the two available alleles, 

with identical results (Table 3.1 c shows one example). However, other markers showed 

the expected patterns of segregation (e.g. leu+ and his"), suggesting that haploidisation
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had worked. One possibility was that lack of cosegregation was caused by mitotic 

recombination. I later found (see below) that teal maps to the right arm of chromosome 

II, distal to the mating type locus (see Figure 3.3). The mating type locus is a hot spot 

for mitotic recombination (Egel, 1989). Recombination at this locus would alter the 

segregation pattern of all genes distal to it (such as teal), but not of genes proximal or on 

the other chromosome arm {his3 and leul, explaining why their segregation was normal).

3.2.3. Meiotic mapping of tea l .

teal maps to chromosome III by mitotic haploidisation. To determine its position inside 

this chromosome, I constructed teal swi5 strains (swi5 is recessive, so the mutation has 

to be present in both strains used in the cross) and crossed them to swi5 strains 

containing mutations on different points of chromosome III (Figure 3.4). In this 

background, teal was very far from ura4 and closely linked to tpsl4  (first table), 

suggesting that teal was on the right arm of the chromosome. The distance to markers of 

the right arm (second table) was 2.8 cM to tpsl4 and 8.1 cM to adeS, while the distance 

between these two markers was 11.1 cM, indicating that teal mapped between them.

The next step was to perform meiotic mapping in a wild type background, 

crossing teal to mutants in genes located between tpsl4 and ade5. The first markers I 

used were argl and tpsl8, and the results showed that teal was linked to both of them, 

and located distal to tpsl8  (see Figure 3.5). Then I used a gene distal to argl, nmtl. I 

found that teal was very closely linked to nmtl (1.3 cM, based on 116 tetrads). I tried to 

find out if teal was located distal or proximal to nmtl (by crossing teal nmtl to tpsl8), 

but teal is so close to nm tl that I did not get enough recombinants to reach any 

conclusion.

3.2.4. Meiotic mapping of banS.

ban5 maps to chromosome II by mitotic haploidisation. To map its position on this 

chromosome, I constructed ban5 swi5 strains and crossed them to swi5 strains containing 

mutations on chromosome II. ban5 was not clearly linked to leu3 and ade8 (which map
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to the right arm), but was linked to the mat locus and to his3. ban5 is at 18.8 cM of his3, 

and farther from mat (28.3 cM) than his3 and mat are from each other (13 cM), showing 

that ban5 is located on the left arm of chromosome II, distal to the his3 gene.

As the banS allele we had showed very low penetrance, I decided to concentrate 

on the other genes, and I did not carry out any additional mapping. The banS gene has 

been cloned by using temperature-sensitive lethal alleles isolated later, and it has been 

found to be allelic to atb2, which encodes a2-tubulin (Toda et al., 1984; Verde et al., 

1995). The position of a tb l has been determined on an ordered cosmid library 

(Mizukami et al., 1993), and is consistent with the mapping data presented here.

3.2.5. Meiotic mapping of tea l .

The position of tea l could not be assigned to a specific chromosome by mitotic 

haploidisation, so I decided to use swi5 mapping to determine its chromosomal location. 

I made a teal. swi5 strain, and crossed it to swi5 strains with mutations on chromosome 

III (Figure 3.7) or chromosome II (Figure 3.8). No linkage was detected to markers of 

chromosome III, but there was linkage to leu3 and adeS, which are present on the right 

arm of chromosome II. The estimated genetic distance between teal and leu3 was 14.5 

cM, between teal and adeS 14.5 cM, and between leu3 and adeS 20 cM. This is 

consistent with teal being located between leu3 and adeS.

I then crossed teal to mutants in genes between leu3 and adeS, in a wild type 

background. Figure 3.9 shows that teal is linked to his4 (and proximal to the 

centromere), and distal to adel (but not linked to it). I finally decided to concentrate on 

the cloning of teal, so I did not complete the genetic mapping of teal.
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3.3. Cloning the teal gene.

3.3.1. Development of methods for cosmid transformation.

The strategy for positional cloning that I wanted to use required the transformation of 

cosmids into fission yeast. This posed two problems: First, the size of the cosmids, 

because the average insert size is 37.5 kb and it was not clear whether such large pieces 

of DNA could be introduced into yeast using standard techniques. Second, the ordered 

cosmid libraries were constructed for physical mapping, and do not contain a yeast 

selectable marker.

To address the first problem I used a cosmid containing an essential gene to be 

able to follow the presence of the cosmid in the yeast. I transformed cosmid 13G8, 

which contains the orb5 gene (Snell and Nurse, 1994), into an orb5-19^^ mutant strain 

(using the lithium acetate method). In the absence of cosmid DNA no colonies were 

formed at the restrictive temperature of 36°C, but in the presence of cosmid colonies 

appeared with an efficiency of 300 transformants per p,g of DNA. This shows that 

transformation of cosmids into fission yeast is possible with standard techniques.

To solve the problem of the lack of selectable markers I first tried to use 

cotransformation of a cosmid and a plasmid with a selectable marker. The basis is that 

the transformation of the cosmid and the plasmid are not independent events, so if a cell is 

transformed with the plasmid it is also likely to be transformed with the cosmid. To test 

this strategy, I used a plasmid with a yeast selectable marker (pIRT2, containing LEU2) 

and a cosmid containing the orb5 gene. I transformed an orb5-19 leu l-32 strain with 

pIRT2 and cosmid (using different plasmid to cosmid ratio), and plated the cells under 

selective conditions for the plasmid but not for the cosmid (that is, medium without 

leucine and 25°C). Then I replica plated the colonies to 36°C, and counted the percentage 

of colonies which grew, which contained both the cosmid and the plasmid. In the best 

conditions (using a molar ratio of cosmid to plasmid of 10:1), 0.68% of the leu+ colonies 

contained the cosmid. Although the frequency of cotransformation was low, I decided to
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use it to cotransform a tea l-3 leu l-32 strain with pIRT2 and cosmids in the region of 

nm tl (Figure 3.10, A). None of the cosmids rescued the teal mutation when 

cotransformed. However, one of the cosmids tested (25D6) was later found to contain 

the teal gene.

The second approach was to introduce selectable markers into the cosmids. S. 

Sedgwick has constructed a series of TnlOOO transposons which carry fission yeast 

selectable markers (Morgan et al., 1996). The transposons are moved onto a target DNA 

in bacteria, and the target DNAs containing the transposon are isolated. To test if this 

system would work with cosmids I tagged cosmid 13G8 with TnlOOO::Azj7, and 

transformed it into a his7-237 strain using the lithium acetate method. The transformation 

frequency was high (1,500 transformants/pg of DNA), showing that the method is very 

efficient to introduce selectable markers into cosmids. Because transposition occurs at 

random locations of the target DNA, one potential risk is that the transposon gets inserted 

in the gene one is trying to clone, causing its inactivation. To minimise this risk when 

using this method to clone teal, I always prepared DNA from pools of at least ten 

independent transposon insertions.

3.3.2. Isolation of rescuing cosmids.

teal is very close to the nmtl gene. Because the position of nmtl with respect to one of 

the cosmids libraries was not known, I first mapped it to cosmid 2D 12 (Hoheisel et al., 

1993) as described in Materials and Methods. Then I selected cosmids from both 

libraries spanning the region of nmtl (see Figure 3.10) and tagged them with a 

transposon carrying the his7 gene. The cosmids were transformed individually into a 

teal-3 his7-237 strain and plated onto selective medium at 25°C. After replica plating to 

36°C I screened the colonies visually, looking for rescue of the cell shape defect. One 

cosmid from each library (25D6 and 1223, see Figure 3.10) appeared to rescue the tea 

phenotype. In these transformants a small percentage of cells still showed the phenotype, 

possibly due to plasmid loss. To confirm that the cosmids were able to completely rescue 

the mutation I isolated spontaneous integrants of the cosmids (following the his
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phenotype). The integrants showed perfect rescue of the tea phenotype. Cosmid 1223 

also contains the nmtl gene (Mizukami et al., 1993), and cosmids 25D6 overlaps 

cosmids 2D 12, which contains nmtl (see above).

3.3.3. Subcloning and sequencing teal.

I chose cosmid 25D6 (Hoheisel et al., 1993) for further subcloning of teal. The average 

insert size in the cosmids used is 37.5 kb, which makes restriction mapping and 

subcloning very difficult. To avoid this problem, I decided to use the following strategy: 

First, I constructed a "minilibrary" from this cosmid; Second, I transformed the 

minilibrary into a teal mutant and selected rescuing plasmids by a visual screen; Finally, 

I recovered the rescuing plasmids from fission yeast and analysed them.

The construction of the minilibrary is described in detail in materials and methods. 

Briefly, I digested the cosmid partially with a four base-pair cutter, selected fragments of 

about 6 kb and cloned them into a fission yeast vector (marked with LEU2). The library 

was constructed from about 400 independent clones. I transformed the library into teal-3 

leu l-32, screened visually 294 colonies and found six colonies with a tea+ phenotype. I 

recovered the plasmid from the six colonies. All of them rescued the tea phenotype when 

retransformed, confirming that the recovered plasmids where responsible for the rescue.

I analysed the six plasmids (designed pRl to pR6) by restriction enzyme 

mapping. A summary of the results is presented in Figure 3.11. Plasmids pR2 and pR5 

had identical digestion patterns with all enzymes tested. The results suggested that all the 

plasmids shared a 4 kb fragment, and this was confirmed by Southern blotting (data not 

shown). I subcloned the 4.0 kb DNA by removing a 1.5 kb BamHI fragment from pR2, 

producing plasmid pR2Dl (Figure 3.11). pR2Dl was also able to rescue the tea 

phenotype of teal-3. Smaller fragments from pR2Dl were subcloned, but none of them 

was able to complement teal mutations, so I decided to sequence a 4.3 kb BamHI DNA 

which included the 4.0 kb rescuing DNA.

The sequencing strategy is described in Materials and Methods. The DNA 

contained and ORF of 3441 bp, corresponding to 1147 aminoacids. Figure 3.12 shows
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the position of the ORF in the fragment and the main restriction sites, and figure 3.13 

presents the DNA sequence and the translation of the ORF.

3.3.4. Analysis of teal sequence.

The teal ORF contains two ATGs, at positions 1 and 135. Plasmids pRl, pR4 

and pR6 contain both of them, but plasmid pR2 lacks the first one. As plasmid pR2 is 

capable of complementing a teal mutation, codons 1 to 45 are dispensable for teal 

function. However, from these data it was not clear which ATG is normally used as a 

translational start. This point has been addressed using antibodies against teal, and is 

discussed in chapter 5.

The main feature in the sequence of teal is the presence of six internal repeats at 

the N-terminal half of the protein, between aminoacids 80 and 400 (Figure 3.14 A and 

B). The repeats are about 50 aminoacid long, and belong to the kelch family (Xue and 

Cooley, 1993; Bork and Doolittle, 1994). Kelch repeats were first described in the 

D rosophila  protein kelch. Kelch is a component of the ring canals, which are 

cytoplasmic bridges which communicate the nurse cell with the oocyte (Xue and Cooley, 

1993). Kelch repeats are present in several protein known to bind actin, such as scruin 

(Way et al., 1995b) or actin-fragmin kinase (Eichinger et al., 1996), and in others 

suspected to bind actin, like kelch or spe-26 (Varkey et al., 1995). They are also present 

in proteins whose function is not related to actin, such as galactose oxidase (Bork and 

Doolittle, 1994) or 6-scruin (Way et al., 1995a). The functional significance of these 

repeats is discussed below.

The C-terminal part of teal has several regions predicted to have a high 

probability to form coiled-coil interactions (Figure 3.14 C), using the Lupas algorithm 

(Lupas et al., 1991).

3.3.5. Putative teal homologues.

Comparisons of the repeats with proteins in the PIR and Swissprot databases revealed 

that the most similar repeats were present in two hypothetical proteins of S. cerevisiae
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(accession numbers PIR S46769 and PIR S57704), in host cell factor (Wilson et al., 

1993) and in actin-fragmin kinase (Eichinger et al., 1996).

Searches with the C-terminal part of the protein did not identify any proteins with 

high similarity with teal. However, all the best scores were obtained with proteins 

known to form coiled-coil structures. The two budding yeast hypothetical proteins 

similar to teal in the N-terminus are not significantly similar in the C-terminus, but show 

a very similar pattern when analysed for coiled-coil formation. Thus, these proteins have 

an overall structure very similar to that of teal: Six kelch repeats in the N-terminus, and a 

coiled-coil regions in the C-terminus. The two proteins are 34% identical to teal in the 

kelch repeats (and 66% identical to each other).

A search against sequences generated by the fission yeast sequencing project 

identified a potential fission yeast homologue of teal. The hypothetical protein (which 

will be referred to as 6G10, which is the cosmid where the gene is located) has five kelch 

repeats in the N-terminus (although less similar to teal than those of the budding yeast 

proteins) and areas rich in predicted coiled-coil structure in the C-terminus.

3.4. Discussion.

3.4.1. Strategy to clone tea l .

Mutations in teal are not lethal and cause a cell shape defect which is difficult to score. 

These problems made its cloning by complementation with normal libraries very difficult, 

so I decided to use positional cloning. This approach is now possible due to the 

availability of ordered cosmid libraries which have been aligned to the genetic map. The 

approach involved the genetic mapping of the mutations, followed by the transformation 

of cosmids spanning the region defined genetically.

The main technical difficulty was the transformation of cosmids, as they are very 

large and do not have selectable markers. I tried two methods to solve the problem of the 

lack of selectable markers. Cotransformation of a cosmid and a plasmid carrying a
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marker is possible, as shown with the orb5 mutant. However, the frequency of 

cotransformation is very low (less than 1%), and a cosmid which was later found to 

contain teal (25D6) failed to rescue a teal mutation. One possibility is that the cosmid 

was indeed cotransformed in some cells, but that it was lost at high frequency because 

there was no selective pressure to maintain it. The second method was the tagging of 

cosmids with transposons carrying selectable markers. This approach was shown to 

work efficiently and rehably, and allowed the cloning of the teal gene.

The methods for positional cloning I have used and set up could be of general use 

for cloning of genes which are difficult to clone using other approaches: These could 

include genes which only mutate to give non-lethal morphological phenotypes, genes 

which are too large to be present in the available libraries and genes which are toxic when 

present in high copy number. The cdc20 gene, which had been impossible to clone with 

conventional approaches, has been recently cloned in the lab using some of the methods 

described in this thesis.

3.4.2. teal sequence. Protein motifs.

The main motifs present in teal sequence are six internal kelch repeats in the first half of 

the protein, and presumptive coiled-coil regions in the second half.

Kelch is a 50-aminoacid motif, named after the Drosophila protein kelch. Kelch 

repeats have been found in several proteins related to the actin cytoskeleton. The most 

clear cases are the Limulus proteins scruin (Way et al., 1995b), which contains two sets 

of six repeats and is an actin cross-linking protein, and the actin-fragmin kinase from 

Physarum polycephalum (Eichinger et al., 1996). Kelch itself, which is localised to the 

actin-rich ring canals and required for their proper organisation, has been proposed to be 

an actin cross-linking protein (Xue and Cooley, 1993). Finally, in C. elegans spe-26 

mutants spermatogenesis is disrupted, and actin is delocalised in the spermatocytes 

(Varkey et al., 1995).

Kelch repeats are also present in proteins localised to structures devoid of actin, 

such as calicin (von Billow et al., 1995) (a component of the calyx, a cytoskeletal
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structure of the mammalian sperm head), and 6-scruin (Way et al., 1995a) (67% identical 

to scruin, but localised in the acrosomal vesicle, which does not contain actin). Other 

examples of kelch repeats are found in several viral ORFs, in budding yeast hypothetical 

proteins (PIR S46769 and PIR S57704) and in Dactylium dendroides galactose oxidase 

(Bork and Doolittle, 1994). The crystal structure of this protein is known. The kelch 

repeats, which constitute the catalytic core of the enzyme, form seven 6-sheets arranged 

around a central hole (the structure is called superbarrel or 6-propeller). Based on this 

structure and the sequence similarities between kelch repeats, it has been proposed that 

the repeats constitute a structural folding motif (Bork and Doolittle, 1994).

The variety of functions of proteins containing kelch repeats means no 

conclusions can be drawn about the functional significance of these repeats in teal. A 

connection with the actin cytoskeleton would be very attractive, as actin is present in 

growth sites in fission yeast and growth sites are mislocalised in teal mutants. However, 

there is no evidence of interactions between teal and the actin cytoskeleton.

teal also contains regions predicted to form coiled-coil interactions. Coiled-coils 

are bundles of a-helices bound into a superhelix. They carry out different functions, 

such as forming mechanically rigid structures (keratin), molecular stalks (kinesin) or 

dimérisation domains between transcriptions factors (Lupas, 1996). As in the case of the 

kelch repeats, they are structural motifs, and their presence in teal does not provide 

information about teal biochemical function.

3.4.3. Potential teal homologues.

The main candidates to be functional homologues are two budding yeast (PIR S46769 

and PIR S57704) and a fission yeast (6G10) hypothetical proteins. The three proteins 

share teal overall structure (kelch repeats in the N-terminus and extended coiled-coil in 

the C-terminus), suggesting that they might be functional homologues. This possibility, 

however, must be considered cautiously: First, a deletion of the 6G10 yeast does not 

cause any visible phenotype, either on its own or in combination with a deletion of teal 

(see chapter 4). Second, the microtubule cytoskeleton is essential for teal function in
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fission yeast (see chapter 5). However, microtubules do not have a role in 

morphogenesis in budding yeast (see Introduction), making it unlikely that these proteins 

function similarly to teal.

It has also been noted that teal shows some homology with proteins of the ezrtin- 

radixin-moesin (ERM) family (Vega and Solomon, 1997). Although the similarity is 

very low, teal and mem bers of this family show some interesting similarities in 

behaviour (Vega and Solomon, 1997, see also chapter 6).

3.4.4. Final conclusions.

I have cloned the teal gene using positional cloning, a method which could be used more 

generally in fission yeast. The sequence of teal contains several structural motifs, but 

does not reveal its biochemical function. The cloning allowed me to construct the tools 

required for its molecular analysis, which is described in the next two chapters.
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Figure 3.1.
Genetic map of S. pombe.
The figure shows a genetic map of S. pombe three chromosomes, showing the position 
of all the markers used to map genetically the position of the teal, tea2 and ban5 genes.
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Figure 3.2.
Genetic mapping by mitotic haploidisation.
A stable diploid strain is constructed, heterozygous for the mutation to be mapped {teal 
in the example shown in the figure) and for markers in each of the three chromosomes. 
The diploid is then haploidised by using certain drugs (see materials and methods). As 
mitotic recombination is very low, the resulting haploids inherit random combination of 
entire chromosomes from either parent strain. The mutation to be mapped will always 
cosegregate with markers of the same chromosome from the same parent strain, but not 
of the other parent strains, but will segregate randomly with markers of other chromosomes.



a. teal~3

Chromosome I tea+ tea"

lys+/ura" 21 9

lys"/ura+ 24 34

Chromosome II tea+ tea"

leu+/his" 35 19

leu"/his+ 20 13

Chromosome III tea+ tea"

ade+ 0 32

ade" 56 1

b. ban5‘l

Chromosome I ban+ ban"

lys+/ura" 16 5

lys"/ura+ 21 4

Chromosome II ban+ ban"

leu+/his" 37 0

leu"/his+ 0 9

Chromosome III ban+ ban"

ade+ 17 3

ade" 20 6



c. tea2-l

Chromosome I tea+ tea"

lys+/ura' 24 6

lys"/ura+ 30 18

Chromosome II tea+ tea"

leu+/his" 35 19

leu"/his+ 20 14

Chromosome III tea+ tea"

ade+ 32 13

ade" 36 7

Table 3.1.
Results of mapping using mitotic haploidisation.
A ural-171 his3-237 ade6-M210 mat2-102 strain was crossed to strains teal-3 leul-32 
lysl-131 h~ (a), ban5-l leul-32 lysl-131 hr (b) and tea2-l leul-32 lysl-131 h' (c). The 
resulting diploids were haploidised as described in Materials and methods, and the 
haploids were examined for the segregation of auxotrophic markers with respect to the 
tea or ban mutations.
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Figure 3.3.
Lack of cosegregation of teal mutations with markers of chromosome II could be 
due to mitotic recombination.
Genetic map of the two copies of chromosome II present in the diploids used for mapping 
by haploiditation. Recombination in the mat locus would allow tea2 mutations to segregate 
freely from the leul and his3 markers. However, as these two markers are both at the 
same side of the chromosome with respect to the mat locus, they would still not cosegregate.
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Figure 3.4.
Meiotic mapping of teal in a swi5' background.
Genetic map of chromosome III, indicating the genetic markers used in the crosses 
described in this figure.
A teal-3 swi5-39 h'^ strain was crossed to ura4-294 tpsl4-5 swi5-39 h~, and a teal-3  
tpsl4-5 ura4-294 swi5-39 h~̂  strain was crossed to ade5-36 swi5-39 h~. The tables show 
the number of parental ditypes (PD), nonparental ditypes (NPD) and tetratypes (TT) 
between the different markers present in the cross, as well as the estimated genetic distance, 
calculated as described in Materials and methods.
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teal X  argl tps28

PD NPD TT Distance
teaiarg 30 2 13 28
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teal ura4 x nmtl::ura4

PD NPD TT Distance
teainmt 116 0 3 1.3

Figure 3.5.
Meiotic mapping of teal in a swiS"̂  background.
Genetic map of chromosome III, indicating the genetic markers used in the crosses 
described in this figure.
A tea l-3  /%+ strain was crossed to tps28-9 argl-230 h~, and a teal-3 ura4-D18 
strain was crossed to nmtl::ura4 ura4-D18 h~. The tables show the number of parental 
ditypes (PD), nonparental ditypes (NPD) and tetratypes (TT) between the different 
markers present in the cross, as well as the estimated genetic distance, calculated as 
described in Materials and methods.
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Figure 3.6.
Meiotic mapping of banS in a swi5~ background.
Genetic map of chromosome II, indicating the genetic markers used in the crosses 
described in this figure.
A ban5-l swi5-39 A+ strain was crossed to his3-237 swi5-39 h~. The tables show the 
number of parental ditypes (PD), nonparental ditypes (NPD) and tetratypes (TT) between 
the different markers present in the cross, as well as the estimated genetic distance, 
calculated as described in Materials and methods.
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Figure 3.7.
Meiotic mapping of teal in a swi5~ background (I).
Genetic map of chromosome III, indicating the genetic markers used in the crosses 
described in this figure.
A teal-1 swi5-39 strain was crossed to ade5 -36 swi5-39 h~, and a teal-1 ade5-36 
swi5-39 A+ strain was crossed to ura4-194 tpsl4-5 swi5-39 h~. The tables show the 
number of parental ditypes (PD), nonparental ditypes (NPD) and tetratypes (TT) between 
the different markers present in the cross, as well as the estimated genetic distance, 
calculated as described in Materials and methods.
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Figure 3.8.
Meiotic mapping of teal in a swi5~ background (II).
Genetic map of chromosome II, indicating the genetic markers used in the crosses 
described in this figure.
A teal-1 swi5-39 strain was crossed to ade5-36 swi5-39 h~, and a teal-1 ade5-36 
swi5-39 /%+ strain was crossed to ura4-194 tpsl4-5 swi5-39 h~. The tables show the 
number of parental ditypes (PD), nonparental ditypes (NPD) and tetratypes (TT) between 
the different markers present in the cross, as well as the estimated genetic distance, 
calculated as described in Materials and methods.
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PD NPD TT Distance
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PD NPD TT Distance
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Figure 3.9.
Meiotic mapping of teal in a background.
Genetic map of chromosome II, indicating the genetic markers used in the crosses 
described in this figure.
A tea2-l dis2-l strain was crossed to his4-239 h', and a tea2-l /%+ strain was 
crossed to adel-3 h~. The tables show the number of parental ditypes (PD), nonparental 
ditypes (NPD) and tetratypes (TT) between the different markers present in the cross, as 
well as the estimated genetic distance, calculated as described in Materials and methods.
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Figure 3.10.
Cosmids spanning the region around the nmtl gene.
The cosmids shown in the figure were tested for their ability to rescue the cell shape defect 
of tea l-3. The circles show the cosmids with rescuing activity from the two libraries 
used. A. Hoheisel et. al. (1993). B. Mizukami et al. (1993).
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Figure 3.11.
Restriction maps of plasmids rescuing teal mutants.
tea l-3 mutants were transformed with a minilibrary containing fragments from cosmid 
25D6 as inserts. Five plasmids were isolated that rescued the cell shape defect (Rl, R2, 
R3, R4 and R6). These plasmids were analysed by a combination of restriction mapping 
and Southern blotting, and found to be overlapping. Plasmid R2D1 is derived from R2, 
and also rescues the teal mutation. The orientation of the inserts in the plasmids is shown 
by the position of the polylinker restriction sites PstI (P) and Xmal (X). The position of 
the teal ORF is shown by the arrow.
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Figure 3.12.
Restriction map of the teal gene and flanking sequences.
The figure shows the restriction sites used for different clonings described in this thesis 
and their position with respect to the teal gene.



GGATCCCTTTTTTATGCCTTCTTTGGTTAAGTTGTTTTAAGAAAGTAGAGCAAGCGCCGA 
AATTAAAATCATTCGTTTCGAAAATTCATGTTGGCTGGCGTTGTCACTCATGCAGCTCCA 
GCACGCTAACCGCTGGTTAAGTCATTCCGCTCAACTTTTGTTAGAACAGTGATTTCTTTC 
CTTTTTTTCTATTGTTTTTACTTTTATTCTTTTTTACTTCTTCTATTCAGGCCTATTTCG 
GAGTGAGAGTGGTACGCTGAATCCGATTTTTATATCCATCCAGTATTCCACCCAAAAAAT 
TAACTCATAGGCCCTTTTACCTGAATATCCAAGGTTTTTTACAACCAATTTCTCTTTAAA 
GGAGTAATGTCTTTTTTATTTAAAAGGAATAAAGGATCTGCGCATAAACCGACCAAACCA 

1 M S F L F K R N K G S A H K P T K P  18
AATTTTTCAAAAACTTCAACCACCCCTTCTACATCACAATTGAAACATTCTCATGAATCC 

1 9 N F S K T S T T P S T S Q L K H S H E S  38
AATGTAAAAATGTCAACCTCTACAGTTACCGAGCATAGGAAAAAACCAACTGGTAGTGGT 

3 9 N V K M S T S T V T E H R K K P T G S G  58
TCCCACATTACCGCTTCTCCATGGTCGAAGCTTACAGTACGCGGAAGTTCAAATGTTCTC 

5 9 S H I T A S P W S K L T V R G S S N V L  78
CCTCGATACTCCCACGCCTCTCATCTTTATGCTGAAGGTGGTCAAGAAATTTATATCTTT 

7 9 P R Y S H A S H L Y A E G G Q E I Y I F  98
GGAGGTGTTGCTTCTGATTCTCAACCAAAAAATGATTTATGGGTATTAAACCTTGCTACT 

9 9 G G V A S D S Q P K N D L W V L N L A T  11 8
AGTCAATTCACTAGCTTGCGTTCCCTTGGCGAAACACCTTCTCCACGACTTGGTCATGCT 

11 9  S Q F T S L R S L G E T P S P R L G H A  138
TCCATTCTTATTGGAAACGCCTTTATTGTTTTTGGTGGACTCACGAACCATGACGTTGCG 

13 9  S I L I G N A F I V F G G L T N H D V A  158
GATCGCCAGGATAATTCGCTTTACCTATTGAACACTTCCTCTCTTGTATGGCAGAAAGCC 

15 9  D R Q D N S L Y L L N T S S L V W Q K A  178
AACGCTTCGGGCGCCCGACCTAGTGGGCGTTACGGTCATACTATCAGTTGTCTTGGATCA 

179  N A S G A R P S G R Y G H T I S C L G S  198
AAGATTTGCCTATTTGGTGGCAGACTCTTGGACTATTACTTTAATGATCTTGTTTGTTTT 

19 9  K I C L F G G R L L D Y Y F N D L V C F  21 8
GATTTAAACAATTTGAATACTTCTGATTCCAGATGGGAACTTGCCTCTGTCGTCAATGAC 

21 9  D L N N L N T S D S R W E L A S V V N D  23 8
CCTCCACCAGCTCGTGCTGGACACGTAGCATTTACTTTTTCCGATAAACTATACATTTTT 

23 9  P P P A R A G H V A F T F S D K L Y I F  25 8
GGTGGTACTGATGGTGCTAATTTCTTCAATGATCTTTGGTGCTACCATCCTAAACAGAGC 

25 9  G G T D G A N F F N D L W C Y H P K Q S  2 7 8
GCTTGGTCTAAAGTTGAAACTTTTGGGGTTGCACCTAATCCTCGAGCCGGTCACGCAGCT 

2 7 9  A W S K V E T F G V A P N P R A G H A A  29 8
TCTGTTGTGGAAGGCATTCTTTATGTTTTTGGAGGAAGAGCTTCCGATGGTACTTTCCTT 

29 9  S V V E G I L Y V F G G R A S D G T F L  31 8
AATGATTTGTACGCTTTTAGACTATCGTCAAAGCATTGGTATAAGTTATCAGACCTTCCG 

3 1 9  N D L Y A F R L S S K H W Y K L S D L P  33 8
TTCACTCCCTCACCTAGATCCTCACATACTTTGTCGTGTAGTGGATTAACTTTAGTATTA 

3 3 9  F T P S P R S S H T L S C S G L T L V L  358
ATTGGGGGGAAACAAGGGAAAGGTGCTAGTGATTCAAACGTATACATGCTTGATACATCG 

35 9  I G G K Q G K G A S D S N V Y M L D T S  3 78
CGTTTTCGATTAGGTTCGGTACCAACCACCTCTGGTAGGCAAAGGAATACTTCTTTTTTC 

3 7 9  R F R L G S V P T T S G R Q R N T S F F  398
TCAAACTCTACTGGTAACACAAATCCCAGTGCCTTTAACGGTCTTTTGACTTCATCCCGT 

3 99  S N S T G N T N P S A F N G L L T S S R  4 1 8
ATCCCATCTTATAATGGGTCGAAAGTTCGTTCTACTAGTCATCCCTCTAGGCAGCAATAT 

4 1 9  I P S Y N G S K V R S T S H P S R Q Q Y  4 3 8
ATAGGCTCATCGAATTCAAGATTTAATACTAGGCATCAGACCATTTCTACACCAGTATCC 

4 3 9  I G S S N S R F N T R H Q T I S T P V S  45 8
GGTCGAGCAAGCAATGATCTGCCTTCACCTGTTGTGCCAACTCGGTCAAATTCGTCTTCC 

4 5 9  G R A S N D L P S P V V P T R S N S S S  47 8
ATCTTACAACCTAGTTATAACTTGAATTCACACTCAAGTGATCGTCGTAATACGAATGAT 

4 7 9  I L Q P S Y N L N S H S S D R R N T N D  4 9 8
GATGATCAAAGTTCTTTGAATAGCCAACAACTTTCCAATCAAGCAAAAGCACAAGGTGAA 

4 9 9  D D Q S S L N S Q Q L S N Q A K A Q G E  518
GTCTCTCCTACCTTATCCTTTGTTCCTTCATCACACTCAATGGAACAAGGGAACGGTTCC 

51 9  V S P T L S F V P S S H S M E Q G N G S  53 8
GTCGCGTCTGCTAACAATGCACAATCAGAAGCGGCCACTAGATCTATCAACTCTATATCC 

5 3 9  V A S A N N A Q S E A A T R S I N S I S  55 8
GAGGTGTCAGAAGTGCGTTTTCCAGAACAATCGAGTGTTAAAACTGTTGATGAACGAAAA 

55 9  E V S E V R F P E Q S S V K T V D E R K  578
AGTCTTGATGGCCGGATTACTTCTGTCACTCTAGAAACACTTGTTGAAAAATATTCAGAA 

5 79  S L D G R I T S V T L E T L V E K Y S E  598
CTTTCAAAGCAACAAATCGTTGAATGGTTTAAGAGTAAACTTTATGAGATTCTTCGAGAT 

5 99  L S K Q Q I V E W F K S K L Y E I L R D  618
TCCGCTTCTAAAATAGATTCGTTAACAGAAAAATTAAAAGTTGCAAACGCCGAAAAAAAT 

6 1 9  S A S K I D S L T E K L K V A N A E K N  638
GCGGCACTATGTGAAGCTGCTTTGGAGAAAGTTCCTTTAGCAAAGCACAATAAGTTGTCA 

6 3 9  A A L C E A A L E K V P L A K H N K L S  658
GATGGTACATTTTCCACTCCTGATAAAGAAAATGTTCAATCAACTAACGATGCTCATATC 

6 5 9  D G T F S T P D K E N V Q S T N D A H I  678
ATGCAAGAAAATTTCAGTTTGCATAAAGCGCTTGAGGTCATGCGTGAGACTTCTTCAGAT 

6 7 9  M Q E N F S L H K A L E V M R E T S S D  698



TTAGACAAGCAATTAAAAGATGCTACTGCATCCCAAAAAGAGTTAATAGTTCAAACCAGT 
6 9 9  L D K Q L K D A T A S Q K E L I V Q T S  71 8

TCTTTCCAAAAGGAATTAGTGGAAGAACGAGAACGGCACAATGCTATATCGAAAAGGTTG 
7 1 9  S F Q K E L V E E R E R H N A I S K R L  738

CAAGAAATCGAGTCATTGTATCGTGATAGAGAGCTTTTAGTCACGAACCTTGAAGACCAA 
7 3 9  Q E I E S L Y R D R E L L V T N L E D Q  758

CTTGTTGACCAAACGGTAACCATTAACAAGTTTGCTTTTGAAAGAGACCAATTCCGGGAA 
7 5 9  L V D Q T V T I N K F A F E R D Q F R E  77 8

CGGTCAATGGGTTTTGAAAATACCATAAAGGATCTAACCCGTAAAATGGAAGCTACTGAT 
7 7 9  R S M G F E N T I K D L T R K M E A T D  79 8

ATGTTAAATGTTTCATTACATGAGTCTTTGAGGTCAGTACAAACGGAGAACTCAGAACTG 
7 9 9  M L N V S L H E S L R S V Q T E N S E L  818

GTTACCGAAATGGCTTTGCTTAAGGCAGAACTTGTTAAAAAGCAGGCTATAATAGATGCA 
81 9  V T E M A L L K A E L V K K Q A I I D A  838

AACGCTAATATCTACGACAAGTTAACTGCTGATCACACCAATTATGAAACCGTGTCAGCG 
8 3 9  N A N I Y D K L T A D H T N Y E T V S A  858

GATATAAACCAAAATTTAAAGGAGACCCTCGACAAGTTGTTGAATGGCTCTTCAGACTTT 
8 5 9  D I N Q N L K E T L D K L L N G S S D F  878

AAAAACAATGAAATTGAGCTTTTACATGATCAGATTCGCATAACCAATGCAAAGCTTGAG 
8 7 9  K N N E I E L L H D Q I R I T N A K L E  898

AAACGGGAGAAATTAATCAACGCCAGCAAATATATTGAAGATACTTTACGATCGGAAATT 
89 9  K R E K L I N A S K Y I E D T L R S E I  918

CAAGAAGCTGCGGAGAAGGTCTCAAATTTGGAATTTTCAAACTTTAATCTCAAAGAAGAA 
9 1 9  Q E A A E K V S N L E F S N F N L K E E  938

AACAGCAACATGCAGTTGCAATTAATGAAGGCTCTTGAACAGAGAAATACGGGTGCTAAA 
9 3 9  N S N M Q L Q L M K A L E Q R N T G A K  958

CAATTAGTAAATTTACGAATGCAACTTAGTACAGCCACGTCTGAACTAGACATGCTCAAA 
9 5 9  Q L V N L R M Q L S T A T S E L D M L K  978

CTCAAACTTCGAACTACTGCTTTAGCGTTGGAAGAGTCACCCGATGATTATTCCGATATA 
9 7 9  L K L R T T A L A L E E S P D D Y S D I  998

TTGTCTATTTTACGGGCCGATATGAGTCCGTTCCATGATTTACACAAGCAATGTGGTGTT 
9 9 9  L S I L R A D M S P F H D L H K Q C G V  1 0 1 8

TTAATTGACACCCTAAATGGCGTCAAACGTGGTTTTGGCATTTTCGAAAAGAAATTTACG 
1 0 1 9  L I D T L N G V K R G F G I F E K K F T  1 0 3 8

GACTACCATAAATTTTTAGAGAATATATCAGACAAGCTCAAGAGCGAGGAAGACACTTCT 
1 0 3 9  D Y H K F L E N I S D K L K S E E D T S  1 0 5 8

TTGGAGACGCCCATTCATGAAAACCAGAGTATACAATCCGACCAAATCAAGGAAGTTGGT 
1 0 5 9  L E T P I H E N Q S I Q S D Q I K E V G  1 0 7 8

GAAGTCCTTAGCGCAATTAAATCGTTATCCGACTCTGTTATGTTGTTAAAAAATCAAATT 
1 0 7 9  E V L S A I K S L S D S V M L L K N Q I  1 0 9 8

GACGACCTTGCAAAAGAAAAACTGCCTCTTTCGTCTTCTGATGATGAAAAAGTGAATATC 
1 0 9 9  D D L A K E K L P L S S S D D E K V N I  1 1 1 8

AAAGAGAAGACGGATTTCATGAAGTTATTGGTTAAAAGCGGCCTCTCAAATCCTCCAGCT 
1 1 1 9  K E K T D F M K L L V K S G L S N P P A  1 1 3 8

AAAGAACCAGTCCATGACAACGAAAATTAACTCTTTGGAACTATTTTGAAAGCATCTCCT 
1 1 3 9  K E P V H D N E N  1 1 5 8

TTACTAGTTGAAAGGACTGTACATAGTGTAAATATTCGACGATGACATCTATAAATAAAT 
TACATTTTAAACTGGTAGCCCTCAATCTCTATGCTATTTAATAGTTACTTAATAAACGAA 
CATACCAAATTAACATTTAATATATGTCACAGTGTATTGTTTGAAGGACTAATTACTTTT 
TTAATAGATTATTATTTTTTTTTTAAAAAAAAAGGAAAAACTAAGGAAGCAAACGCTTTG 
GATCACGAGGGAATGAGCTGGCAAGACGAATATTCGGGAGATTGAGATAAAACATAACTA 
CACGTTCCAAACCAATGCCACCACCAGCATGAGGAGGACATCCAATAGCGAATGCATCAA 
TGTATTGTTGAAGGCCAACATCGGGTGATACACCGAGAGCTTTCATGCGTTCAACTAACA

Figure 3.13.

Sequence of the teal gene and translation of the teal ORF.
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Figure 3.14,
Analysis of teal sequence.
A. General structure of the teal protein.
The position of the six kelch internal repeats is shown by the boxes on the left. Regions 
predicted to form coiled-coils (p>0.85) are shown by the boxes on the right.
B. Alignment of the six kelch internal repeats.
Alignment of the kelch repeats. Identical residues on at least three repeats are shown in 
black, and conserved residues in grey.
C. Prediction of coiled-coil formation.
The probability of coiled-coil formation was calculated using the Lupas algorithm, and 
is shown in the y axis. The aminoacid number is shown on the x axis.
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Chapter 4: Molecular analysis of teal (I)

4.1. Introduction.

The cloning of teal allowed further characterisation of its function. This chapter 

describes the phenotypes caused by deletion and overexpression of the teal gene.

4.2. Phenotype of a teal gene deletion.

The construction of a teal deletion is described in Figure 4.1 A and in Materials and 

Methods (7.2.7). One copy of the teal gene was deleted in a diploid, and the deletion 

was confirmed by Southern blotting (Figure 4.1 B) and by the absence of teal mRNA in 

teal A cells (Figure 4.1. C). Sporulation of the diploid gave rise to four spores, all of 

which were able to form colonies (Figure 4.2 A) and grew with normal generation times 

at all the temperatures tested. This demonstrates that teal is not essential for growth.

I examined the morphological phenotype in the teal A cells, and found that they 

have a cell shape defect similar to that of the original teal mutants (Snell, 1994; Snell and 

Nurse, 1994). At 25°C the cells were normal or bent (Figure 4.2 B, compare teal A in the 

middle panel with a wild type in the left panel). At 36°C the morphological phenotype 

was more extreme, and cells bent and branched. Also similarly to teal mutants, teal A 

cells have a defect in the activation of growth at the new end (see figure 4.2 B, the 

majority of teal A cells have a birth scar at the end). I also constmcted a teal A strain 

to study if teal has a function in conjugation, cell fusion or sporulation, teal A cells were 

normally fertile (Figure 4.2 C), showing teal is not necessary for those processes.
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4.3. teal function and the cell cycle.

Genes involved in morphogenesis can have a role at specific cell cycle transitions 

(particularly at the re-establishment of polarity after mitosis) or can function to maintain 

polarity throughout the cell cycle (Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995). The 

experiments I describe in chapter 2 suggest that teal function is particularly important 

after mitosis to determine the position of the growth sites, and that it might also play some 

role to maintain the position of these sites throughout the cell cycle. The results of those 

experiments could be influenced by how much residual function is left in the tea l 

mutants, so I have carried out an analysis of the cell cycle dependence of teal function 

using a teal A.

Figure 4.3 A shows the behaviour of single tealA  mutants at different 

temperatures (the graph shows the results of four independent experiments). As in the 

case of teal mutants, there is no branching at 25°C. When the cells are shifted to 36°C, 

branching cells start to appear after 1.5 hours, their number peaks after about 2 hours and 

then decreases. This behaviour suggests that branching is caused not only by growth at 

36°C, but also by the temperature shift. To investigate this possibility, I transferred teal A 

cells to 36°C for 20 minutes and returned then to 25°C: This treatment caused some 

branching (Figure 4.3 B), showing that continuous growth at 36°C is not required for the 

formation of branches.

To study the stage in the cell cycle at which teal is required I constructed double 

mutants between teal A and cdclO (G1 block), o d d  7 (S phase block) and cdc25 (G2 

block). The behaviour of all the double mutants was very similar (see Figure 4.4 for 

photographs and Figure 4.5 for quantification). In all cases the double mutants started to 

form branches after 1.5-2 hours, reached a plateau of about 20% branched cells and 

remained at this level during the rest of the experiment. In addition to branching, a large 

percentage of the cells bent (Figure 4,4). This result suggests that cell cycle progression 

is required for the branching phenotype to be expressed, but not for bending.
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Chapter 4: Molecular analysis of teal (I)

In these experiments there was always a subpopulation of cells which formed 

branches. One possible explanation is that branching cells are those which at the time of 

the temperature shift were at a specific part of the cell cycle at which teal is required. As 

all double mutants are growing exponentially at the time of the shift, the fraction of cells 

in this “sensitive window” is the same in all cases, explaining why the level of branching 

is similar. A prediction of this model is that if teal A cells were blocked at 25 °C in one of 

these sensitive windows and then shifted to 36°C branching should be enhanced.

The experiment described in Figure 4.6 A shows that one of these sensitive 

periods does exist, teal A cells were blocked in S phase at 25 °C using hydroxyurea 

(HU), and shifted to 36°C in the presence of the drug. This caused a dramatic increase of 

branching (Figure 4.6 C). The percentage of teal A cells in a pre-NETO state did not vary 

significantly throughout the experiment (Figure 4.6 B). In wild type cells not blocked 

using HU, NETO was delayed by the temperature shift, as previously described 

(Mitchison and Nurse, 1985). However, in wild type cells subjected to the HU treatment 

the percentage of post-NETO cells increased after the temperature shift, correlating in time 

with the formation of branches in teal A cells. If this temporal correlation was significant, 

blocking NETO in HU-blocked teal A cells by another mechanism should reduce the 

branching. To test this prediction I used orb2-33 mutants, which have a very penetrant 

NETO defect (Verde et al., 1995). The experiment is shown in Figure 4.7. 

Exponentially growing (that is, untreated with HU) teal A orb2 double mutants branched 

similarly to teal A single mutants (Figure 4.7 B). However, when the mutants were 

blocked in HU, the level of branching in teal A orb2 was reduced by six-fold compared to 

the single teal A. These results show that teal A cells blocked in a window of the cell 

cycle at which NETO is happening in wild type cells are much more prone to form 

branches when shifted to the restrictive temperature.

Does this mean that this is the only sensitive window for branching, and that 

branched cells normally seen in exponentially growing cells are those which were in this 

window at the time of the shift? To address this question I looked at the pattern of 

calcofluor staining in teal A cells after two hours at 36°C. The majority of the branched
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cells had a birth scar at each side of the “cell body” indicating that all growth after mitosis 

had occurred only at the branch (see Figure 4.2 B). This indicates that there are probably 

two cell cycle windows at which branching can occur, and that they correspond to the 

activation of the old end after mitosis and to the activation of the new end at NETO. A 

prediction of this statement is that if cells were blocked at 25°C at the cell cycle stage 

when the old end is activated, branching would be enhanced after a temperature shift.

There is a third point in the cell cycle, in addition to the activation of the old and 

new ends, when growth has to be established. This is when the cells recover from 

starvation. To study if teal is required for this process I blocked teal A and teal A cdclO 

cells in G1 by nitrogen starvation, and released them by adding nitrogen at 36°C (Figure 

4.8 A). Branching occurred in both strains with similar kinetics, although to a low level 

of 8% (Figure 4.8 B). In the case of teal A cdclO, this branching took place in the 

absence of mitosis and NETO, showing that teal is required to establish a growth site at 

the correct place after nitrogen starvation.

4.4. Phenotype of teal overexpression.

To investigate further the function of teal I overexpressed it under the control of 

the regulatable nmtl promoter (Maundrell, 1990). Cells containing an integrated copy of 

teal under the control of this promoter were grown in the presence of thiamine, which 

keeps the promoter repressed. To induce the promoter, thiamine was washed from the 

medium. The overexpression caused a phenotype similar to that of the deletion of teal 

(Figure 4.9 A), with cells bending and branching.

The phenotype caused by the overexpression was also dependent on temperature 

(Figure 4.9 B). Over-expression at 25°C did not cause any branching, while over

expression at 36°C did. In addition, when cells overexpressing teal at 25°C were shifted 

to 36°C they branched with the same kinetic that teal A cells. However, the phenotype
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was more penetrant than that of the deletion of the gene, with close to 40% of the cells 

forming branches.

4.5. Deletion of a teal putative homologue.

I identified a potential fission yeast homologue of teal by searching the 

sequencing data generated by the genome project at the Sanger Centre (see 3.3.5). To 

study if this gene (referred to as 6G10) was a functional homologue of teal I deleted one 

copy of it in a diploid, as described in Materials and Methods (7.2.8). Sporulation of the 

diploid containing the deletion produced four spores, all of which were able to form 

colonies. Cells containing a deletion in 6G10 were indistinguishable of wild type cells 

(see figure 4.10), showing that 6G10 does not have and essential function in maintaining 

cell shape in fission yeast. However, it was possible that 6G10 function was redundant 

with that of teal. To test this, I constructed strain carrying a double deletion of teal and 

6G10. The phenotype of this double mutant was similar to that of teal A

4.6. Discussiou.

4.6.1. tea l  and the cell cycle.

The cloning of teal allowed the construction and analysis of a deletion of the teal gene. 

teal A cells were viable and had a cell shape defect similar to that of teal mutants.

The results of the experiments with cell cycle blocks suggest that progression 

through the cell cycle is required for branching to take place. In all the blocks at different 

stages in the cell cycle some cells formed branches, but the percentage of branching cells 

did not increase with time. It is possible that the cells which form branches are those 

which, at the time of the temperature shift, are at points in the cell cycle at which a new 

growth zone is being established. A prediction of this model is that cells blocked at one
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of these cell cycle parts will show increased branching when transferred to 36°C. This is 

indeed the case in cells blocked with HU, and this "sensitive window" correlates with the 

activation of growth at the new end. Examination of the calcofluor pattern in branched 

teal A cells suggests, however, that in exponentially growing cultures the majority of the 

branching occurs immediately after mitosis. It is possible that branching takes place as a 

result of the activation of either the old or the new end at an incorrect place. Once a 

growth zone is established its position is not completely fixed, and teal is needed to 

maintain it at the position which will lead to growth along a central axis. Recovery from 

starvation is a third situation in which growth has to be reestablished, and teal is also 

required to determine the position of the growth sites.

Why can growth zones be established only at these "windows"? It is possible that 

setting up a growth site requires changes in the dynamics of the cytoskeleton which allow 

the transference of the cytoskeletal components needed from preexisting growing sites to 

new locations. The cytoskeleton could be more dynamic at these stages, and be "fixed" 

in a particular position at other times. The changes in cytoskeletal dynamics could be 

triggered by phosphorylation/dephosphorylation. Such a function in the regulation of the 

dynamics of cortical actin has been proposed for the kinase sspl and the phosphatase 

ppel (Matsusaka et al., 1995, see section 1.3.1). Modulation of the dynamics of 

microtubules could be carried out by the kinase kinl. kinl is a homologue of MARK 

kinases (MAP/microtubule affinity-regulating kinases). These kinases phosphorylate 

microtubule-binding proteins, causing their dissociation from the microtubule and 

increasing microtubules dynamics (Levin and Bishop, 1990; Drewes et al., 1997).

4.6.2. teal  overexpression phenotype.

Overproduction of teal causes cell shape aberrations similar to teal mutations. The 

phenotype is temperature-sensitive, as in teal mutants, but the penetrance is higher. 

There are different ways to explain how mutation and overexpression of teal could cause 

the same phenotype. Some results presented in chapter 5 are important for this 

discussion, so the different interpretations will be presented in that chapter.
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4.6.3. Analysis of a possible teal homologue.

The dependence on temperature and the low penetrance of the teal A phenotype could be 

explained by the existence of other genes with a partially overlapping function. A 

hypothetical protein identified in the fission yeast genome project showed sequence 

similarity to teal, suggesting that it could be a functional homologue (see 3.3.5). 

However, deletion of the gene encoding this putative homologue did not cause any 

phenotype, neither on its own or in combination with a deletion of teal. This makes it 

unlikely that this protein has a function sim ilar to that of te a l.
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Figure 4.1.
A. Strategy for the detection of teal A.
Restriction map showing the teal region in wild type cells and in teal A cells, teal ORF 
is shown by the arrow. A Hindlll fragment containing most of teal ORF is replaced with 

the ura4'^ gene. If the disruption construct is integrated at the teal locus, the wild type 
BamHI 4.3 kb fragment is replaced with a 4.0 kb fragment.
B. Southern blot to detect the deletion of the teal gene.
teal disruption construct was transformed into a diploid and eight stable integrants were 
selected. Genomic DNA from these integrants was prepared, cut with BamHI and analysed 
by Southern blotting. The blot was probed with fragments from ura4 and from the 5' 
region of teal (not removed by the deletion). All diploids have a 4.3 kb band containing 
teal (wild type copy). Diploid number 5 also had a 4.0 kb band, containing both the 5' 
region of teal and the ura4 gene, which correspond to the disrupted copy.
C. Northern blot analysis of a teal A strain.
teal A and wild type cells were grown at 25“C, samples were taken and processed for 
Northern blotting. The blot was probed with a DNA fragment containing nucleotides 
-70 to 2000 of teal.
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Figure 4.2.
Phenotype of teal deletion
A. teaiA cells are viable.
Diploid ceil containing a disrupted copy of teal were sporulated and subjected to tetrad 
analysis. Cells derived from each spore of a single ascus (two containing a wild type copy 
of teal, and two containing the deletion) were streaked-out onto agar plates and incubated 
at 36°C to test their ability to form colonies. Similar results were obtained at 20°C, 25°C 
and 32°C.
B. Morphological phenotype of tealJS. cells.
Wild type cells grown at 25°C or teal A cells grown at 25°C or 36°C were fixed and stained 
with the cell wall-binding calcofluor.
C. teaiA cells are fertile.

or teal A cells were patched onto malt extract plates and incuabated at 25°C for 
3 days.
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Figure 43.
A. Quantification of branching in teal A cells.
teal A cells were grown at 25°C and transferred to 36°C. The percentage of branched 
cell was quantified every hour. The graph shows the results of four independent 
experiments.
B. Effect of the tem perature shift on branching of tealA  cells.
teal A cells were grown at 25°C, transferred to 36°C for 20 minutes and returned to 25°C. 
The percentage of branched cell was quantified every hour.



Figure 4.4.
Phenotype of teall^ cdc double mutants.
Cells were grown at 25°C, shifted to 36°C for 4 hours and observed using Nomarski 
optics.
(a) Wild type.
(b) tea7 A.
(c) cdclO-129.
(d) teal A cdclO-129.
(e) cdcl7-K42.
{r)tealAcdcl7-K42.
(g) cdc25-22.
(h) teal A cdc25-22.
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Figure 4.5.
Quantification of branching of teal à. cdc double mutants.
tealds., teal A cdc!0-!29, teal A cdc25-22 and teal A cdcI7-K42 cells were grown at 25°C, 
shifted to 36°C and the percentage of branched cells for each strain was quantified every 
hour.
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Figure 4.6.
Branching in tealùs. cells blocked using hydroxyurea.
(A) teal à  or wild type cells were grown at 25 “C. Hydroxyurea was added to the 
culture to a concentration of 11 mM, the cells were incubated at 25°C for 4 hours and 
then transferred to 36°C in the presence of the drug. Control experiments were done 
with the same strains in the absence of hydroxyurea.
(B) Quantification of NETO. Samples were taken every hour, stained with calcofluor 
and the percentage of cells which had undergone NETO quantified.
(C) Quantification of branching. Samples were taken every hour, and the percentage 
of branched cells quantified.
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Figure 4.7.
Branching in tealts. orbl ceils blocked using hydroxyurea.
(A) teal à, and teal à. orb2-34 cells were grown at 25°C. Hydroxyurea was added to 
the culture to a concentration of 11 mM, the cells were incubated at 25°C for 4 hours 
and then transferred to 36°C in the presence of the drug. Control experiments were done 
with the same strains in the absence of hydroxyurea.
(B) Quantification of branching. Samples were taken every hour, and the percentage 
of branched cells quantified.
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Phenotype of teal overproduction.
Cells containing an integrated copy of nmtl-teal were grown in the presence of thiamine. 
Thiamine was removed from the medium, and the cells incubated at 36°C or 25°C. Half 
of the 25°C culture was transferred to 36°C after 21 hours. (A) Nomarski image of cells 
overexpressing teal for 16 hours at 36°C degrees. (B) Quantification of the percentage 
of cells forming branches.
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5.1. Introduction

This chapter presents the characterisation of the teal gene product. The cloning of teal 

allowed the production and purification of teal protein, and the preparation of antibodies 

against it. The results obtained using these antibodies provide clues to understand its 

function in maintaining cell shape.

5.2. Characterisation of teal protein.

5.2.1. Production of antibodies against teal.

I have raised antibodies against different fragments of teal produced in bacteria (Figure 

5.1). Two non-overlapping parts of teal (corresponding to aminoacids 10 to 553 and 

554 to 1146, respectively) were produced and purified as described in Materials and 

methods, and useJto immunise rabbits. The antisera were tested by Western blotting 

(Figure 5.2). Antibodies C and D (raised against the C-terminal half of teal) recognised 

bands of the predicted molecular weight in extracts from wild type cells, which were 

absent in teal A extracts. Antibodies A and B (against the N-terminal half) did not detect 

any specific band in wild type extracts, but they recognised bands of the predicted size in 

extract from cells overexpressing teal.

5.2.2. Characterisation of teal.

All the antisera described above gave high backgrounds and recognised unspecific bands 

(that is, present in a teal A extract), so they were affinity-purified against full-length teal 

as detailed in Materials and methods.

The affinity-purified antibodies recognised two bands of 130 and 135 kDa (the 

predicted molecular mass of teal is 125 kDa), and some bands of smaller size (Figure 

5.3, lane 1). The small bands probably represent degradation products, as they are not
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present in teal A extracts (lane 2). The teal ORF contains a second ATG at position 145. 

One of the teal rescuing plasmids obtained during the cloning (pR2) lacked the first 

ATG, showing that the first 45 aminoacids are not necessary for teal function. Extracts 

from a teal A strain containing this plasmid only had the 130 kDa band (lane 5), while 

cells transformed with a plasmid containing the full ORF (pRl) contained both bands 

(lane 6). A similar result was obtained when teal lacking the firstATG was expressed 

under the control of an exogenous promoter (lane 7). The presence of two bands could 

be explained by alternative use of the first or the second ATG of the ORF, given that the 

predicted size difference between the two products (4.6 kDa) is similar to that observed. 

The bands often appeared smeared, suggesting that teal might be modified post- 

translationally.

I used the antibodies to test if teal levels are regulated in the cell cycle. I obtained 

a synchronous culture by blocking cells in G2, using a mutation in the cdc25 gene. 

cdc25-22 cells grown at 36°C cannot undergo mitosis and accumulate in G2. When they 

are shifted to the permissive temperature of 25°C, they enter mitosis synchronously. The 

synchrony of the culture was monitored by measuring the percentage of septated cells 

(Figure 5.4). Cell extracts were prepared at different times after the release from the 

block and analysed by Western blotting, teal levels were constant, showing that teal 

levels are not regulated in vegetatively growing cells (Figure 5.4, the unspecific band 

marked with an arrow was used as a loading control).

I also tested if teal interacts with other proteins by running protein extracts 

through a gel filtration column and monitoring the presence of teal in the different 

fractions, teal was present in the fractions corresponding to molecular weights higher 

than 700 kDa, showing that teal is part of a large molecular weight complex (Figure 5.5).
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5.3. Subcellular localisation of teal.

5.3.1. Description of teal localisation.

I used the affinity-purified antibodies to investigate the intracellular localisation of teal by 

indirect immunofluorescence, teal was mostly localised to a small patch at the tips of the 

cell, with some dots present at apparently random positions in the cell. The specificity of 

the staining was confirmed by the fact that antibodies raised against non-overlapping parts 

of the protein gave similar results, and by the absence of any signal when teal A cells 

were stained (Figure 5.6). The teal patches appeared to be formed by the accumulation 

of many fine dots at the cell poles (see figure 5.7).

I also examined the localisation of teal in teal mutants. All available alleles were 

tested by immunofluorescence. Only two mutants showed a clear staining above the 

background present in a teal A strain, teal-1 and teal-3 (Snell, 1994; Snell and Nurse, 

1994; Verde et al., 1995). In both cases teal staining was composed of fine dots 

dispersed throughout the cell, with no accumulation at the poles. The pattern of staining 

was the same at both 25°C and 36°C (Figure 5.8).

5.3.2. teal distribution in the cell cycle.

The localisation of the actin cytoskeleton and the sites of cell wall deposition are regulated 

during the cell cycle (Marks and Hyams, 1985; Mitchison and Nurse, 1985; Marks et al., 

1986). They can be monopolar, bipolar or central (see 1.2.4). To investigate if teal 

localisation changed in a similar way 1 double-stained exponentially growing cells with 

antibodies against teal and tubulin (Figure 5.9). The pattern of microtubule staining 

varies during the cell cycle, allowing the determination of the cell cycle stage (Hagan and 

Hyams, 1988). Interphase cells had cytoplasmic microtubules extending along the long 

axis of the cell, and teal staining was very bright and present at both ends. Mitotic cells 

were identified by the presence of a spindle. In these cells teal was still located at both 

poles, but the intensity of the staining was clearly weaker than in interphase. In septated
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cells, which had already recovered an interphase microtubular array, teal was at the ends, 

but the antibodies also stained very weakly the region of the septum. Finally, in newly- 

divided cells teal distribution was very asymmetric, with most of the protein at the old 

end and much less at the new end (which can usually be recognised by its flat shape). 

These results show that teal is localised to the cell poles throughout the cell cycle, 

regardless of whether they are not growing or not. A similar result was obtained by 

double-staining cells with antibodies against teal and actin (Figure 5.10). Actin 

colocalises with the regions of active growth, and can thus be used as a growth marker. 

The first panel shows a newly divided cell in which most of the actin is still at new end 

(flat shape), as it has not yet been relocalised after septation. In contrast, teal is mostly at 

the old end, although the new end is also weakly stained. The cell in the second panel 

has already relocalised growth and actin to the old end and grows monopolarly (actin at a 

single end), but teal is present at both poles. Finally, the cell in the third panel is 

growing bipolarly (actin at both ends) and teal is also at both tips. This confirms the 

result of the previous experiment that teal is located at the cell ends regardless of whether 

they grow actively or not. As an additional confirmation I employed cell cycle mutants 

which block the cell cycle at points at which actin and growth are either only monopolar 

or only bipolar. I used cdc 10 mutants (which block in late G l, before the activation of 

the new end) and cdc25 mutants (which are blocked in 0 2  and grow bipolarly). The 

experiment is presented in Figure 5.10. As expected, cdc25 mutants had actin and teal at 

both poles. In cdclO mutants most actin was at the old end (although there was some at 

the new end) and teal distribution was bipolar.

orb2 mutants grow monopolarly throughout the cell cycle (Verde et al., 1995). I 

double-stained orb2 cells with antibodies against teal and actin (Figure 5.11). Actin was 

concentrated at one end, but teal was located at both.

The results obtained with wild type cells, cell cycle blocks and monopolar growth 

mutants demonstrate that teal marks the ends at all stages of the cell cycle. This 

localisation is consistent with a role of teal as an end marker, which would direct the 

growth machinery to a localisation inside the cell which would ensure growth along a
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single central axis. The asymmetric localisation of teal in newly-born cells could be 

important for the selection of the old end as the site of growth after mitosis, a possibility 

which is considered in the Discussion.

5.4. Mechanism of teal localisation.

If teal has a role as and end marker similar to that proposed above, its localisation should 

be essential for its function. How is teal localised to the cell poles? teal could be 

targeted to cell ends by the secretory machinery, the actin cytoskeleton or the microtubular 

cytoskeleton. I have examined the role of these three systems in teal localisation.

5.4.1. Localisation and secretion.

To study if the secretory machinery is involved in localising teal I used the drug brefeldin

A. Brefeldin A is a specific and potent inhibitor of secretion in many eukaryotic cells, 

including fission yeast (Turi et al., 1994). Wild type cells were incubated with brefeldin 

A for 60 minutes, a treatment which has been shown to block secretion, teal localisation 

was unaffected by this treatment. This result shows that maintenance of teal at the cell 

poles does not require secretion.

5.4.2. Localisation and the actin cytoskeleton.

A second candidate for teal targeting was the actin cytoskeleton. At the time I carried out 

these experiments no actin mutants were available. To examine the role of the actin 

cytoskeleton I employed mutations in some genes coding for actin-binding proteins, 

which cause the disorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton. I used mutants in cdc3 

(encoding profilin) and cdc8  (encoding tropomyosin) (Nurse et al., 1976; 

Balasubramanian et al., 1992; Balasubramaniam et al., 1994; Chang et al., 1996). These 

mutants are unable to form an actin ring and also have delocalised cortical actin. As a 

control I used mutants in cdcll, cdc 12 and cdcI5, in which formation of the actin ring is
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defective but cortical actin is normally organised (Nurse et al., 1976; Simanis, 1995). In 

all cases teal was still localised at the cell poles (Figures 5.14 and 5.15). These results 

suggest the actin cytoskeleton is not required for teal to be located at the poles.

5.4.3. Localisation and the microtubular cytoskeleton.

As described above, teal was mostly localised to the cell tips, but some dots were present 

at other positions in the cells. When I double-stained cells with antibodies against teal 

and tubulin (Figure 5.15) I found that 60% of these dots clearly colocalised with the ends 

of cytoplasmic microtubules. In those cases in which a single microtubule could be 

followed along its entire length, it was clear that teal was present at only one end of the 

microtubule (Figure 5.15, arrows). In mitotic cells (Figure 5.15, first panel) teal was 

often seen at one end of the astral microtubules. Similar results were obtained with cells 

made longer by a mutation in cdc25 (Figure 5.16), in which teal accumulated at the cell 

poles and at the tip of cytoplasmic microtubules.

To examine if microtubules are involved in localising teal I used the microtubule- 

depolymerising drug thiabendazole (TBZ). The experiment is shown in Figure 5.17 A. 

Before addition of the drug, microtubules extended along the long axis of the cell and teal 

was located at the poles. TBZ caused the disruption of microtubules, leaving only very 

short microtubules in the region of the centre of the cell, and the disappearance of most of 

teal from the cell tips. When TBZ was removed, microtubules were reformed and teal 

returned to the cell poles. This effect could be due to the delocalisation of teal or to an 

effect of TBZ on teal protein levels. To distinguish between these two possibilities I 

monitored teal levels after addition of TBZ (Figure 5.17 B). No changes were observed, 

showing that the disappearance of teal from the ends is due to its delocalisation, and not 

to degradation of the protein. In contrast to wild type cells, no teal accumulated at the tip 

of the microtubules remaining after TBZ treatment.

It is possible that the apparent delocalisation is due to lack of preservation of teal 

during the immunofluorescence procedure. To test this possibility I performed a “mixing 

experiment”. I grew wild type and cdc25 mutant cells at 36°C to make cdc25 cells longer
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and allow them to be distinguished from wild type cells. Then I incubated half of each 

culture in the presence of TBZ and left the other half in its absence, and fixed all the 

cultures for immunofluorescence. Finally, I mixed fixed cdc25 cells treated with TBZ 

with fixed untreated wild type, and fixed cdc25 untreated cells with fixed TBZ-exposed 

wild type cells, and processed them for immunofluorescence. Each preparation contains 

a mixture of treated and untreated cells, which can be distinguished by their length and 

have been processed in exactly the same way. If the lack of end staining was artefactual, 

no difference should be seen in teal staining between treated and untreated cells. The 

results of the experiment are shown in Figure 5.18. Long cells in panel A (cdc25 no 

TBZ) have normal microtubules and teal localisation, while short cells (wild type+TBZ) 

have short microtubules and delocalised teal. In panel B, long cells (cdc25+TBZ) have 

delocalised teal and short microtubules, and short cells (wild type no TBZ) have normal 

microtubular and teal distributions. This experiment confirms that the observed 

delocalisation of teal is not due to an artefact of the immunofluorescence preparation.

To confirm that the delocalisation was caused by effects of TBZ specifically on 

microtubules, I depolymerised microtubules employing a different mechanism. I used 

cold-sensitive mutants in nda3, which encodes 6-tubulin (Hiraoka et al., 1984) (Figure 

5.19). At the permissive temperature of 32°C, both wild type and nda3 mutants had 

cytoplasmic microtubules extending along the length of the cell, and teal localised to the 

poles (although microtubules in nda3 cells are slightly shorter than in wild type cells). 

When nda3 cells were transferred to the restrictive temperature of 20°C microtubules were 

depolymerised, and teal became delocalised. Wild type cells treated in the same way had 

normal microtubule and teal patterns. These result, together with that of the TBZ 

experiment, demonstrates that microtubules have a role in transferring or maintaining teal 

at the poles of the cell.

Cytoplasmic microtubules are absent in mitotic cells. If teal required 

microtubules for its proper localisation, its end localisation should be lost in cells blocked 

in mitosis. To test this prediction I blocked cells in mitosis by using a mutation in the 

dis2 gene (Ohkura et al., 1989) (Figure 5.20). dis2 cells had normal microtubule and
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teal distribution at the permissive temperature of 32°C. Transference of cells to the 

restrictive temperature of 20°C for one hour did not have an effect on either microtubules 

or teal, but longer incubations at this temperature caused cells to block in mitosis and a 

complete delocalisation of teal. Exponentially growing cells, however, had teal at the 

poles during mitosis (Figure 5.9). This can be explained if teal is maintained at the cell 

ends for a short time in the absence of microtubules. As mitosis is normally very short, 

there is not enough time for its complete delocalisation (although mitotic cells often have 

weaker end stainings, see figure 5.9) Cells blocked in mitosis lack cytoplasmic 

microtubules for longer periods of time, leading to a complete loss of localisation of teal.

A further connection between teal and microtubules is provided by the 

localisation of a fusion of teal with a green fluorescence protein (GFP) (Prasher et al., 

1992; Chalfie et al., 1994). teal-GFP forms large aggregates inside the cell, but it also 

colocalises with cytoplasmic microtubules along its entire length (Figure 5.21).

To investigate further the role of microtubule in teal localisation I followed the 

kinetics of teal delocalisation after microtubules were depolymerised, and the kinetics of 

teal relocalisation when microtubules were allowed to grow back after previous 

depolymerisation.

To do the first experiment I depolymerised microtubules using TBZ (Figure 

5.22). Addition of the drug caused microtubules to become short in less than 5 minutes. 

At this point, teal was still mostly at the poles, but the staining had become weaker and 

more patchy. After 15 minutes in TBZ microtubules were still short, and most of teal 

was delocalised. A small amount of teal remained at the ends even after very long 

incubations in TBZ. The experiment shows that teal localisation is dynamic, and can be 

maintained at the ends of the cells for only a few minutes in the absence of an intact 

microtubular system.

To follow the relocalisation of teal I disrupted microtubules using a cold shock. 

This treatment causes complete depolymerisation of microtubules, which is quickly 

reversed when the cells are transferred to warm medium (Snell, 1994). The experiment is 

presented in Figure 5.23. Microtubules were disorganised by the cold shock, as
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previously described. After 2.5 minutes in warm medium short microtubules appeared in 

the centre of the cell. They were longer after 5 minutes, and became completely normal 

after 10 minutes, teal was delocalised by the cold shock, accumulated in dots throughout 

the cell after 2.5 minutes, started to arrive at the cell poles after 5 minutes and had a 

normal distribution after 10 minutes. Examination of the overlaid distributions of teal 

and micro tubules revealed that the teal dots colocalised with the ends of cytoplasmic 

microtubules. To demonstrate that teal and microtubule ends actually colocalised I 

analysed their distribution in serial confocal sections (Figure 5.24). The sections were 

taken every 0.4 p,m, and showed teal and microtubule ends colocalised in single 

sections. The results of the recovery from cold shock are consistent with a role for 

microtubules in transferring teal to the poles of the cells.

5.4.4. Localisation in a spherical mutant.

I have also examined the localisation of teal in mutants which have lost polarity by using 

mutants in the orb3 gene (Snell, 1994; Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995). After 

6 hours at the restrictive temperature of 36°C orbS mutants showed different cell shape 

defects, from complete round to pear-shaped cells (Figure 5.25). Microtubules were 

randomly located in round cells, but appeared to be generally aligned along the long axis 

of the cell in pear-shaped cells, teal was distributed randomly on the cell cortex of round 

cells, but its distribution kept some polarity in cells which were not completely round. In 

pear-shaped cells there was normally a bright patch of teal at the pointed end of the cell, 

and sometimes some accumulation of teal at the rounded end (although much less 

intense). Because teal was delocalised in the mutant cells, it was difficult to assess 

whether teal and microtubule ends colocalised. I could find, however, some cases of 

clear colocalisation (Figure 5.26, arrows).

5.4.5. Localisation of overexpressed teal.

Overexpression of teal causes the same phenotype as a loss of function. To gain insight 

into how teal overexpression causes branching, I examined the localisation of teal in
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cells overexpressing teal. Overproduced teal was dispersed throughout the cell cortex, 

although it was frequently more concentrated at one or both ends. When the cells formed 

branches, teal was sometimes less accumulated there. Different ideas of how 

overexpression could cause the branching phenotype are considered in the discussion.

5.5. teal and pheromone.

Fission yeast cells normally keep both poles exactly opposed while growing. When they 

are treated with pheromone this pattern of growth changes, and the cells form thin mating 

projections which grow towards a mating partner (Fukui et al., 1986; Leupold, 1987). 

Because teal is involved in maintaining the precise opposition of growing ends, I looked 

at its behaviour in cells treated with mating pheromone.

I used the pheromone-responsive strain sxa2A cyrlA h~ (Stern and Nurse, 1997). 

These cells were slightly shorter than wild type cells, and formed mating projections upon 

exposure to pheromone (Figure 5.28). teal was normally localised before the addition of 

pheromone, but very little teal remained at the poles after 5 hours in pheromone, 

correlating with the formation of mating projections. However, cytoplasmic microtubules 

were not disrupted (Figure 5.29). The disappearance of teal from the ends was due to a 

down-regulation of the levels of teal protein (Figure 5.30 A). In contrast, the levels of 

teal mRNA appeared not to be regulated (Figure 5.30 B). Thus, in a physiological 

situation in which the controls which maintain growth along a single axis must be 

overridden, teal protein is down-regulated.

5.6. Effects of teal on microtubules.

Wild type cells have microtubules extending along the main axis of the cell, but they 

normally do not extend beyond the cell poles (Figure 5.31). When I examined the
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microtubules in a teal A strain, I found that in about 15% of the cells they curled round the 

cell pole (see arrows). This situation was very rare in wild type cells (<1%). I noticed a 

similar effect in cells treated with pheromone, in which teal levels are depressed. 

Overexpression of teal also caused an effect on microtubules, in this case by making 

them very short. These results suggest that teal might also have a function in the 

regulation of the microtubular cytoskeleton, a possibility which is considered further in 

the discussion.

5.7. Discussion.

5.7.1. teal as an end marker.

I will discuss here some possible mechanisms of how teal might function, based on the 

results of the cytological characterisation of teal presented in this chapter.

teal is located very tightly at the ends of the cell. This localisation is independent 

of whether the ends are actively growing or not, showing that teal is a cytological marker 

of the cell poles. The phenotype of a teal A, in which growth sites are established in 

regions which are not the ends of the cells, suggests that teal could also be a functional 

end marker. The role of teal could then be that of an intracellular end marker, which 

would direct the growth machinery to the correct location in the cell poles such that 

growth occurs along a single central axis.

5.7.2. Mechanism of teal localisation.

In the view presented above, the position of teal at the poles is essential for its role. I 

have studied the involvement of secretion and the cytoskeleton in teal locahsation.

Blocking secretion or disrupting the actin cytoskeleton do not affect teal 

distribution. In contrast, several experiments demonstrate an involvement of the 

microtubular cytoskeleton in transferring teal to the ends of the cell. First, teal 

accumulates at the ends of cytoplasmic microtubules, and a GFP-teal fusion colocalises
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with microtubules along its entire length. Second, disruption of cytoplasmic 

microtubules in several ways (drugs, tubulin mutations and a mitotic block) cause 

delocalisation of teal. Finally, teal relocalisation after a cold shock correlates with the 

distribution of the regrowing microtubules: They are both initially disorganised, teal is at 

the tips of the microtubules when they are short and teal returns to the tips when 

microtubules recover their normal length. These data suggest microtubules transfer teal 

to the cell poles.

Because teal accumulates at only one end of the microtubule, the transport is 

likely to be polarised, teal could be transferred to the poles in two ways: First, it could 

bind to microtubules anywhere along their length, and then be transported by a motor 

protein. If this is correct then the terminal location of teal in regrowing microtubules 

implies that the rate of transport must exceed the rate of microtubular growth. Second, it 

could attach specifically to the end of the microtubule and move towards the end as the 

microtubule grows. As teal accumulates at both poles of the cell, this model assumes 

that there are microtubules of opposite polarities in the cytoplasm. The polarity of 

cytoplasmic microtubules has not yet been determined.

Since teal accumulates at the ends of growing microtubules and at the tips of the 

cell when the microtubules reach the cell end, there must be some mechanism which 

ensures that teal is transferred from the microtubule end to the cell tip. This could be due 

to different affinities of teal for the motor or microtubule ends and some component 

located in the region of the cell surface such as the plasma membrane or the cell cortex, or 

due to a changed affinity of teal for the motor or the microtubule end when the 

microtubule stops growing

The role of microtubules in transporting and end marker such as teal can explain 

why all known cases of cell bending and branching are caused by mutations or drug 

treatments which affect microtubules (see 1.3.2). The phenotypes could be due to the 

inability of the cell to target teal to the cell poles, and thus to identify its ends as the sites 

for the establishment of growth zones.
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5.7.3. teal overexpression and branching.

Overexpression and mutation of teal cause similar phenotypes. I will discuss three 

possible explanations to this observation. The first possibility is based on the function of 

teal as a marker for the growth machinery, teal is not required to create a growth site, 

but it is necessary to mark the place of the cell at which the growing zone must be set up. 

A function as a marker requires that teal is concentrated at the cell poles. Because 

overexpressed teal is delocalised, it might not be able to direct growth to the tips of the 

cell. The second explanation is that overproduced teal titrates away proteins required to 

maintain the ends opposite. Consistent with this, teal is part of a high molecular weight 

complex. Finally, it is possible that the effects of teal on microtubules are responsible 

for the phenotype.

5.7.4. teal might regulate the microtubular cytoskeleton.

teal may also affect the organisation of the microtubular cytoskeleton. Microtubules are 

abnormally long in cells lacking teal (either by mutation or by pheromone treatment), and 

abnormally short in cells overexpressing teal, teal may have some inhibitory effect on 

microtubular growth, such that absence of teal allows microtubules to grow around the 

ends of the cells, whilst high levels of teal causes microtubules to be shorter than normal. 

The inhibition of microtubular growth at the cell poles by teal would organise 

microtubules in such a way that more teal would be deposited there (by making 

microtubules finish exactly at the poles). This would create a positive feed-back which 

would reinforce an internal organisation of the cell which ensures that the poles are kept 

exactly opposite.

5.7.5. Organisation of cytoplasmic microtuhules.

For teal to be correctly located at the cellular ends the microtubules must run along the 

long axis of the cell, finishing at the poles and depositing teal at the tips of the cell. I 

shall discuss three models that could bring this about.
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In the first model, some as yet unidentified marker is already located at the cellular 

ends. This marker stabilises the microtubules such that they run along the long axis of 

the cell, ensuring that teal is delivered to the ends. Therefore, the localisation of this 

marker gives rise to a distribution of microtubules such that teal is delivered to the tips, 

and marks the position of the end to the growth machinery. Growth machinery present in 

the middle of the dividing cell at the time of septation, could be responsible for locating 

this unknown marker. This creates a cycle of contiguous markers in which the 

localisation of a component provides the spatial information to position the next one. 

When teal is deleted, the cell loses the connection between this marker and the growth 

machinery, leading to growth at incorrect places, and to the formation of bent and T- 

shaped cells.

In the second model, microtubules form along the long axis of the cell finishing at 

the poles because this is the energetically most favourable mode of microtubular growth. 

If microtubules are sufficiently stiff that they do not bend easily within the cell, then they 

will extend throughout the cellular space until they run along the long axis and extend 

between the two poles of the cell. As a consequence, teal will be delivered to exactly the 

correct position in the cell to organise antipodal growth. In this view, the growth 

properties of microtubules result in them searching the space inside the cell, continuously 

finding the ends of the cell which are then marked by deposition of teal. This model 

does not rely on a cycle of contiguous markers to identify the position of the ends, but on 

the ability of microtubules to explore and recognise the geometry of the cell (Kirschner 

and Mitchison, 1986).

The third model is an elaboration of the second, incorporating the effects teal has 

on microtubular growth. As before, the microtubules search the space of the cell, and 

their properties ensure that the ends of growing microtubules come into the vicinity of the 

cellular tips. As discussed above accumulation of teal in a specific region of the cell 

could reduce or stop microtubular growth, forcing the microtubule ends to remain within 

that region. This provides a positive feed back whereby microtubule ends which have 

identified the cellular poles by their growth properties become stabilised in this region by
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the effect of teal. As a consequence, more teal is delivered, leading to greater stability. 

The interest of the second and third models is that they provide some explanation of how 

spatial order acting over a distance can be generated within a cell.

5.7.6. teal and growth site selection after mitosis.

Immediately after mitosis and cell division fission yeast cells initiate polarised growth 

from the old tip, the end of the cell inherited from the mother cell. They then elongate 

unipolarly until NETO, when they activate growth at the new end, leading to bipolar 

growth (Marks and Hyams, 1985; Mitchison and Nurse, 1985; Marks et al., 1986). At 

mitosis the cytoplasmic microtubular cytoskeleton is disrupted and is re-established about 

the time of cell division (Hagan and Hyams, 1988). During mitosis teal staining at the 

old cellular tips is somewhat reduced, presumably due to the transient disappearance of 

cytoplasmic microtubules, but rapidly increases again after cell division. In the newly 

born cell the old tip is marked with teal more heavily than the newly formed tip. This 

may be the reason why growth in the next cell cycle is usually activated at the old end. 

Indeed, teal A cells fail to follow the mle that growth after mitosis is always initiated at the 

old end, and often grow at the new end after mitosis. A prediction of this model is that 

cells released from a mitotic block during which teal has been delocalised would 

randomly select between the old and the new tip as the site for the initiation of growth 

after mitosis.

5.7.7. NETO and branching.

An unsolved question is how mutations in teal cause both the cell shape and NETO 

defects. It is possible that the new end has to be marked by teal for NETO to take place. 

In the absence of teal the growth machinery could not recognise the new end, so it would 

remain at the old end. In the rare cases in which the new end was recognised, a growing 

end would be set up which would elongate normally (see section 2.5 and Figure 2.9)
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5.7.8. Growth in cells exposed to pheromone.

The models described above generate spatial order without recourse to external cues. 

However, when a growing tip is seeking out another cell for mating, the fixed 

relationship between the two cellular tips must be relaxed, allowing growth towards a 

mating partner (Fukui et al., 1986; Leupold, 1987). In these circumstances teal levels 

are depressed, uncoupling growth zone positioning from the teal control system. The 

positioning of the growth zone will respond to the external cues provided by pheromone 

gradients outside the cell, and is no longer subject to the internal organising mechanism. 

Thus the control allows a shift between order generated from within the cell to order 

imposed from without. A model of how teal might perform its function is presented in 

Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.1.
A. Fragments of teal expressed in bacteria.
Full length teal (aminoacids 10 to 1146), the N-terminal half of teal (aminoacids 10 to 
553) and the C-terminal half (aminoacids 554 to 1146) were fused to a six-histidine tag.
B. Expression and purification of teal in bacteria.
The fusion proteins described above were produced in bacteria and purified as described 
in Materials and methods. The bands marked with stars were further purified by SDS- 
PAGE for production and affinity purification of antibodies.
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Figure 5.2.
Characterisation of antibodies against teal.
Protein extracts from teaJA, wild type and cells overexpressing teaJ were probed with 
antibodies against the N-terminal half of teal (A and B) or the C-terminal half (C and D). 
Specific bands (i.e., absent in teaJA extracts) of the predicted molecular weight for teal 

are shown by stars. The large number of unspecific bands is explained because the 
antibodies were used before affinity-purification.
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Figure 5.3.
Characterisation of teal.
Protein extracts were Western-blotted with affinity-purified antibody raised against the 
C -terminal part of teal.
Lane 1: Wild type.
Lane 2: teal A.
Lane 3: Wild type.
Lane 4: teal A..
Lane 5: teal A transformed with plasmid pR2 (containing teal lacking the first ATG). 
Lane 6\tealA  transformed with plasmid pRl (containing full length teal). 
Lane 7: teal A transformed with plasmid pNl (containing teal lacking the first ATG, 
under the control of the nmtl promoter), and grown in the presence of thiamine. 
Extracts from lanes 5-7 contain the teal gene in multicopy plasmids, and therefore have 
higher levels of teal than wild type cells (lane 3). Lanes 1 and 2 have been more exposed 
to show teal at wild type levels
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Figure 5.4.
teal levels during the cell cycle.
cdc25-22 cells were blocked at the restrictive temperature of 36°C for 4 hours and released 
to 25°C. Samples were taken every 20 minutes after the release, processed for Western 
blotting and probed with antibodies against teal. The position of teal is shown on the 
blot, and the arrow show the position of a cross-reacting band which serves as a loading 
control.
The graph shows the septation index (percentage of septated cells), used as a measure of 
the synchrony of the culture.
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Figure 5.5.
teal is present in a high molecular weight complex.
Fission yeast protein extracts were prepared and fractionated by gel filtration using a 
Superose-6 column. The fractions were Western-blotted and probed with antibodies 
against teal, teal is very degraded after the fractionation procedure. The positions of 
the total extracts (E) and the molecular weight markers are shown: Dextran blue (D, 
2000 kDa), thyroglobulin (T, 700 kDa), ferritin (F, 440 kDa), catalase (C, 230 kDa) and 
albumin (A, 67 kDa).
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Figure 5.6.
Specificity  of im m unofluorescence using antibodies against te a l.
Wild type cells (left) or teal A cells (right) were grown at 25°C, fixed with methanol and 
stained with antibodies against the N-teminal half of teal (top panels) or the C-terminal 
half (lower panels).
Scale bar=5|xm.
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Figure 5.7.
Fine structure of teal localisation.
Wild type cells grown at 25°C, fixed and immunostained with antibodies against teal. 
The cells were observed from one side (lateral view) or from the pole (top view). 
Scale bar=5|Am.
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Figure 5.8.
teal is delocalised in teal mutants.
Wild type and teal A cells (36°C) and teal-1 cells (25 °C or 36°C) were fixed and stained 
with antibodies against teal (left panels) or tubulin (right panels).
Scale bar=5pm.
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Figure 5.9.
Localisation of teal during the ceil cycle (I).
Wild type cells were grown at 25°C, fixed and immunostained with antibodies against 
tubulin (left) or teal (right). The pattern of microtubular staining and the cell size were 
used to assign the cells to different stages of the cell cycle.
Scale bar=5|xm.
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Figure 5.10.
Localisation of teal during the cell cycle (II).
Wild type, cdclO-129 and cdc25-22 cells grown at 25°C were incubated at 36°C for 4 
hours, fixed and immunostained with antibodies against actin (left) and teal (right). 
Scale bar=5pm.
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Figure 5.11.
Localisation of teal in orb2 mutants.
orb2-34 cells were grown at 25°C, fixed with formaldehyde and stained with antibodies 
against teal (top panel) and actin (middle panel). The lower panel shows an overlay of 
both stainings, with teal in green and actin in red.
Scale bar=5p,m.
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Figure 5.12.
teal localisation is not affected by Brefeldin A (BFA).
Wild type cells growing at 32°C were treated with either solvent ( BFA) or 50 pg/ml 
BFA for 1 hour (+BFA), fixed and stained with a-teal antibodies.
Scale bar=5|im.
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Figure 5.13.
Localisation of teal in septation mutants (I).
cdcll-119, cdc12-299 and cdcl5-287 cells were grown at 25°C and shifted to the restrictive 
temperature of 36°C for 4 hours. The cells were double-stained with antibodies against 
tubulin (left) and teal (right).
Scale bar=5pm.
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Figure 5.14.
Localisation of teal in septation mutants (II).
Wild type, cdc 11-313 and cdc8-382 cells were grown at 25 °C and shifted to the restrictive 
temperature of 36°C for 4 hours. The cells were double-stained with antibodies against 
tubulin (left) and teal (right).
Scale bar=5pm
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Figure 5.15.
teal colocalises with the ends of cytoplasmic microtubules.
Wild type cells were grown at 25°C. Samples were taken for immunofluorescence and 
double-stained with antibodies against teal (left) and tubulin (middle). The panels on the 
right show both stainings overlaid, with teal in green and tubulin in red. 
The arrows indicate clear staining of teal at only one end of the microtubule. 
Scale bars=5|im.
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Figure 5.16.
Localisation of teal in cdc25 mutants.
cdc25-22 cells were grown at 25 °C and shifted to the restrictive temperature of 36°C for 
4 hours. Samples were taken for immunofluorescence, and double-stained with antibodies 
against teal (top left) and tubulin (top right). The lower panel shows both stainings 
overlaid, with teal shown in green and tubulin shown in red.
Scale bars=5pm.
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Figure 5.17.
A. Thiabendazole (TBZ) causes délocalisation of teal.
TBZ was added to wild type cells growing at 25°C to a final concentration of 100 pg/ml. 
Cells were incubated with the drug for 30 minutes, and TBZ was washed. Samples were 

taken for immunofluorescence, and stained with antibodies against teal and tubulin.
B. TBZ does not affect teal levels.
TBZ was added to wild type cells as described above. Samples were taken 0, 15 and 30 
minutes after addition of the drug and processed for Western blotting. Blots were probed 
with antibodies against teal.
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Figure 5.18.
Effect on TBZ on teal distribution: "Mixing experiment".
A. Wild type cells growing at 36°C were treated with TBZ for 30 minutes, fixed and 
mixed with cdc25-22 cells which had been fixed after 3 hours at 36°C. The mixture of 
cells was then immunostained with antibodies against teal (left) and tubulin (right).
B. cdc25-22 cells were grown at 36°C for 2.5 hours, and then treated with TBZ for 30 
minutes and fixed. They were then mixed with fixed wild type cells, and processed as 
above.
cdc25-22 cells (*) are long after 3 hours at 36°C, allowing them to be distinguised from 
shorter wild type cells (+).
Scale bar=5pm
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Figure 5.19.
teal is delocalised in nda3 mutants.
Wild type and nda3-KM311 cells were grown at 32°C (permissive temperature), and 
incubated for 1 hour at the restrictive temperature of 20°C. Cells were fixed and stained 
with antibodies against tubulin (left panels) and tea l (right panels). 
Scale bar=5pm.
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Figure 5.20.
teal is delocalised in cells blocked in mitosis.
dis2-I cells were grown at 32“C (permissive temperature), and incubated for 1 hour or 6 
hours at the restrictive temperature of 20°C. Cells were fixed and stained with antibodies 
against teal (left panels) or tubulin (right panels). The arrow shows a mitotic cell. 
Scale ban=5pm.
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Figure 5.21.
Localisation of GFP-teal.
teal A cells overexpressing GFP-teal under the control of the regulatable nmtl promoter 
were grown in minimal medium containing thiamine. Thiamine was washed from the 
medium to induce expression from the nmtl promoter. Cells were fixed 15 hours after 
induction at 36°C, and stained with antibodies against tubulin (left). GFP-teal is shown 
on the right. The large GFP-teal aggregates are very bright, and leak into the microtubule 
channel.
Scale bar = 5 pm.
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Figure 5.22.
Time course of teal delocalisation after TBZ treatment.
TBZ was added to wild type cells growing at 25°C to a final concentration of 100 ng/ml. 
Samples were taken 0, 5, 15 and 30 minutes after addition of the drug, fixed and 

immunostained with antibodies against tubulin (left) and teal (right). 
Scale bar = 5 pm
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Figure 5.23.
Time course of teal relocalisation after cold shock.
Wild type cells grown at 25°C were incubated on ice for 30 minutes, and then transferred 
to 32°C. Samples were taken 0,2.5,5 and 15 minutes after transference to warm medium, 
fixed and immunostained with antibodies against teal (top) and tubulin (middle). The 
lower panels show an overlay of the two stainings at times 2.5 and 5 minutes, with teal 
in green and tubulin in red.
Scale bar=5|xm
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Figure 5.24.
Serial sections of a cell showing tea l and microtubules colocalisation.
Wild type cells were cold-shocked by incubation on ice for 30 minutes, and allowed to 
recover at 32°C. Cells were fixed after 2.5 minutes at 32°C, and double-stained with 
antibodies against teal (left) and tubulin (middle). The overlaid stainings are on the right 
(teal in green and tubulin in red).
The figure shows serial confocal sections through a single cell, separated by 0.4 pm. The 
top panel is a projection of multiple single sections. The arrows show colocalisation of 
teal and tubulin in single sections.
Scale bar = 5 pm.
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Figure 5.25.
teal is delocalised in orb3 mutant cells.
orb3-I67 cells were grown at 25°C and incubated at the restrictive temperature of 36°C 
for 6 hours. Cells were fixed and stained with antibodies against teal (left panels) and 
tubulin (right panels).
Scale bar=5pm
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Figure 5.26.
teal colocalises with microtubule ends in orbS mutant cells.
orbS-167 cells were grown at 25°C and incubated at the restrictive temperature of 36°C 
for 6 hours. Cell were fixed and stained with antibodies against teal (shown in green) 
and tubulin (shown in red). The arrows show examples of colocalisation between the 
ends of cytoplasmic microtubules and teal.
Scale bar=5pm
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Figure 5.27.
Overexpression of teal.
Cells overexpressing teal under the control of the regulatable nmtl promoter were grown 
in minimal medium containing thiamine. Thiamine was washed from the medium to 
induce expression from the nmtl promoter, and the cells incubated at 25°C for 20 hours. 
At this time, half of the culture was transferred to 36°C. Cells were fixed and stained 
with antibodies against teal (left).
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Figure 5.28.
Effect of pheromone on ceil morphology.
P factor was added to sxa2A::ura4 cyrlAr.LEUl h' cells to a final concentration of 1.6 
pg/ml, and the cells were incubated at 25°C. Cells were observed by Nomarski optics 
after 0 and 7.5 hours in pheromone.
Scale bar=5|xm.
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Figure 5.29.
Effect of pheromone on teal distribution.
P factor was added to sxa2A::ura4 cyrlA::LEU2 h~ cells to a final concentration of 1.6 
pg/ml, and the cells were incubated at 25°C. Samples were taken after 0, 2.5, 5 and 7.5 
hours in pheromone, and the cells were immunostained with antibodies against tubulin 
(left panels) and teal (right panels).
Scale bar=5pm.
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Figure 5.30.
Effect of pheromone on teal protein and mRNA levels.
P factor was added to sxa2à::ura4 cyrlA::LEU2 h' cells to a final concentration of 1.6 
pg/ml, and the cells were incubated at 25°C. Samples were taken after 0, 2.5, 5 and 7.5 
hours in pheromone. Extracts were processed for Western blotting and probed with 
antibodies against teal and tubulin (A), or for Northern blotting and hybridised with teal 
or his3 probes (B).
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Figure 5.31.
Effects of teal on the microtubule cytoskeleton.
Wild type and teal A cells were grown at 25°C, shifted to 36°C for 2 hours, fixed and 
immunostained with antibodies against tubulin. sxa2A::ura4 cyrlA::LEU2 h~ cells were 
treated with the mating pheromone P factor at a concentration of 1.6 |i,g/ml, for 7.5 hours 
at 25°C, fixed and processed as described above. Cell overexpressing teal from the 
regulatable nmtl promoter were grown at 25°C in the presence of thiamine. To induce 
the promoter, thiamine was removed from the medium and the cells were incubated for 
20 hours at 25°C followed by 2 hours at 36°C. They were then fixed and immunostained 
as described above. The arrows show examples of abnormal microtubules curling round 
the ends of the cells.
Scale bars=5pm.
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Figure 5.32.
A model for teal role in maintaining antipodal growth.
Microtubules are represented by red lines inside of the cell, teal is represented by green 
dots and green regions at cell ends. (1) Microtubules explore the cell and find the cell 
poles as a consequence of their growth properties. (2) teal is transferred by the microtubules 
to the ends of the cell, where teal acts as an end marker which directs the growth machinery 
to the correct place ensuring that ends are kept exactly opposed to each other. (3) When 
cells are treated with mating pheromone, teal is down-regulated, allowing growth to be 
directed towards a mating partner.
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6.1. Introduction. Growth along a single axis.

An important problem for a cell is how it organises itself in space. This organisation 

requires that different components or points located at a distance within the cell are 

correctly positioned with respect to each other. The problem is similar in principle to a 

developmental field establishing positional information during embryogenesis, but acts at 

the level of a single cell. There are many examples of this phenomenon: epithelial cells 

have opposed apical and basal faces with different properties (Eaton and Simons, 1995), 

Drosophila oocytes contain determinants localised to discrete regions of the cytoplasm 

(Lehmann, 1995), and bipolar budding yeast cells bud at the opposite end of the cell to 

the previous (Roemer et al., 1996). In the case of the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe, two growing tips located at the ends of the cylindrical cell grow apart in a 

precisely opposed manner.

Fission yeast is amenable to genetical and cytological analysis, and the dynamics 

of growth and the cytoskeleton have been well described. This makes it a good model 

system for the study of fundamental cell biological problems, such as spatial organisation 

(Nurse, 1994). I decided to focus on the problem of how a fission yeast cell maintains 

growing ends precisely opposed, leading to growth along a single central axis. Mutants 

isolated in our laboratory in screens for cell shape mutants fail to grow along a single 

axis, causing cells to bend and branch. These mutants defined two genes, teal and tea2. 

In order to understand how fission yeast grows in this manner, I have characterised 

mutants in teal and tea2 cytologically and genetically, and have carried out a molecular 

analysis of the teal gene. The results obtained suggest that a dynamic system composed 

of the microtubular cytoskeleton and teal organise growth along a single axis.
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6.2. Microtubules and single-axis growth.

The data presented in this work suggest teal is a cytological and functional marker of the 

cell tips, teal is located at the cell ends, and in its absence cells fail to grow with its ends 

precisely opposed. It is important to understand that teal is not required for a growth 

zone to be organised. The components making up a growth zone can be organised in the 

absence of teal, but teal is necessary to locate the growth zone at the tip.

Mutations, overexpression of genes or drug treatments which disrupt the 

microtubular cytoskeleton cause bending and branching of fission yeast cells (see 1.3.2). 

Several experiments described in this thesis show that microtubules continuously transfer 

teal to the cell poles, where it presumably marks the end for the components of a growth 

site. The effects of microtubule disruption on cell shape can be explained by a failure to 

localise teal to the cell ends.

teal could act as a marker of the ends, which would attract the growth machinery 

to the right location in the cell. Because microtubules transfer teal to the cell poles, the 

organisation of microtubules along the cell axis is essential to determine the axis of 

polarity. One attractive model is that microtubules explore the space of the cell identifying 

the cell ends and the deliver teal to mark the ends. It is also possible that teal stabilises 

the microtubular pattern to generate a more robust positioning system. In this section I 

will discuss further several aspects of this model.

It is possible that the growing properties of microtubules allow them to align 

along the cell long axis, without the need of interactions with proteins prelocalised at the 

ends. This could be tested by depolymerising the microtubules in very long cells (by 

using a cold shock) and following their recovery. The model would predict that 

microtubules would be aligned with the cell long axis before reaching the cell poles (and 

thus, before they have had the chance to interact with any protein at the cell ends).

teal accumulates at the ends of cytoplasmic microtubules, presumably as an 

intermediate step as it is transported to the cell poles. This distribution poses several
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questions: How is it transferred to the cell cortex when the microtubules reach the pole? 

Why is it deposited specifically at the cell ends, and not at other regions of the cell cortex? 

One simple answer to these questions is that a prelocalised receptor for teal is already 

present at the cell tips, and that the affinity of teal for this receptor is higher than for the 

microtubule. However, it is also possible to explain the transference in the context of a 

more dynamic system, in which there are no prelocalised receptors. For instance, teal 

might cycle continuously between the microtubule and the cell cortex in any region of the 

cell. Its localisation would be the result of this transference, the position of the 

microtubule and possibly the transport of teal along the microtubule, teal would 

accumulate at the cell pole because it is there where microtubules tend to end. If a 

microtubule is not aligned along the long axis of the cell some teal could be placed 

elsewhere, but the average behaviour of the microtubules in the cell would ensure that 

most teal is at the cell pole.

The deposition of teal at the pole would be a spatial signal for the growth 

machinery to be set up at the position which ensures growth along the cell central axis, 

and this position would be presumably evenly located around the exact centre of the pole. 

However, although microtubules generally align along the cell long axis, they do not have 

the perfectly synunetric distribution that would be expected if they had to deposit teal 

evenly at the cell pole. As above, the answer to this problem could be a dynamic system. 

Single microtubules do not finish exactly at the pole middle, and the distribution of 

microtubules at a given time is not symmetric. If this pattern of microtubules was stable, 

it would give rise to an asymmetric distribution of teal at the pole. However, if 

microtubules grow and shrink continuously, reaching the cell poles and depositing teal at 

slightly different places each time, the final result could be a synunetric accumulation of 

teal at the centre of the pole. In this way, the dynamic behaviour of microtubules makes 

an imprecise system of transport produce a very precise average localisation.

A more complete understanding of the microtubular cytoskeleton will be required 

to test these ideas. This could be done by the identification and characterisation of new 

components of the system, such as the molecular analysis of the teal gene, or by isolating
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proteins which interact physically with teal. However, because the teal/microtubular 

system would work in a highly dynamic manner, it will be necessary to study it in real 

time. For example, marking microtubules with GPP (by tagging tubulin or a 

microtubule-associated protein) will make it possible to test if the dynamic behaviour of 

microtubules is consistent with these ideas. The model predicts that dynamic 

microtubules are required for the correct targeting of teal to the pole. Microtubules could 

be made more stable (for instance, by overexpression of certain MAPs) to test this 

possibility. It will also be very important to determine the polarity of cytoplasmic 

microtubules at the different stages of the cell cycle.

A final point is the possible role of teal in controlling microtubular growth. As 

discussed in chapter 5, teal might enhance the tendency of microtubules to finish close to 

the cell poles by inhibiting their growth. However, teal accumulates at the tips of 

microtubules at any place in the cells. How can microtubules reach the ends, if their 

growth is being inhibited? It is possible that teal prevents growth of the end of the 

microtubule at which it accumulates. However, the other end of the microtubule can 

continue growing until it reaches the pole of the cell, where the accumulation of teal 

transported by microtubules of opposite polarity inhibits its growth. The role of teal in 

controlling microtubular growth could be studied in vitro by testing the effects of teal 

protein on microtubule dynamics, or by visualising microtubules in vivo in different 

mutant backgrounds.

6.3. Other pathways for single-axis growth?

I have proposed that teal is necessary to direct the establishment of growth sites to the 

cell poles. However, when teal is absent only a fraction of the cells form branches. The 

majority of the cells establish the growth zone at the right position (normal shape) or very 

close to it (bent cells). This suggests that the cells can identify their ends by a mechanism 

which is independent of teal.
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A possible candidate is septation. Every end of a cell is generated by septation, 

and some mark could be left which would identify a septation site as a future growing 

end. Such a system could be specific (that is, made of proteins whose only function 

would be to mark the position of a septum) or could be composed of components 

required for the growth which occurs during septation being left behind (and which could 

somehow direct the formation of a growth site would be required). This system is similar 

to the budding yeast mechanism for bud site selection (see below). The fact that teal is 

more important at high temperature than at low temperature suggests that this “cytokinesis 

tag” would be more efficient at low temperature. However, the teal/microtubular system 

will be required at either temperature for precise growth on a single axis. If there exists a 

pathway marking the ends parallel to that of teal/microtubules, it could be identified in a 

screen for mutations which enhance the phenotype of teal mutants.

Microtubules could also help find the ends in the absence of teal. For instance, if 

they transported materials required for growth to the cell poles, they could facilitate the 

establishment of growth zones in these regions, teal would be required for the fine 

tuning of the positioning mechanism.

6.4. The cytoskeleton and localisation of 
determinants.

The localisation of teal to the ends of the cell by microtubules would generate positional 

information within the cell. In other organisms, localised deposition of proteins or RNAs 

inside the cell by the cytoskeleton is also used as a mechanism to produce positional 

information. This localisation then gives rise to localised growth, the establishment of 

specialised domains inside the cell, or differences in cell fate after division.

A well studied system is the axial budding pattern observed in haploid budding 

yeast cells, where new buds appear adjacent to the position of old buds (for a review, see 

Roemer et al., 1996). It is thought that the old bud position is first marked by a ring of
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septins, which is then used to position a cortical tag requiring the BUD3, BUD4 and 

BUD10/AXL2 genes, which in turn determines the position of a new bud and septin 

ring. This cycle of contiguous markers, locally assembling the cortical tag which locates 

the next cycle of septins, is formally similar to the first model described in chapter 5 for 

the organisation of microtubules. Addition of pheromone changes the axial growth 

pattern such that the growth of mating projections occurs towards a mating partner, and 

causes the down-regulation of BUD4 and AXL2 (reviewed in Roemer et al., 1996). 

Thus, the shift in the control of growth from internal cues to external cues could work in 

a similar way in both yeast, by down-regulation of genes required for the internal cues. 

However, this control system differs from the one we have described because it is based 

on the history of the cell, in the sense that an earlier event localised in space such as the 

septin ring/cortical tag, makes a mark at that location which is used by a later event. In 

fission yeast the teal/microtubular system is dynamic, with the cellular space being re

explored and re-established regularly after each cell division. This allows any earlier 

mistakes to be corrected, and also provides an explanation for how location within a cell 

can be determined across space at a position distant from the original location, which is 

not easily possible with an historical model.

Diploid budding yeast has a different budding pattern, called bipolar. Daughter 

cells bud opposite the cytokinesis site, new mother cells bud next to the previous bud 

site, and old mother cells bud at either pole. This pattern, in which budding sites are 

placed in regions of the cell at opposite ends, is reminiscent of the selection of growth 

sites in fission yeast. Although less studied than the axial budding pattern, it appears that 

budding sites are marked by tags similar to those described for axial budding, and not by 

a dynamic system of markers, such as teal/microtubules (Roemer et al., 1996). In 

addition to this, microtubules are not required for either axial or bipolar budding (Jacobs 

et al., 1988; Yang et al., 1996), suggesting that the selection of growth sites in the two 

yeast occurs by different mechanisms.

The cytoskeleton has been implicated in positioning mechanisms in other well 

studied systems. The two nuclei produced after mitosis in a S. cerevisiae budding cell
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differ in their ability to switch mating types. This difference is due to the selective 

accumulation of Ash Ip in the nucleus of the daughter cell (Bobola et al., 1996; S il and 

Herskowitz, 1996). Several genes are required for Ash Ip asymmetric distribution, 

including MY04, which encodes a myosin (Bobola et al., 1996). This implies that the 

actin-cytoskeleton may have a role in the process which generates asymmetric cell fate. 

The second system is the accumulation and location of mRNAs in the single-celled 

Drosophila oocyte. Asymmetric distribution of mRNAs such as bicoid or oskar requires 

microtubules (reviewed in St. Johnston, 1995) and, in the case of oskar, tropomyosin 

(Erdelyi et al., 1995; Tetzlaff et al., 1996), indicating that both the microtubular and actin 

cytoskeleton may be involved. Microtubules are also involved in the intracellular 

localisation of mRNAs in neurons (Bassell and Singer, 1997).

The organisation of neurons into differentiated intracellular domains requires 

microtubules, and mechanisms similar to those described for teal may be relevant. 

Neurons produce a specialised process called the axon. Axons contain bundles of very 

stable microtubules, oriented with their "+" ends away from the cell body. These 

microtubules function as tracks for polarised transport along the axon. The axon ends in 

a compartment called the growth cone, whose advancement causes the elongation of the 

axon and determines its direction. It has been proposed that the neuronal growth cone 

and the yeast growth site might share some principles of organisation (Vega and 

Solomon, 1997). For example, members of the ezrin/radixin/moesin family localise to 

the growth cone by a microtubule-dependent mechanism and contribute to the proper 

organisation of the growth cone, probably by regulating the actin cytoskeleton (Vega and 

Solomon, 1997).

The analogy can be taken further if one considers the dynamic way in which 

growth cones behave. The growth cone is a very dynamic structure, with projections 

called filopodia and lamellipodia being continuously formed and retracted. The actin 

cytoskeleton is responsible for this behaviour. The growth cone also contains 

microtubules, whose function is not as yet completely understood. In contrast with axon 

microtubules, growth cone microtubules are very dynamic, and continuously "explore"
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the space created by the formation of projections. When a projection of the growth cone 

is selected as site of growth (that is, selected as the one which will be transformed into 

axon), actin accumulates and the microtubules invade the selected region. It is not known 

how microtubules recognise the selected branch. It is possible that some steric hindrance 

is removed (by the reorganisation of actin) allowing the penetration of the microtubules, 

or alternatively microtubules may become selectively stabilised. Subsequently, 

microtubules form a stable, parallel bundle (for a review see Tanaka and Sabry, 1995). 

Drug treatments which inhibit microtubule dynamics without causing microtubules 

depolymerisation do not block axon growth or growth cone motility. However, the 

growth cone no longer follows a straight line, and instead wanders without a fixed 

direction (Tanaka et al., 1995).

This system presents similarities with the model I have discussed for the 

teal/microtubular system in fission yeast. In both cases, a dynamic array of microtubules 

explores the space of the cell: A cylinder maintained by the cell wall in the case of yeast, 

the projections created by the actin cytoskeleton in the growth cone. Subsequently, a 

subset of those microtubules are stabilised: In fission yeast, those aligned along the cell 

axis, in the growth cone those invading a projection selected by a external cue. Finally, 

the region "found" by the microtubules is selected for further growth. In S. pombe the 

direction of growth is defined internally, by the pre-existing shape of the cell. In 

neurons, it is determined by external information (either attractive or repellent).

Microtubules are essential for the regulation of cell shape in higher eukaryotes. 

Given the very important contribution of microtubules to this process in fission yeast, and 

the small part they play in budding yeast, it is likely that S. pombe will be a better model 

than S. cerevisiae for the study of the role of microtubules in the morphogenesis of higher 

eukaryotes.
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6.5. Conclusion.

The analysis of the teal and teal function described in this thesis has led to the conclusion 

that teal and the microtubular cytoskeleton cooperate to ensure that fission yeast cells 

elongate following a single central axis. In this way, they contribute to the global 

organisation of the cell.
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7.1. Fission yeast methods.

7.1.1. Nomenclature.

I have followed the rules summarised below, which are generally based on the guidelines 

proposed by (Kohli, 1987).

a) Genes are designated by three lower case letters followed by an arable number (e.g. 

leul). Alleles are designated by a number or a combination of numbers and letters, 

separated from the gene name by a hyphen (e.g. leu l-32). Both the gene and the allele 

number are written in italics. Cold-sensitive and heat-sensitive alleles can be identified by 

the superscripts cs and ts, respectively (e.g. ndaS^^, cdc25^^).

b) Wild type alleles are designated by a plus symbol, or by + following the gene name as 

a superscript (e.g. teal'^). Deletions are indicated by the symbol A (e.g. teal A). If the 

deleted gene has been replaced by another gene, this can be indicated by . ." followed by 

the name of the replacing gene (e.g. tealA::ura4).

c) Phenotypes are not italicised, except for mating types (e.g. tea, h~). When necessary, 

wild type and mutant phenotypes are referred to, respectively, by using the + and - 

superscripts after the phenotype (e.g. leu+, leu").

d) Proteins are designated by the name of the corresponding gene, and are not italicised 

(e.g. teal).

e) Saccharomyces cerevisiae genes are named as 5, pombe genes, except capital letters 

are used (e.g. ACTl). Proteins are designed by the gene name, not italicised, with only 

the first letter in uppercase and followed by the letter p (e.g. Act Ip).

7.1.2. Fission yeast general techniques.

The following techniques were performed as described in (Moreno et al., 1991): Growth
1

and maintenance of strains, genetic crosses, tetrad analysis, transformation of plasmids 

(using the lithium acetate procedure), recovery of plasmids from S. pombe and gene 

replacement. For all experiments an overnight preculture was grown in rich medium
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(YE), and used to inoculate a culture of Edinburgh minimal medium (EMM) with the 

appropriate supplements. Thiabendazole (TBZ, Sigma) was used at 100 pg/ml (from a 

100-fold concentrated stock in DMSO). DMSO alone was used as a control in TBZ 

experiments. Brefeldin A (BFA, Sigma) was used at 50 |ig/ml (from a 100-fold 

concentrated stock in ethanol), and ethanol was used as a control. Hydroxyurea (Sigma) 

was used at 11 mM. When cells were blocked using hydroxyurea for more than 4 hours, 

additional hydroxyurea (to 11 mM) was added at that point.

7.1.3. Mapping by mitotic haploidisation.

Stable diploids were constructed by crossing haploid /z+ strains containing the mutations 

to be mapped to a mat2-102 which carries auxotrophic markers on each

chromosome (ural-171 his3-237 ade6-M210). Diploids were patched on YE plates 

containing MBC (Carbendazim, Aldrich) at 10 pg/ml, and incubated for 12 hours at 

25°C. Cells were resuspended in water, and plated on YE phloxine B plates. Haploid 

colonies were identified by their lighter colour, and tested for the presence of 

morphological and auxotrophic mutations (Alpha et al., 1993).

7.1.4. Meiotic mapping.

Meiotic mapping was carried out by tetrad analysis of crosses between the appropriate 

haploid strains. The number of parental ditypes (PD), non-parental ditypes (NPD) and 

tetratypes (TT) was scored from each cross, using only tetrads in which the four spores 

formed colonies. Genetic distance was calculated using the formula:

cM=50«[(TT+6*NPD)/(PD+NPD+TT)

In swi5 strains, the frequency of recombination is decreased by an average of ten fold 

with respect to wild type. The estimated genetic distance obtained in this mutant 

background is shown in inverted commas.
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7.1.5. Construction of swiS strains.

As swi5 mutations are recessive (Schmidt, 1993), swi5 had to be introduced in teal, tea2 

and ban5 strains used for mapping. swi5 mutations were followed in homothallic strains 

by their radiation-sensitive phenotype as described (Schmidt et al., 1989).

7.1.6. Overexpression using the nmtl promoter.

Cells were grown in EMM in the presence of 5 |Lig/ml thiamine, which keeps the nmtl 

promoter repressed (Maundrell, 1990). To induce the promoter, cells were washed four 

times with EMM without thiamine, and incubated further in EMM.

7.1.7. Pheromone experiments.

All pheromone experiments were done using P factor and sxa2A::ura4 cyrl A::LEU2 h~ 

strains, which are responsive to pheromone. P factor was produced as described, and 

used at a final concentration of 1.5 pg/ml (Stem and Nurse, 1997).

7.2. Molecular biology methods.

7.2.1. DNA manipulation techniques.

Standard techniques were used for DNA preparation and cloning (Sambrook et al., 

1989).

7.2.2. Mapping of the nmtl gene to a cosmid library.

The position of the nmtl gene in ordered cosmid and PI libraries was determined by 

hybridisation to filters containing the ordered libraries (Hoheisel et al., 1993). The probe 

used was a Pstl/SacI from pREP3X, which contains the nmtl promoter (Forsburg,

1993).
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7.2.3. Tagging of cosmids with selectable markers.

Cosmids were tagged in E. coli by random insertion of a TnlOOO transposon containing 

the fission yeast selectable markers his? (Morgan et aL, 1996). Cosmid DNA was 

prepared from a pool of at least ten independent insertions.

7.2.4. Construction of a library from cosmid 25D6.

Cosmid 25D6 (Hoheisel et al., 1993) DNA was partially digested with the restriction 

enzyme SauBA, which has a four-base pair target sequence. Fragments of about 6 kb 

were gel-purified, ligated into the BamHI site of pIRT2 (Booher and Beach, 1986) and 

transformed into bacteria. The transformants were washed from the plates, resuspended 

in LB containing 100 |ig/ml of ampicillin, grown for two generations and used to prepare 

plasmid DNA. This minilibrary was derived from about 400 clones.

7.2.5. Sequencing of tea l,

A series of nested deletions was constructed to facilitate the sequencing of teal. The 

Double-stranded Nested Deletion Kit from Pharmacia was used. A 4.3 kb BamHI DNA 

fragment containing tea l was cloned into Bluescript KS(+) in both orientations, 

producing plasmids pS3A and pS3B. The plasmids were cut with S ad (which leaves a 

protected 3' overhang) and Not I (which leaves an unprotected 5' overhang) and digested 

with Exonuclease III for variable amounts of time. For each time point, the DNA was 

blunt-ended with Klenow, ligated and transformed into bacteria. This generated a set of 

nested deletions separated from each other by about 300 base pairs, which spanned the 

teal gene in both orientations. Sequencing reactions were carried out using the Autoread 

Sequencing Kit (Pharmacia), with fluorescently labelled M l3 Universal and M l3 Reverse 

primers. Sequencing was done using the ALF automatic system from Pharmacia. The 

programme AssemblyLign (IBI) was used for contig assembly.
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7.2.6. Sequence analysis.

Analysis of teal sequence was done with the MacVector programme (IBI) and with the 

Genetic Computer Group programme suite (Madison, Wisconsin). Searches against 

sequences produced by the S. pombe sequencing project were done using the Sanger 

Centre Blast Server (http://www.sanger.ac.Uk/yeast/S.pombe_blast_server.html). 

Prediction of coiled-coil formation was done with the programme MacStripe (Knight,

1994), which is based on the Lupas algorithm (Lupas et al., 1991).

7.2.7. Deletion of teal gene.

The Hindlll site in Bluescript KS(+) was removed by digestion with Hindlll, blunting 

with Klenow and religation, and this plasmid was used to clone in a 4.3 kb BamHI 

fragment containing teal and flanking sequences (Figure 3.12). The resulting plasmid 

was digested with Hindlll, removing 2.5 kb of the teal ORF which were replaced with a 

Hindlll fragment containing the ura4 gene (Figure 4.1). This deletion construct has 568 

base pairs of flanking sequence at the 5' side and 1430 at the 3'. It removes 828 

aminoacids of the ORF, leaving 67 aminoacids at the N terminus and 251 at the C- 

terminus. The construct was linearised with BamHI and transformed into ura4-D18 

diploids. Stable integrants were isolated and screened for the presence of the deletion by 

Southern blot, as described in figure 4.1.

7.2.8. Deletion of a potential tea l  homologue.

The Xhol and SacII sites in Bluescript KS(+) were removed sequentially, by digestion 

with Xhol or SacII, blunting with Klenow and religation, and this plasmid was used to 

clone a Clal/BamHI fragment from cosmid 6G10 (Hoheisel et al., 1993), containing the 

ORF and flanking sequences of a potential teal homologue. The resulting plasmid was 

digested with Xhol and SacII, removing 3159 bp of the ORF, and replaced with a 

Sall/Sac II fragment containing the his3 gene (Burke and Gould, 1994). This leaves 112 

aminoacids at the N-terminus and 50 at the C-terminus. The construct was linearised
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using Kpnl and SacI and transformed into his3-Dl diploids. Stable integrants were 

isolated, and screened for the presence of the deletion by PGR. Two primers were used, 

one for the 5' upstream sequence of the gene (but not present in the flanking sequences of 

the deletion construct) and one for the his3 gene. The orientation of the primers is such 

that a PGR product is generated only if the deletion construct is integrated by homologous 

recombination. The primers used were GGGGTTGGGTTAGTGGTTG and 

GAAGGTGTATGAGGGTGTG (for the 5' sequence and the his3 genes, respectively).

7.2.9. Southern and Northern blotting.

Preparation of chromosomal DNA and RNA were done as described. Southern and 

Northern blots were done using standard techniques. Radioactive probes were prepared 

using the Primelt II kit (Stratagene).

7.2.10. Overexpression using the nmtl promoter.

A BamHI 4.3 kb fragment from pS3A (see 7.2.5) was cloned into the BamHI site of 

pREP3X (Forsburg, 1993), making plasmid pN6. To integrate the construct, a Pstl/SacI 

fragment was removed from pN6 (containing the nmtl promoter, teal and the nm tl 

STOP region) and cloned into the integrative vector pJK148 (Keeney and Boeke, 1994). 

The resulting plasmid was linearised with Nrul before transformation.

7.2.11. Construction of a tea l  fusion to a six-his tag.

Plasmid pR2 (see Figure 3.11) was isolated from the 25D6 minilibrary as capable of 

rescuing the tea phenotype of tea l-3. It contains the coding sequence of teal from 

aminoacid 10, cloned as a Sau3A site into a BamHI site of pIRT2 (the BamHI is removed 

by the cloning). To fuse teal to a six-histidine tag, teal was removed from pR2 using 

Xmal (5') and PstI (3') sites from the pIRT2 polylinker (Booher and Beach, 1986), and 

cloned into the expression vector pQB30 (Quiagen), creating a gene fusion containing six 

histidine codons followed by tea l  from codon 10 (pS16). To fuse only the 

aminoterminal part of teal, pR2 was digested with Xmal and Bglll (see Figures 3.12 and
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5.1), and cloned into pQE30 Xmal and BamHI sites. This produced a gene fusion of 

six-histidine codons to teal codons 10 to 553 (pS17). In pS17 the STOP codons are 

provided by pQE30, which contains STOP codons in all three frame at the 3' end of the 

polylinker. To fuse the 3' part of teal to the tag, pS16 was digested with BamHI 

(present in pQE30 polylinker) and Bglll (see Figures 3.12 and 5.1), removing the 5' half 

of teal, and religated to create pS18. The gene fusion contains six histidine codons 

followed by teal from codons 554 to the end of the ORF. All fusions are expressed 

under the control of a modified lac system (Quiagen).

7.2.12. Construction of GFP-teal.

GFP sequence was amplified by PGR from plasmid pSGA (Sawin and Nurse, 1996), 

using the following primers:

CTAGCCCGGGCTTTGTTAAATCATGAGTAAAGGAGAAGAA (which contains an 

X m al site for cloning, an ATG and GFP-specific sequences) and 

TCCCCCCGGGCACGTGCTGCAGCGGCTGCTTTGTATAGTTCATCCAT, (which 

contains GFP specific sequences, five alanine codons, to serve as a spacer between GFP 

and teal, and an Xmal site for cloning. GFP was cloned as an Xmal fragment into the 

Xmal site of pS16, creating the following fusion: GFP-5 alanine Qodons-teal (from 

codon 10 to the end). The whole fusion was removed using BamHI, and cloned into the 

BamHI site of pREP3X.

7.3. Production of antibodies against teal.

7.3.1. Expression in bacteria of six-his-tagged teal.

Expression of six-histidine-tagged teal was done generally as described in the Quiagen 

literature (The Quiaexpressionist). Plasmids pS16, pS17 and pS18 (see 7.2.11) were 

transformed into the E. coli strain M15 [pREP4], which expresses high levels of the lac 

repressor. Expression was induced with 1 mM IPTG for 2 hours at 37°C.
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7.3.2. Purification of six-histidine-tagged teal.

The starting material for purification were 400 ml cultures induced as described above. 

Purification was done under denaturing conditions, following the instructions of the 

manufacturer (Quiagen). Briefly, extracts were prepared in buffer A (6 M guanidine 

hydrochloride, O.IM sodium phosphate, 0.0IM Tris/HCl, pH 8) and incubated with Ni- 

NTA resin (Ni^+-nitrilo-tri-acetic acid) at room temperature for 45 minutes. The resin 

was packed in a column, washed with 10 volumes of buffer A, 5 volumes of buffer B (8 

M urea, O.IM sodium phosphate, O.OIM Tris/HCl, pH 8) and 5 volumes of buffer C (8 

M urea, O.IM sodium phosphate, O.OIM Tris/HCl, pH 6.3). Elution was done with 2 

volumes of buffer D (8 M urea, O.IM sodium phosphate, O.OIM Tris/HCl, pH 5.9) 

followed by 2 volumes of buffer E (8 M urea, O.IM sodium phosphate, O.OIM Tris/HCl, 

pH 4.5). The fractions from the column were analysed by SDS-PAGE. The majority of 

the fusion proteins was eluted with buffer E.

7.3.3. Production of antibodies.

The fusion proteins encoded by pS17 (N-terminus) and pS18 (C-terminus) were used for 

the production of antibodies. The proteins were prepared as described in 7.3.2 and 

further purified by SDS-PAGE. A band containing the protein was excised from the gel, 

homogenised and used for immunisation of rabbits. Four rabbits were used, two of them 

for the N-terminus (referred to as A and B) and two of them for the C-terminus (C and 

D).

7.3.4. Affinity-purification of antibodies.

Affinity purification was carried out on nitrocellulose blots containing full length 6- 

histidines-teal. The protocol used is based on the one described by (Pringle et al., 

1991). About 50 pg of protein were separated by SDS-PAGE, and transferred onto 

nitrocellulose paper. The blot was stained with Ponceau S, and the band with the full- 

length protein cut out. The blot was then washed with PBS to remove the stain, blocked
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for 1 hour in PBS with 5% nonfat dry milk, and washed 3 times for 5 minutes with PBS. 

The blot was placed on a strip of parafilm, 200 pi of antiserum were added on the blot 

and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature with gentle agitation. The serum was 

removed, and the blot washed 3 times for 10 minutes. Elution was carried out by adding 

200 pi of a low pH buffer (0.2 M glycine, 1 mM EGTA pH 2.5 or pH 2.8) on the blot 

and incubating for 6 minutes. The elution buffer was removed and neutralised with 20 pi 

of 1 M Tris-Base. The elution procedure was repeated twice, and the three fractions 

pooled. The affinity-purified antibodies were kept at 4°C. The success of this protocol 

was very variable from experiment to experiment, specially with antibodies A and B. 

Alternative ways of elution (short elution times with low pH buffers or 4.5 M MgCl2) 

were assayed, but did not produce better results.

7.4. Immunofluorescence techniques.

The immunofluorescence methods used were based on those described by (Alfa et al., 

1993), which in turn are based on those developed by (Marks et al., 1986; Hagan and 

Hyams, 1988).

7.4.1. Fixation.

Cell were fixed using two different methods: a) By addition of formaldehyde to the 

culture medium to a concentration of 4%, followed by incubation for 45 minutes at the 

same temperature; b) With -20°C methanol, after collection by filtration. Both methods 

gave qualitatively similar results with teal antibodies, but methanol fixation produced 

consistently a better signal. The teal stainings showed in this thesis are of methanol- 

fixed cells, except for figure 5.11. Actin stainings were also done with methanol-fixed 

cells, except for figure 5.11. Staining of microtubules was always done with methanol- 

fixed cells.
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7.4.2. Preparation of cells for immunofluorescence.

Preparation of the cells was carried out as described by (Alfa et ah, 1993), except that 

lower amounts of enzyme were used for the digestion of the cell wall: 0.1 mg/ml of 

novozyme 234 (Novo Biolabs) and 0.05 mg/ml zymolase 20T (Seikagaku Co.).

7.4.3. Antibodies used.

The antibodies used were the following:

Mouse monoclonal anti-actin N-350 (Amersham), used at 1:50 dilution.

Mouse monoclonal anti-tubulin TATI (Woods et al., 1989) used at 1:50 dilution. 

Rabbit polyclonal anti-teal (A and B), used at 1:10 dilution.

Rabbit polyclonal anti-tea 1(C and D), used at 1:30 dilution.

FITC-linked anti-rabbit (Amersham), used at 1:150 dilution.

Cy3-linked anti-mouse, used at 1:2,000 dilution.

Cell were incubated overnight with all primary antibodies, for 30 minutes with Cy-3 anti

mouse and for 4 hours with FITC anti-rabbit. For double labelling experiments, primary 

antibodies were incubated simultaneously, and secondary antibodies sequentially.

7.4.4. Mounting of samples.

Cells were spun onto poly-lysine coverslips, mounted in citifluor and sealed with nail 

varnish.

7.4.5. Photography.

All the samples were photographed with a BioRad MRC600 confocal microscope, and 

analysed with BioRad software. The images shown are projections of several single 

sections separated from each other by 0.4 jim. Figures were mounted using Adobe 

Photoshop 3.0 and labelled with Macromedia Freehand 5.5.
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7.4.6. Quantification of microtubular length.

Microtubule length was measured on projections of multiple confocal sections, using 

Biorad software. The number of microtubules measured was 50 (wild type), 64 {teal) 

and 23 {ban5).

7.5. Protein methods.

7.5.1. Preparation of extracts.

2 X 10^ cells were collected by centrifugation, washed with STOP buffer (150 mM NaCl, 

50 mM NaF, 10 mM EDTA, 1 mM NaNg, pH 8) and resuspended in 50 pi of HE buffer 

(60 mM 8-glycerophosphate, 25 mM MOPS, 15 mM MgCl2, 15 mM EGTA, 1% Triton 

X-100, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM PMSF, 20 pg/ml leupeptin, 20 pg/ml aprotinin, pH 7.2). 

Cells were boiled for 5 minutes, and broken using 1 ml of glass beads. The extract was 

recovered by washing the glass beads with 500 pi of HE. Protein concentrations were 

determined using the ECA kit (Pierce). For gel filtration extracts were prepared by 

protoplasting cells with novozyme 234 in 0.65M KCl, followed by a wash in IM sorbitol 

and lysis in HE buffer. The extracts were incubated on ice for 30 minutes, centrifuged at 

100,000 g for 30 minutes and loaded onto a Superose 6 column.

7.5.2. Western Blot analysis.

Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and western-blotted onto ECL nitrocellulose 

membranes using standard techniques. Antibodies used were anti-teal A and E (N- 

terminus) at 1:100 dilution, anti-teal C and D (C-terminus) at 1:2,000 dilution and anti-a- 

tubulin monoclonal antibody at 1:5,000. Proteins were detected using the ECL kit 

(Amersham), following the manufacturer's protocol.
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Fission Yeast Cell Morphogenesis: Identification of 
New Genes and Analysis of Their Role during the Cell Cycle
Fulvia Verde, Juan Mata, and Paul Nurse
Imperial Cancer Research Fund, WC2A 3PX London, United Kingdom

Abstract. T o identify n ew  gen es involved  in the control 
of cell m orphogenesis in the fission  yeast Sch izosacch a
rom yces p o m b e  w e have visually screened for tem pera
ture-sensitive m utants that show  defects in cell m or
phology, W e have iso lated  and characterized 64 
m utants defining 19 independent genes, 10 o f which  
have not b een  previously described. O ne class o f m u
tants, defining 12 orb  genes, becom e round and show  a 
com plete loss o f cell polarity. A  second class o f m utants 
exhibits branched or bent m orphologies. T hese m utants 
show  defects in either se lection  o f the growth site, d e
fining tw o tea genes, or in the m aintenance o f growth  
direction, defining five ban  genes. Im m unofluorescence

analysis o f these m orphological m utants show s defects  
in  the organization o f the m icrotubule and actin cyto
skeleton . T hese defects include shortened, bundled, 
and asym m etrically localized  m icrotubules and en 
larged and m islocalized  actin patches. A nalysis o f the  
m utant p henotypes has a llow ed us to  order the gen es  
in to  four groups according to their function  during the  
cell cycle: gen es required for the m aintenance o f cell 
polarity throughout the cell cycle; gen es necessary only  
for the reestablishm ent o f cell polarity after m itosis and 
n ot for m aintaining cell polarity once it is established; 
gen es essentia l for the transition from  m onopolar to  b i
polar growth and genes that serve as ‘polarity m arkers’.

Ma i n t e n a n c e  of cell form and polarity is funda
mental to cell function and differentiation. Our 
understanding of cell morphogenesis is still lim

ited, but a genetic approach has proven to be useful in 
budding yeast (for review see Chant, 1994) and, more re
cently, in fission yeast (see Snell and Nurse, 1993; Nurse,
1994). Fission yeast is an attractive system for the study of 
cell form and polarity because cells are cylindrical in shape 
and grow in a highly polarized manner. M oreover, cells 
undergo three morphological transitions closely coupled  
with progression through the cell cycle. After cytokinesis, 
the newly divided daughter cells initiate growth in a mono- 
polar fashion. This process is described as old end take off 
or OETO because cells grow from the ceU tip that existed  
in the previous cell cycle (Streiblova and W olf, 1972). In 
early G2, ^ 0 .3  of a cell cycle after daughter cell separa
tion, and after the cell has attained a critical cell length, 
cells switch to bipolar growth using the new tip formed by 
cell division (new end take off or NETO)^ (M itchison and 
Nurse, 1985). Bipolar growth continues until ^0 .75  of the 
cell cycle, when tip elongation ceases and mitosis occurs. 
Changes in the cytoskeleton are correlated with these cell 
cycle transitions (Marks et al., 1986). Actin patches are 
concentrated at the old end during the early phases of the

Address all correspondence to F. Verde, Imperial Cancer Research Fund, 
44 Lincoln’s Inn Fields, WC2A 3PX London, U.K. Tel.: (44) 171 269 3492. 
Fax: (44) 171 269 3610. E-mail:verde@icrf.icnet.uk

1. Abbreviation used in this paper. NETO, new end take off.

cell cycle and then also appear at the new end when bipo
lar growth is initiated. A t mitosis actin disappears from the 
tips and assembles into an actin ring, located in the middle 
of the cell and marking the place where septation will oc
cur (Marks and Hyams, 1985). Actin is necessary for cell 
growth, because disruption of the actin cytoskeleton by cy- 
tochalasin D  blocks protoplast regeneration and cell-wall 
deposition (Kobori et al., 1989). The microtubule cytoskel
eton also undergoes changes during the cell cycle (Marks 
et al., 1986; Hagan and Hyams, 1988). Cytoplasmic micro
tubules, which extend along the main cell axis during inter
phase, depolymerize at the interphase-m itosis transition 
when the intranuclear spindle forms. A t telophase, cyto
plasmic microtubules are transiently nucleated by MTOCs 
located at the cell equator. Disruption of the microtubule 
cytoskeleton does not prevent polar growth (Ayscough et 
al., 1993), but microtubules are likely to have a role in cell 
polarity because cold-sensitive nda3 mutants, defective in 
P-tubulin, and thiabendazole-treated cells, bend and 
branch (U m esono et al., 1983a,h; Hiraoka et al., 1984).

Signal transduction pathways are already known to play 
important roles in the control o f fission yeast m orphogen
esis. Small GTP-binding proteins, identified as polarity 
genes in budding yeast, are also essential for Schizosaccha
romyces pom be  polarized growth. H om ologues of budding 
yeast polarity genes in fission yeast are cdc42sp (CD C42  
hom ologue) (Fawell et al., 1992; Miller and Johnson, 1994), 
cwg2 {C D C 43  hom ologue) (D iaz et al., 1993), ra lllscd l 
{C D C 24  hom ologue) (Fukui and Yamam oto, 1988; Chang
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et al., 1994), and ral3lscd2 {B E M l hom ologue) (Fukui and 
Yamam oto, 1988; Chang et al., 1994), with cdc42sp and 
ra lllscd l encoding com ponents of a GTPase cycle. Mu
tants in these genes have a rounded shape. Mutants in rasl 
are also rounded during vegetative growth and becom e 
com pletely round under conditions of nitrogen starvation 
(Fukui and Kaziro, 1985; Fukui et al., 1986). Recently rail! 
scd l  and ral3lscd2 have been shown to interact with rasl 
(Chang et al., 1994), which has been proposed to have a 
function similar to the R SR IIB U D I  gene in budding yeast 
(Bender and Pringle, 1989; Chant and Herskowitz, 1991; 
Zheng et al., 1995). The protein kinase C pathway is also 
important for the control of cell shape in S. p om be  because 
mutations in pck2  (a protein kinase C hom ologue) (Toda 
et al., 1993) and mutants in the interacting gene p p e l  
(phosphatase 2A  hom ologue) (Shimanuki et al., 1993) are 
rounded and deformed. D eletion  of another kinase, k in l, 
was also shown to alter cell shape (Levin and Bishop, 
1990).

It is unclear how these signaling and phosphorylation  
pathways control the dynamics of cytoskeletal structures 
and modulate morphological transitions during the cell cy
cle. To gain further insight into these problems, in this pa
per we have first identified a more com plete set o f genes 
involved in the control o f fission yeast cell morphogenesis 
by isolating temperature-sensitive mutants showing de
fects in cell morphology. This study has extended consid
erably an existing collection of mutants identified in our 
laboratory (Snell and Nurse, 1994). One class o f mutants 
{orb) shows a com plete loss o f polarity and a round form  
at the restrictive temperature. A  second class shows de
fects in the choice of the growth site {tea mutants) or in the 
maintenance of growth direction {ban mutants). Second, 
we have characterized these mutants with respect to their 
microtubule and actin cytoskeleton, and have identified  
various defects in these structures associated with changed  
cellular morphology. Finally, we have analyzed the role of 
these genes during the cell cycle, and have grouped them  
according to their functions at the different morphological 
transitions.

Colonies formed after 3-4 d incubation at 25°C. The colonies were replica 
plated onto fresh YEA plates and then incubated at 35.5°C for 12 h, and 
visually screened for colonies with aberrantly shaped cells. Isolated strains 
were ftirther selected, and only penetrant phenotypes were finally pur
sued. Mutants used for further analysis were outcrossed twice. Mutants 
displaying ovoid or irregular shapes were discarded. Linkage analysis and 
all following genetic procedures were conducted as described (Moreno et 
al., 1991). The mutants displaying the most penetrant phenotype were 
chosen as representative for each linkage group; however, the various al
leles displayed small phenotypic differences. Synthetic lethality interac
tions were determined by tetrad analysis, analyzing at least 10 complete 
tetrads and at least one NPD (nonparental ditype). Phenotypes were ob
served at 25, 32, and 36°C. Orb8-62 orb9-46 and orb2-34 orb6-25 double 
mutants were inviable at 32 and 36°C. Orbl-9 orb2-34, orbl-9 orb6-25, 
orbll-59 orb9-46, and orbll-59 orb8-62 were inviable at 36°C.

Plasmids and Transformation Procedures
CDC42Sp^ borne on pWH5 was a gift of Dr. D. 1. Johnson (University of 
Vermont, Burlington, VT); pckl^, pck2^, ppel"", and pypl^  on pDB248 
were a gift of Dr. T. Toda (Imperial Cancer Research Fund, London, 
UK); kinP  on pDB248 was a gift of Dr. D. Levin (Johns Hopkins Univer
sity, Baltimore, MD); and rasl^, rail"", ral2^, and ral3^ on pDB248' were 
a gift of Dr. M. Yamamoto. Cells were transformed by the lithium acetate 
procedure (Moreno et al., 1991).

Cytology
Cells were cultured in YE medium at 25°C and then incubated at 36°C for 
the indicated time. For Calcofluor staining, 1 p,l of a Calcofluor solution (1 
mg/ml Calcofluor in 50 mM sodium citrate, 100 mM sodium phosphate, 
pH 6.0) was added to 10 pul cell culture: cells were then photographed im
mediately. For tubulin and actin staining, cells were fixed in methanol for 
at least 15 min. Immunofluorescence was performed as described (Hagan 
and Hyams, 1988). For microtubule staining, the primary antibody used 
was the monoclonal TATI, kindly donated by Dr. Keith Gull (University 
of Manchester, Manchester, UK). For actin staining the primary antibody 
used was the monoclonal N350 (Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, IL). 
In both cases, the secondary antibody was a sheep anti-mouse Cy3-conju- 
gate F(ab')2 fragment (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO). Cells were 
then immobilized on gelatin-coated coverslips and observed using a mi
croscope (Axioskop; Carl Zeiss, Inc., Thomwood, NY). Cells were photo
graphed using a confocal microscope (600; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Her
cules, CA), with a 0.2-p.m interval between successive pictures and 
analyzed using Bio-Rad software. Measures of microtubule length were 
taken using Bio-Rad software.

Results

Materials and Methods 

Strains and Growth Conditions
The strain used for mutagenesis was ade6-M210 leul-32 h - .  The strains 
used for linkage or complementation analysis were TP40-2A h-f leul-32 
his2 sts5-7 (Toda et al., 1991); cwgl-2 ura4-D18 leul-32 h - ,  cwg2-l ura4- 
D18 leul-32 h-t-, papl-6 leul-32 h - ,  papl-8 leul-32 h - ,  kindly provided 
by Dr. A. Duran (Universitad de Salamanca, Salamanca, Spain); JX124 
h90 leul-32 ura4-D18 ade6-M216 rail::ura4-\-, JX273 h90 leul-32 ura4- 
D18 ade6-M216 rall3::ura4+, kindly provided by Dr. M. Yamamoto (Uni
versity of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan). The strains used for cell-cycle analysis 
were cdc2-33 leul-32 h-b and cdcll-119 h-t-.

Cells were cultivated in rich yeast extract (YE) medium or in Edin
burgh minimal (EMM) medium with the appropriate supplements (Moreno 
et al., 1991), as indicated. Cells in liquid cultures had been growing expo
nentially for at least eight generations, at densities below 10̂  cells/ml, be
fore observation.

Mutagenesis and M utant Isolation
Mutagenesis was performed as described (Moreno et al., 1991) using 300 
pug/ml iV-methyl-Â'-nitro-V-nitrosoguanidine for 15 min. This procedure 
gave 50% killing. Cells were plated on YEA at 500 surviving cells/plate.

Genetic Analysis o f the orb, tea, and ban Mutants
A fter mutagenesis, we visually screened 55,000 colonies 
for temperature-sensitive mutants showing defects in cell 
morphology. W e isolated 64 strains, which identified three 
mutant classes (Fig. 1), previously described in a more lim
ited screen that yielded 18 strains (Snell and Nurse, 1994). 
These 64 strains included 51 orb  (for spherical) mutants 
that are almost perfectly round and show no polarized 
growth (Fig. 1 b), 8 tea (for tip elongation aberrant) mu
tants that are triangular and misplace the site(s) of growth 
(Fig. 1 c), and 5 ban (for banana) mutants that are curved 
and do not maintain the correct direction of growth (Fig. 1 d).

A ll 51 spherical mutants were backcrossed to a wild- 
type strain 975h4- and 43 showed 2:2 segregation of the 
mutant phenotype, indicating that these mutations lie 
within single genes. Eight mutants were sterile at the per
missive temperature. Linkage analysis showed that the 43 
round mutants defined 12 orb  genes (Table I), including 
five that had been previously described in our laboratory 
{orbl-5; Snell and Nurse, 1993). O rb l, orb2, orb6, orb?,
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Figure 1. The three pheno
typic categories of shape mu
tants stained by Calcofluor. 
(a) Wild-type strain ade6- 
M210 leul-32 h - .  {h) orb6- 
25. (c) tea l-3. (d) ban2-92. 
Cells were incubated at 36°C 
for 7 h and then stained with 
Calcofluor to visualize the 
cell wall. Bar, 5 mm.

orbs, orb9, and o r b ll  mutants are able to grow at restric
tive temperature, in spite of their altered morphology. The 
double mutants between orb l, orb2, and orb6 and between 
orbs, orb9, and o r b l l  are inviable and unable to form col
onies at restrictive temperature, suggesting synthetic lethal 
interactions between the gene products (Table I; see Ma
terials and Methods).

A number of fission yeast genes are known to generate 
rounded shapes when mutated (for review see Snell and 
Nurse, 1993). We checked allelism of representative mu
tants of the orb genes to these genes, sts5, rail, ralS, cw gl, 
and cwg2 (see Table I) by linkage and complementation 
analysis. Orb?  is allelic to cwg2 (recombination frequency 
<0.8% , diploid not complementing) (Dfaz et al., 1993). 
O rb ll  is linked closely to the gene cw gl, defined by os- 
motically sensitive mutants (recombination frequency <1% ) 
(Ribas et al., 1991^,6) and so far not cloned. Orb4 is allelic 
to sts5, identified by staurosporine sensitivity and round
shaped mutants (Toda et al., 1991), and suppressed by 
phosphatases ppel^  and pypl~^ (Toda, T., personal com
munication, reported in Snell and Nurse, 1994).

We also tested if any of our mutants could be comple
mented by plasmids carrying the following genes; rasl^, 
rall^, ral2^, kinl'^, pck l^ , pck2^, cdc42sp^, ppel^ , and 
pypl^ . The phenotype of five out of the eight sterile round 
mutants was rescued by multicopy expression of rall^l 
scdl^  and one of these sterile mutants was shown to be al
lelic to ralllscdl by protoplast fusion. These sterile strains 
have not been studied further. The orbl2  mutants are par
tially suppressed by pckl^  and p y p l* ,  as well as by rasl*  
(Table I). This genetic analysis indicates that five new orb 
genes, orb6, orbS, orb9, orblO, and orbl2 , have been iden-

Table 1. orb Genes

Synthetic Close Multicopy
Gene Alleles lethality linkage* suppression

orbl 6(3*) orbl, orbô
orb2 2(4*) orbl, orbô
orb3 1 (1*)
orb4 12(1*) sts5^ pckT  ,pypl^
orb5 2(2*)
orb6 4 orbl, orbl
orb? 1
orbs 6 orb9, orbll
orb9 1 orbS, orbll
orb 10 4
orb II 2 orbS, orb9 CWgT
orbll 2 pckT , pypT , rasT

tified in this study. Because orb4 and orb?  are allelic to the 
previously identified genes sts5 and cwg2, respectively, we 
shall use these earlier names to describe them.

Tea mutants mislocalize the site of growth (Fig. 1 c), ap
pearing branched and often curved. The ban mutants can
not maintain the direction of growth, appearing curved 
and often elongated (Fig. 1 d). All 13 tea and ban mutants 
showed 2:2 segregation of the phenotype when back- 
crossed to wild type and defined six independent genes by 
linkage analysis (Table II). Teal and banl were identified 
previously (Snell and Nurse, 1994), while tea2, ban2, banS, 
ban4, and ban5 are new genes. Both tea genes are well- 
represented by a number of alleles, but the ban genes are 
identified mostly by single alleles, indicating that the 
screen for ban genes has not been exhaustive.

Functional Analysis of the Mutants during the 
Cell Cycle
In fission yeast cells, polarized growth is reinitiated after 
mitosis following reassembly of the actin cytoskeleton at 
the cell tips. We can expect that the gene functions re
quired to establish cell polarity after cell division may be 
different from those necessary to maintain polarity of 
growth throughout the cell cycle. These two classes of 
genes can be distinguished by blocking cells before mitosis 
using a cell cycle mutant: if the function of a mutant gene 
is only required to reestablish polarity after mitosis, then 
cells will not express the mutant phenotype while arrested 
in G2. This approach has been used to investigate orb5 
gene function (Snell and Nurse, 1994). For this experi
ment, we used a mutant allele of the cell-cycle gene cdc2 
(cdc2-33), which arrests cells predominantly in G2 (see 
Fig. 2 b) (Nurse et al., 1976). We constructed double mu
tants with cdc2-33 and representative mutants of the orb 
and tea genes, and then monitored changes in cell shape 
after shift to the restrictive temperature. We also evalu
ated the ability of a mutant to polarize after mitosis by 
constructing double mutants with the cdcll-119  strain.

Table II. tea and ban Genes

*<1 cM.
* Other alleles identified in a previous screen: see Snell and Nurse, 1994. 
«Toda et al., 1991.
ÜRibas et al., 1991 ; Diaz et al., 1993.

Gene Alleles Phenotype

teal 6 ( 2 * ) T shaped, curved
teal 2 T shaped, curved

banl 0 ( 1 * ) curved
banl 1 curved
banS 1 curved
ban4 2 curved
ban5 I curved

*Other alleles identified in a previous screen: see Snell and Nurse, 1994.
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which blocks septation and cytokinesis, while the nuclear 
cycle continues (Nurse et al., 1976; Marks et al., 1986). 
C dcll-119  cells continue to undergo the cell cycle, becom
ing multinucleated and growing from both ends after each 
mitosis (see Fig. 2 c). If an orb, tea, or ban mutant is defec
tive in reestablishing polarity, then the orb c d c ll, tea 
c d c ll,  or ban c d c ll  double mutants will change shape af
ter mitosis at the restrictive temperature. Mutants in three 
genes, orblO, o rb ll , and banS, take too long (more than 6 h) 
to show the mutant phenotype after shift to 36°C, and for 
this reason have been excluded from this analysis.

As predicted, the analysis of single and double mutant 
phenotypes has allowed us to categorize the orb, tea, and 
ban genes into the two classes: genes necessary for polar
ized growth throughout the cell cycle and genes required 
after mitosis, for the reestablishment of polarity. We also 
identified a novel class of genes, which is essential for 
NETO and the transition to bipolar growth.

Genes Required for Polarized Growth throughout the Cell 
Cycle. The double mutants between cdc2-33 and tempera
ture-sensitive mutants of o rb l, sts5, orbô, cwg2, and o rb l2  
lose growth polarity at the restrictive temperature. For ex
ample, orbô becomes round even though progression 
through mitosis is blocked (Fig. 2, d and e), and cytokinesis 
is prevented using cdcll-119  (Fig. 2 f). Thus, o rb l, sts5, 
orbô, cwg2, and orb l2  are continuously required during

I

Figure 2. Orb6-25 cells lose polarity of growth while arrested in 
G2, but orb3-26 cells lose polarity only after mitosis, {a) Wild- 
type (972, h -) . (6) (c) ((/) (e)
25 cdc2-33. (f) orb6-25 cdcll-119. (g): orb3-167, after 4 h incuba
tion. (h) orb3-167 cdc2-33, after 4 h incubation. (/) orb3-167 
cdcll-119 , after 4 h incubation. Cells were incubated for 5 h, un
less otherwise indicated, in YE medium at 36°C, and then stained 
with Calcofluor and photographed. Bar, 10 mm.

the cell cycle for the maintenance of polarized growth and 
a cylindrical cell shape. The double mutants between cdc2- 
33 and banl, ban2, ban3, and ban4 mutants become bent 
and distorted (data not shown), suggesting that banl, 
ban2, ban3, and band genes are also necessary at all times 
during cell growth and tip elongation, to maintain the cor
rect direction of growth.

Genes Required to Reestablish Polarized Growth after Mi
tosis. The double mutants between cdc2-33 and mutants of 
the orb3, orbS, and orb9 genes continue to grow in a polar
ized manner when arrested in G2, behaving like the cdc2- 
33 single mutant (for an example see orb3 in Fig. 2, g and 
h). However, if cells are allowed to undergo mitosis but 
not cytokinesis (double mutant with cdcll-119), polarity 
of growth is lost (see Fig. 2 i) and cells become large and 
round. Thus orb3, orbS, and orb9 are required to establish 
polarity at the beginning of the cell cycle, but once polarity 
is established, they have no further role in maintaining po
larized growth during the remainder of the cell cycle. Sev
eral of these gene products may interact, as pairwise com
binations of orbS, orb9, and o rb ll  mutants are synthetically 
lethal.

Activation of Bipolar Growth. One-ihird of a cell cycle 
after cell division, actin localizes to the new end and bipo
lar growth begins. Transition from monopolar to bipolar 
growth is called NETO. Three genes identified in our mor
phogenetic screen were found to be also required for the 
initiation of bipolar growth: orb2, teal, and ban2 mutants 
fail to activate a second growing tip, as detected by Calco
fluor staining (Table III) and thus grow from only one end. 
Growing tips are brightly stained while nongrowing tips, 
that have not undergone NETO, are not stained. Orb2 
mutant cells grow with only one end both at 25 and 36°C, 
with bipolar growth being detected in only 0.25% of cells 
(Table III). Two examples of orb2 mutant cells at 25°C are 
shown in Fig. 3 a. At 36°C orb2 mutant cells are shorter 
and fatter, but do not completely lose polarity (Fig. 3 b). 
The defect in the activation of a second growing end is 
permanent and is not overcome by delaying cells in G2 or 
by allowing them to undergo multiple cell cycles, because 
in orb2-34 cdc2-33 and orb2-34 cdcll-119  double mutants, 
cells still grow at one end only (Fig. 3, c and d).

Teal and ban2 mutants also fail to activate the new end 
(Figs. 4, a and b, and 1 c and Table III). Ban2 cells increase 
in length at 36°C (Fig. 1 d). In teal mutant cells, the NETO 
defect is evident already at the permissive temperature 
(Fig. 4 a). In teal mutants, the failure to activate the new 
end can be partly overcome by delaying cells in G2 (Fig. 4

Table III. NETO in orb2-34, teal-3, and ban2-92 Mutants

Strain 1 end
25°C

NETO sept. 1 end
36°C

NETO sept.

% %

wild type 27 58 15 25 60 14
77* 0.25 23 t 4 4

te a l-3 70 13 17 78 6 16
ban2-92 45 38 16 78 13 8

*~17%  of these cells (~ 13%  of the total cell number) are delayed in growth activa
tion after mitosis, and show no end staining by Calcofluor or actin immunofluores
cence.
^At 36°C orb2 cells become rounder, and growth patterns difficult to visualize.
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Figure 3. Orb2-34 mutants do not activate bipolar growth, (n) 
orb2-34 at 25°C. (b) orb2-34 at 36°C. (c) orb2-34 cdc2-33 at 36°C. 
{(i) orb2-34 cdcll-119  ai 36°C. Cells were incubated for 5 h in YE  
medium at 25 or 36°C, then stained with Calcofluor and photo
graphed. Bar, 10 mm.
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c: tea l-3 cdc2-33 double mutant) or by allowing cells to un
dergo additional rounds of mitosis (example in Fig. 4 d: 
teal-3 cdcll-119  double mutant). This suggests that the 
failure to accomplish NETO might be due to different 
mechanisms in the o rb l and teal mutant cells. The regula
tion of bipolar growth in fission yeast has not previously 
been studied by a genetic approach, and orb l, teal, and 
banl are the first genes to be identified that specifically af
fect this process.

Genes Required after Mitosis for Correct Localization of 
the Growing Tips. At the restrictive temperature both teal 
and teal mutants show a branched phenotype, although 
this occurs only at a low frequency of ^10% (Fig. 5). The 
frequency of branched cells increases dramatically with 
time at 36°C in the double mutants tea l-3 cdcll-119  or 
teal-1 cdcll-119  (Fig. 5). No increase in branching fre
quency with time is seen in double mutants of teal-3  or 
teal-1 with cdcl-33  (data not shown) suggesting that pro
gression through the nuclear cell cycle is required for ex
pression of the branched phenotype.

Calcofluor staining shows that teal mutant cells grow 
from one end (Fig. 4 b) while teal mutant cells grow from 
either one or two ends (data not shown). This indicates 
that in both cases cell branching is caused by mislocaliza- 
tion of one of the two growing poles, and not by activation 
of an additional (i.e., a third) end. A proportion of the 
branched cells in the double mutants with cdcll-119  acti
vate supernumerary growing ends (~5%  for tea l-3 cd c ll-  
119 and 30% for teal-1 c d c l l -119 after 4 h at 36°C), as de
termined by Calcofluor (Fig. 4 d) and actin staining. The 
number of these supernumerary growing ends never ex
ceeds the number of intervening cell cycles. This result in
dicates that teal and teal mutants, with a certain frequency, 
fail to recognize the old ends after mitosis and consequently 
activate a new growing site at an incorrect position. We 
conclude that the teal and teal gene products may func-

80
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Figure 5. The percentage of branched cells in double mutants 
teal-3 cdcll-119  and tea2-l cdcll-119  cell populations increases 
with the number of nuclear cycles. Cells were grown in EMM me
dium at 25°C, and then transferred to 36°C. Samples were col
lected at 1-h intervals, fixed, and stained with Calcofluor. 500 
cells were counted for each time point.

tion as markers that are necessary to redirect the cytoskel
eton and cell growth to the old ends after mitosis.

Cytological Analysis of the Mutants
The orb Mutants. During interphase, the actin cytoskele
ton localizes to the growing tip(s) in a wild-type cell (Fig. 6 
e) (Marks et al., 1986). Microtubules are in a basketlike 
pattern, running along the main cell axis and converging 
onto the tips (Fig. 6 a). At the restrictive temperature, loss 
of polarity in the orb mutants is correlated with random 
distribution of actin dots throughout the cortex {orbô, as 
an example, is shown in Fig. 6, h and h '). Microtubules be
come disorganized (see orbô, in Fig. 6 d). This phenotype

Figure 4. T ea l-3 mutants do 
not activate bipolar growth 
and mislocalize their growing 
tip after mitosis, (a) tea 1-3 at 
25°C. (6) at 36°C. (c)
teal-3 cdc2-33 at 36°C. {d) 
teal-3 cdcll-119  at 36°C. Cells 
were incubated for 6 h in YE 
medium at 25 or 36°C, then 
stained with Calcofluor and 
photographed. Bar, 10 mm.
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Figure 6. Microtubule and ac
tin staining of wild-type 972 
cells and of cdc2-33, cdcll-119  
and orb6-25 mutant cells. Cells 
were incubated for 5 h in YE 
medium at 36°C, then fixed 
and stained for tubulin (a-d) 
and actin (e-h). (a) and (e) wt 
972 h - .  {b and j )  cdc2-33. (c) 
and (g) cdcll-119. {d  and h) 
orb6-25. {h ') One section of 
the orb6-25 staining shown in 
h. Bar, 5 mm.

is observed in orb l, orbS, sts5, orbô, cwg2, orbS, orb9, 
orblO, o r b ll ,  and orbl2  mutants. In orbS, orbS, and orb9 
mutants, the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton are nor
mal when cells are arrested in G2 using the cdc2-33 muta
tion (compare cdc2-33 single mutant in Fig. 6, b an d/w ith  
orb3-167 cdc2-33 in Fig. 7, b and e). After mitosis, in the 
double mutants with cdcll-119, microtubules become dis
organized (Fig. 7 c) and actin redistributes throughout the 
cortex. Specifically in the orb3-167 cdcll-119  muXani actin 
accumulates as a dense aggregation of actin patches (Fig. 7 
/; compare with cdcl 1-119 single mutant in Fig. 6, c and g). 
Orb3-167 cdcll-119  cells lyse soon after 4 h incubation at 
restrictive temperature. The number of actin dots also in
creases in the orb3 single mutant (Fig. 7 d). This suggests 
that orb3, which is required for reestablishing cell polarity 
after mitosis, might also be necessary for normal actin or
ganization and dynamics.

tea and ban Mutants. The tea and ban mutants are able 
to grow in a polarized fashion, but show defects in the choice 
of the site of growth or in the maintenance of the direction 
of growth. Tea2 and all of the ban mutants clearly exhibit 
defects in the microtubule cytoskeleton. In tea2 mutant 
cells microtubules are substantially shorter than the aver
age wild-type length and never reach the cell tips, either at 
25 or 36°C (Fig. 8, c and d). Microtubule average length is
5.2 ±  1 (SD) mm, substantially shorter than the wild-type 
value of 8.8 ±  2 (SD) mm (number of microtubules mea
sured = 50). The microtubule cytoskeleton is also altered 
in all ban mutants (Fig. 9, a-d). Interphase microtubules 
bundle on one side of cells in banl (data not shown), ban2 
(Fig. 9 a), ban3 (Fig. 9 b) and band (Fig. 9 c). During mito
sis spindles and telophase arrays appear abnormally short 
(Fig. 9, a and c). Ban5-3 microtubules are also shorter dur
ing interphase (Fig. 9 d), with a microtubule average

Figure 7. Microtubule and ac
tin staining of the orb3 mutant. 
Cells were incubated for 4 h in 
YE medium at 36°C, then 
fixed and stained for tubulin 
(fl-c) and actin {d-f). {a and d) 
orb3-167 at 36°C. (b and e) 
orb3-167 cdc2-33 at 36°C. (c 
and f) orb3-167 cdcll-119  at 
36°C. In orh3-167 single mu
tant cells the number of actin 
dots increases at the restrictive 
temperature (for direct com
parison, orh3 cells are shown 
after 4 h incubation, when they 
are still pear shaped; orb3 cells 
become completely round af
ter 5 h at 36°C). Orb3-167 
cdc2-33 cells, arrested in G2, 
grow normally throughout the 
6-h incubation period (shown 
after 4 h at 36°C). Orb3- 
167cdcll-119  cells lose polar
ity at 36°C and the number of 
actin dots increases at each cy

cle, creating large and mislocalized aggregates within the cells {left arrow). Actin also redistributes throughout the cell cortex {right ar
row). Orb3-167 cd cll-1 1 9  cells lyse shortly after 4 h incubation at 36°C. Bar, 5 mm.
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Figure 8. Microtubule and 
actin staining of the teal and 
tea2 mutants. Cells were in
cubated for 4 h in EMM me
dium at 25 or 36°C, and then 
fixed and stained for tubulin 
{a-d) and actin {e-h). {a and e) 
tea l-3 at 25°C. {b and f) teal- 
3 at 36°C. (c and g) tea2-l at 
25°C. {d  and h) tea2-l at 
36°C. Bar, 5 mm.

length of 4.3 ±  1 (SD) mm; cells often bend sharply and 
nuclei appear mislocalized (data not shown). In teal mu
tants the microtubule cytoskeleton appears normal (Fig. 8, 
a and b).

No dramatic alteration is observed in the actin cytoskel
eton that appears normally localized in all tea and ban mu
tants (see teal in Fig. 8, e and /; teal in Fig. 8, g and h\ 
banl, banS, and ban5 in Fig. 9, e,f,  and h, respectively), al
though actin dots are significantly larger in band (Fig. 9 g).

These cytological observations suggest that mutations 
altering cell form and polarity also have significant effects 
on cytoskeletal organization, causing the misplacement of 
microtubule and actin structures. In some cases, cytoskele
ton dynamics appears specifically altered, affecting actin 
reorganization after mitosis and microtubule average length.

Discussion
We have isolated 64 fission yeast mutant strains displaying 
various morphological defects that define 19 different genes. 
By analyzing the mutants in various cdc (cell division cy
cle) backgrounds, we have established that these genes 
have distinct morphogenetic roles during the cell cycle. 
These roles are summarized in Fig. 10 and will now be con
sidered in more detail.

Spatial Signals Mark the Cell Old Ends for the Correct 
Relocation of Growing Tips after Mitosis
After cytokinesis, the two daughter cells restart growth 
from the old ends. In teal and tea2 mutants, a certain frac
tion of cells fail to start growth from the old ends and grow 
from illegitimate positions throughout the cell cortex. This 
fraction is much increased in the double mutants tea l-3 
cdcll-119  and tea2-l cdcll-119  blocking cytokinesis, and 
there is an increasing frequency in the activation of super
numerary growing tips as cells enlarge and accumulate 
more nuclei. The teal and tea2 gene products are required 
to establish correct spatial organization in the polarized 
cell and might function as end markers. BUD3 and BUD4  
have also been proposed as positional markers in the bud
ding yeast cell (Chant, 1994). The correlation between in
creased nuclear content and supernumerary growing tips 
in the teal-3 cdcll-119  and tea2-l cdcll-119  double mu
tants indicates that multiple nuclear cycles are necessary 
to activate additional growing tips. This suggests that pas
sage through a stage of the nuclear cycle might be neces
sary to activate an extra tip, a mechanism that may be 
similar to the cell-cycle control of budding found in Sac
charomyces cerevisiae (for review see Lew and Reed, 
1995).

Figure 9. Microtubule and 
actin staining of the ban mu
tants. Cells were incubated 
for 7 h in YE medium at 
36°C, and then fixed and 
stained for tubulin {a-d) and 
actin {e-h). {a and e) ban2-92. 
{b and f) ban3-2. (c and g) 
ban4-81. {d and h) banS-3. 
Bar, 5 mm.
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Figure 10. Control of fission yeast cell morphogenesis during the 
cell cycle: the role of orb, tea, and ban genes. actin dots; H , ar
eas of cell growth.

In tea2 mutants, the interphase microtubule cytoskele
ton is altered, and microtubules are shorter, being ^60%  
of the length seen in wild-type cells. Because tea2 mutants 
do not display spindle abnormalities during mitosis, this al
teration of microtubule dynamics must be specific to the 
interphase array. One possibility is that the tea2 gene 
product functions as a tip marker as well as stabilizing mi
crotubules locally at the cell tips. In fission yeast microtu
bules regrow from the area around the nucleus after cold- 
shock depolymerization (Snell, V., J. Cope, and J. Hyams, 
unpublished results), suggesting that microtubule plus- 
ends extend towards the cell tips. The tea2 gene product 
might have a role in cytoskeletal organization by capturing 
or stabilizing microtubule plus ends.

Reestablishment o f Cell Polarity after Mitosis and 
Reorganization of the Actin Cytoskeleton
At the conclusion of mitosis, actin dots reappear at one 
end of the daughter cells (the old end), where polarized 
growth restarts. Orb3, orbS, and orb9 gene functions are 
required for the correct reorganization of the actin cyto
skeleton to the old ends. These gene products may act by 
recognizing positional markers at the old ends or could be 
necessary to reorganize cytoskeletal structures specifically 
after mitosis. Orb3 cells show a progressive accumulation 
of actin dots, suggesting a role for the orb3 gene product in 
actin dynamics and possibly destabilization of actin fila
ments.

Orb5, encoding the S. pom be homologue of casein ki
nase 11, has been shown previously not to be involved di
rectly in cell polarity. Rather, it is required for reinitiation 
of cell growth after actin reorganization has taken place 
(Fig. 10) (Snell and Nurse, 1994).

Activation of Bipolar Growth
In early G2, one-third of a cell cycle after daughter cell 
separation, S. pom be  cells switch to bipolar growth. The 
cell signals involved in the activation of a second growing 
tip or NETO require growth to a critical cell length and 
cell-cycle progression (Mitchison and Nurse, 1985). The 
nature of the signals that regulate this process is unknown. 
We identified three genes, orb2, teal, and ban2, that are

required for bipolar growth. The fact that orb2, teal, and 
ban2 mutants show also an alteration of cell shape sug
gests that elements required for cell polarity may also be 
necessary for detecting or generating the NETO signals. In 
teal mutant cells, the NETO defect can be partly over
come by arresting cells in G2 for 5 h {teal-3 cdc2-33 dou
ble mutant); NETO then occurs at an increased cell size. 
Maybe in teal mutant cells the mechanisms that transduce 
the measure of size to NETO are defective.

Maintenance of Polar Growth
We have identified five genes necessary for the mainte
nance of cell polarity throughout the cell cycle: sts5, orbl2, 
cwg2, orb l, and ort>6. These gene functions might be re
quired to create specific domains within the cell, defining 
and restricting the areas where cell growth can occur. A 
defect in these five gene functions might expand these do
mains leading to delocalized growth and, as a conse
quence, to a spherical cell.

Cwg2, allelic to orb?, encodes a homologue of budding 
yeast CDC43, the (3 subunit of the geranyl-geranyl trans
ferase type 1 involved in the modification of CDC42 (Diaz 
et al., 1993). In budding yeast CDC42 is necessary for po
larized growth (Adams et al., 1990) and this modification 
may facilitate its correct membrane attachment and local
ization (Johnson and Pringle, 1990; Finegold et al., 1991). 
Our allele of cwg2 is perfectly spherical, but is still viable. 
Because the cdc42sp-encoded GTPase is essential for 
growth in S. pom be (Miller and Johnson, 1994), cdc42sp 
function might be mislocalized in our mutant, but still be 
able to support cell growth.

Two genes, sts5 and orbl2, are suppressed by multicopy 
expression of p c k C  (a S. pom be protein kinase C homo
logue) (Toda et ah, 1993) and pyp l^  (a S. pom be  tyrosine 
phosphatase) (Millar et ah, 1992; Ottilie et ah, 1992). This 
is consistent with the observation that protein kinase C 
p ck l  and pck2 null mutants show shape abnormalities and 
defects in actin organization (Kobori et ah, 1994). O rbl2  is 
also suppressed by expression of rasl^, whose product in
teracts with cdc42sp and ral3/scd2 (BEM l homologue) via 
rall/scdl (CDC24 homologue) (Chang et ah, 1994). This 
interaction is reminiscent of mammalian systems where a 
GTPase cascade is involved in regulation of cell shape (for 
recent reviews see Ridley, 1995 and Chant and Stower, 
1995; see Ridley et ah, 1992; Nobes and Hall, 1995).

Maintenance o f Directional Growth and the 
Microtubule Cytoskeleton
The ban mutants are unable to maintain the correct direc
tion of growth. In these mutants microtubules are very 
short or mislocalized to one side of the cell. This suggests a 
role for microtubules in the control of cell polarity, which 
is also supported by the observation that cold-sensitive 
nda3 mutants ((3-tubulin) and thiabendazole-treated cells 
also bend and branch (Um esono et ah, 1983a,b; Hiraoka et 
ah, 1984). Although microtubules are not essential for po
larized growth in fission yeast (Ayscough et ah, 1993), the 
microtubule cytoskeleton might provide structural support 
to the growing tip and be involved in isotropic deposition 
of the cell wall. Microtubules could also contribute to cell 
polarity by providing vectorial vesicle transport or by lo
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calizing polarity determinants. The crucial role o f the m i
crotubule cytoskeleton in intracellular trafficking is very 
well-established in a number of systems (Cole and Lippin- 
cott-Schwartz, 1995). One possibility is that the ban genes 
encode proteins directly involved in the control o f the mi
crotubule cytoskeleton, like microtubule-stabilizing M APs 
or microtubule motors, that might alter the organization 
and dynamics of microtubules.

In ban4 mutants, a smaller number of cortical patches 
are found at the cortex, which appear larger in size, sug
gesting a defect in the actin cytoskeleton. This phenotype 
has been previously described in S. cerevisiae for null al
leles o f the S L A l  gene (Holtzm an et al., 1993), which is 
thought to be involved in actin nucléation (Li et al., 1995). 
Thus the ban4 gene product might have a role in the con
trol of both the actin and the microtubule cytoskeleton.

Control o f  Cell Morphogenesis in Fission Yeast
In conclusion, we have described 19 genes involved in fis
sion yeast cell m orphogenesis, 10 of which have not been  
previously identified, and we have ordered these genes ac
cording to their function during the cell cycle (Fig. 10). 
The teal and tea2 genes are required to correctly establish 
polarized growth at the preexisting cell tips after cytokine
sis, and may act as positional markers defining the ends of 
the cell. The orbS, orbS, and orb9  genes are necessary to 
reestablish cell polarity after mitosis and could act by rec
ognizing positional cues and reorganizing the actin cyto
skeleton to the cell ends. In contrast, o rb l, orbô, o r b l l ,  
sts5, and cw g l are required continuously throughout the 
cycle to maintain polarized growth, and might be impor
tant to dehmit the growing domains to the cell ends. The 
ban l, ban l, ban3, and ban4 genes are needed to maintain 
the correct direction of growth and are also defective in 
microtubule organization. Finally, the o rb l, tea l, and ban l 
genes have a second role in activating bipolar growth mid
way through the cell cycle. Our results have allowed us to 
provide a framework for subsequent molecular analysis of 
these genes, which will contribute to the understanding of 
the biochemical mechanisms controlling cell architecture 
and form in S. pom be, and which we expect will be of rele
vance to other organisms.
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Summary

Fission yeast cells Identify and maintain growing re
gions exactly opposed at the ends of a cylindrical cell. 
teal mutants disrupt this organization, producing bent 
and T-shaped cells. We have cloned teal and shown 
that teal is located at the cell poles. Microtubules are 
continuously required to transfer teal to the cell ends, 
and teal is located at the ends of microtubules grow
ing toward the cell poles. We suggest that teal acts 
as an end marker, directing the growth machinery to 
the cell poles, teal is down-regulated in cells treated 
with pheromone that grow toward a mating partner 
and no longer maintain their ends exactly opposed, 
teal may also influence microtubular organization, af
fecting the maintenance of a single central axis.

Introduction

An important problem for a cell is how it organizes itself 
in space. This organization requires that different com
ponents or points located at a distance within the cell 
are correctly positioned with respect to each other. The 
problem is similar in principle to a developmental field 
establishing positional information during embryogene- 
sis but acts at the level of a single cell. There are many 
examples of this phenomenon: epithelial cells have op
posed apical and basal faces with different properties 
(Eaton and Simons, 1995); Drosophila oocytes contain 
determinants localized to discrete regions of the cyto
plasm (Lehmann, 1995); and bipolar budding yeast cells 
bud at the opposite end of the cell to the previous bud 
(Roemer et al., 1996). In the case of the fission yeast 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, two growing tips located 
at the ends of the cylindrical cell grow apart in a precisely 
opposed manner (Snell and Nurse, 1993). This is a simple 
case of spatial organization in which a cell identifies and 
maintains domains at its extremities that are directly 
opposite each other. Two points are said to be antipodal 
when they are located at the extreme opposite ends of 
an object, and we shall use this term to describe the 
organization of tip growth in fission yeast, where intra
cellular domains are directly opposed to each other at 
the extremities of the cell along a single central axis.

Immediately after cell division, a newly bom fission 
yeast cell starts growth in a unipolar mode, growing only 
at the old tip that already existed in the mother cell. 
After a certain period of the cell cycle, the cell switches 
to a bipolar mode, with both old and new tips undergoing 
growth. This transition is called new-end take off, or 
NETO. In both unipolar and bipolar growth modes, the

cell elongates while keeping its ends precisely opposed. 
Upon onset of mitosis, all tip growth ceases and re
sumes again only after cytokinesis and cell division are 
complete; this occurs at the two old tips, now present 
in two different cells (Mitchison and Nurse, 1985). The 
precise opposition of growing tips is maintained 
throughout vegetative growth but is not found in cells 
undergoing conjugation, in which the rigid relationship 
between the tips needs to be uncoupled to allow a grow
ing tip to seek out a cell of opposite mating type (Fukui 
et al., 1986; Leopold, 1987).

In order to understand how a fission yeast cell can 
identify its ends and maintain them growing in an antipo
dal fashion, we have isolated mutants in which the tips 
do not grow away from each other in a precisely op
posed manner (Snell and Nurse, 1994; Verde et al., 1995). 
When tips are offset by a small angle, bent cells are 
generated, but when the angle subtended is increased, 
a new third tip growing out of the side of the cell body 
is made, producing T-shaped cells. Mutants behaving 
in this manner define two genes, teal and tea2 (for tip 
elongation aberrant), which we have hypothesized may 
define gene products acting as markers of the extreme 
opposite ends of the fission yeast cell (Verde et al.,
1995). In this paper, we describe the cloning of teal and 
characterize its encoded protein, teal. The protein is 
found to be tightly located at the ends of the cell, consis
tent with a role as an end marker, and the microtubular 
cytoskeleton is shown to be required to maintain the 
location of teal at the cell tips. From these results, we 
propose that teal is constantly transferred to the ex
tremities of the cell by the microtubules, producing a 
dynamic mechanism whereby the space of the cell is 
explored, and the antipodal positions of the growing 
tips are identified and maintained, thus contributing to 
global spatial order within the cell.

Results

Cloning and Deleting the teal Gene 
Mutants in the tea 7 gene are viable, and their bent and 
T-shaped phenotype can only be identified by micro
scopic inspection of the cells within individual colonies. 
It proved impossible to clone teal by complementation 
because of plasmid loss, so we used positional cloning 
as an alternative method, teal was mapped to within
1.3 cM of the nmtl gene and was located within an 
ordered cosmid library of the S. pombe genome (Ho- 
heisel et al., 1993). Cosmids were selected that spanned 
the region around the nmtl gene and were individually 
transformed into a teal-3  mutant strain. One cosmid 
completely rescued the mutation, and after subcloning 
a 4.3 kb fragment from this cosmid was found to contain 
the rescuing activity.

Sequencing of the 4.3 kb fragment identified a 3441 
bp ORF of 1147 amino acids and a molecular mass of 
127 kDa (Figure 1 A). Analysis of the sequence revealed 
six internal repeats at the N-terminal half of the protein 
(amino acids 82-394) belonging to the kelch family (Xue
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Figure 1. M olecular Analysis and Deletion of 
th e  teal G ene
(A) General structure  of the  predicted tea l 
protein. The position of the  six kelch internal 
rep ea ts  is show n by the  boxes on the  left. 
R egions p redicted  to  form coiled-coils (p >  
0.85) are  show n by the  boxes on the  right.
(B) Alignment of the  kelch repeats. Identical 
residues on a t least three rep ea ts  are  shown 
in c losed  boxes, and conserved  residues in 
sh ad ed  boxes.
(0) M orphological phenotype of a  teal à 
strain. All cells are  stained  with th e  cell wall- 
binding com pound calcofluor. (i) Wild-type 
cells grown a t 25°G; (ii) teal A cells grown at 
25°C; (ill) teal A cells grown a t 25°C and tran s
ferred to  36°C for 4 hr.
(D) Characterization of an tibodies against 
t e a l . Affinity-purified antibodies raised 
against the  C-terminal half of te a l  were used  
to  p robe W estern blotted ex trac ts  from wild- 
type cells (lane 1), teal A cells (lane 2), teal A 
cells transform ed with plasm id pR2 co n 
taining the  teal g ene  lacking the  first ATG 
(lane 3), o r teal A cells transform ed with 
plasm id pRI containing the  whole teal gene 
(lane 4).
Scale bar = 5 jjim.

and C ooley, 1993; Bork and Doolittle, 1994). An align
m ent of the  repeats  is show n in Figure 1 B. C om parison  
of th e  repeats  w ith proteins in th e  P IR  and S w issprot 
datab ases  revealed th a t th e  m ost sim ilar repeats  w ere  
in tw o  hypothetica l proteins from  S accharom yces ce re - 
visiae (P IR  accession num bers S 46769  and S 57704), in 
host-cell fa c to r (W ilson e t al., 1993), and in ac tin -fragm in  
kinase (E ichinger et al., 1996). Kelch repeats  are thought 
to  be  structural repeats (Bork and Doolittle, 1994) and  
are present in several proteins know n or suspected  to  
bind actin (Xue and C ooley, 1993; Varkey e t al., 1995; 
W ay et al., 1995; Eichinger et al., 1996). Several regions 
of th e  C -term inu s show ed a high probability o f form ing  
co iled -co il in teractions (Figure 1 A), as pred icted  by the  
Lupas algorithm  (Lupas et al., 1991). Th e tw o  8 . cerev is- 
iae O R Fs th a t show ed hom ology to  te a l in the N -te rm i- 
nus also had a  sim ilar co iled -co il structure.

W e  co nstru cted  a de letion of the tea 1 gene in a  diploid  
strain by replacing m ost of th e  O R F with the ura4 ' gene. 
S poru lation o f th e  resulting d iploids produced four v ia 
b le spores, w hich grew  w ith norm al generation tim es at 
18°C, 25°C , 32°C , and 36°C . Exam ination of th e  cells 
under th e  m icroscope revealed th a t cells de leted  fo r the  
tea 1 gene had a  d e fec t in cell shape sim ilar to  the  original 
teal m utants (Snell and Nurse, 1994). A t 25°C , ab ou t 
3 0 %  of th e  cells can be seen to  be bent (Figure 1C , [ii]; 
co m p are  w ith w ild type in [i]), and a t 36°C  th e  phenotype  
b ecom es stronger, w ith 3 5 %  of th e  cells obviously

bending and 2 0 %  form ing T  shapes (Figure 1C , [iii]). 
B ecause scoring bent cells is difficult in short, norm ally 
grow ing cells, w e produced elongated  cells by using 
a  tem p erature-sen sitive  cdc25 m utant. This m utation  
causes slight e longation a t 25°C  and b locks th e  cell in 
G 2 at 36°C , m aking it very e longated . This allow s the  
b ent phenotype to  be  m ore easily scored. W ith  these  
conditions, th e  phenotype exhib ited a  high penetrance, 
w ith a  to tal of 7 0 %  of cells bent at 25°C  w hen cells are  
only slightly e lo ng ated  and 9 5 %  bent or T  sh aped  after 
3 hr at 36°C . W e  co nclude th a t th e  tea 1 gene is necessary  
to  m aintain th e  grow ing tips precisely oppo sed  to  each  
other and so plays a  role in m aintain ing antipodal grow th  
in the  fission yeast cell.

Localization of teal
To investigate the  intracellular localization of te a l ,  w e  
raised polyclonal an tibodies against bacteria lly pro
duced fragm ents  of the  te a l protein fused to  a  6H is  
tag . A fter affin ity purification, th e  antibodies against the  
C -term ina l half o f the  protein recognized tw o  bands of 
130 and 135 kD a in ex tracts  from  w ild -typ e  cells (Figure 
1 D, lane 1), w hich w ere  ab sen t in t e a l!  ex tracts  (Figure 
ID ,  lane 2). Low er m olecular w eight bands probably  
represented  degradatio n  products. A ffin ity-purified anti
bodies produced against the  N -term inal half o f the pro
te in did not d e tec t the te a l protein in w ild -ty p e  cells, 
but bands of 130 and 135 kD a w ere  obtained  w ith this
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antibody in ex tracts  derived from  cells overexpressing  
tea l (d ata  no t shown). Th e teal O R F has a  second ATG  
at position 135, and a teal genom ic clone lacking the  
first ATG (pR2) w as ab le  to  rescue a fe a fA , showing  
th a t the first 45  am ino ac ids w ere  not essential fo r the  
protein function. W hen th e  te a l protein w as exam ined  
in a teal A strain conta in ing this plasm id, a  single band  
w as de tec ted  of th e  sam e size as the low er band (130  
kDa) in w ild -ty p e  cells (Figure 1 D, lane 3). In contrast, 
extracts from  fe a t  A cells w ith a  plasm id contain ing the  
full O R F (p R I)  had both bands (Figure ID ,  lane 4). The  
presence of th e  tw o  bands could be explained either by 
alternative use of the  first or second ATG of the ORF, 
given th a t th e  pred icted  size d ifference b e tw een  the  
tw o  prod ucts  is 4 .6  kD a (similar to  th at observed), or 
alternatively , by the  N -term inus being processed in 
so m e m anner.

W e  used th e  antibodies to  de term ine the  in tracellular 
localization o f the te a l protein by indirect im m unofluo
rescence. Th e  m ajority of te a l w as localized to  a  sm all 
region at both poles of w ild -type cells w ith som e dots  
e lsew h ere  in apparen tly  random  positions within th e  cell 
(Figure 2A). The specificity o f the  staining w as  confirm ed  
by the fac t th a t antibodies raised against nonoverlap
ping regions o f the protein produced sim ilar results and  
by th e  ab sen ce  o f any signal w hen fe a fA  cells w ere  
stained (Figure 2A).

During the early part of the cell cycle, the  cell grow s  
in a  unipolar m anner, while during m itosis ne ither tip  
undergoes grow th (M itch ison and Nurse, 1985). In order  
to  establish w h eth er te a l m arks grow ing tips or just 
tips, w e  m onitored te a l localization in cells at d ifferent 
stages of th e  cell cycle. D ouble staining o f te a l and  
tubulin w as used, allow ing cells a t certa in  stages of the  
cell cycle to  be identified (H agan and H yam s, 1988); 
during m itosis there is a m itotic sp ind le, during cy tok ine
sis m icrotubules form  a  postanaphase structure, and  
during in terphase cells have cy top lasm ic m icrotubules  
extending  along the  cell. It is not know n w h eth er the  
cytop lasm ic m icrotubules observed by im m unofluores
cence are single m icrotubules or m icrotubule bundles. 
In in terphase cells, te a l staining w as found at both ends  
of th e  cells (Figure 2B, [i]). In m itotic cells w ith an intra
nuclear sp ind le (Figure 2B , [ii]), te a l rem ained a t the  
tips, but th e  intensity of the staining w as low er than in 
in terphase cells. In cells just com pleting division, te a l  
could still be seen at both of the old ends, but w as also  
just vis ible a t the new ly fo rm ed ends in th e  region of 
th e  septum  (Figure 2B, [iii]). In recently separated  cells, 
te a l w as present at both tips, but the  staining w as asym 
m etric (Figure 2B, [iv]), being w ea ker at the new  end  
th at w as  recognized  by its fla t shape. This experim ent 
show s th at te a l is present at both poles of th e  cells  
throughout th e  cell cycle  w h eth er they are grow ing or 
not.

To confirm  th at both tips contain te a l w h eth er they  
are grow ing or not, w e  b locked cells both early and late  
in the  cell cycle, w hen grow th w as either m onopo lar or 
bipolar (M itchison and Nurse, 1985). W e  used a  ccfcIO'® 
m utant th at blocks at late G 1 , before activation o f bipolar 
grow th, and a  cc/c25'® m utant, w hich blocks entry into  
m itosis a fte r activation of b ipolar grow th. A fter 4  hr a t 
the  restrictive tem p era ture  of 36°C , te a l w as  present at

w ild type teal A

B

cdc25-22 cdc10-129

te a l
te a l (g reen) 

actin actin (red)

Figure 2. Immunolocalization of te a l

(A) Specificity of the  staining. Wild type or teal A cells w ere fixed 
and stained  with antibodies raised against the  N-terminal half of 
te a l (teat [N]) or the  C-terminal half (teal [0]).
(B) te a l localization in the  cell cycle. W ild-type cells grown a t 25“C 
w ere fixed and double stained  with antibodies against te a t  (top) or 
tubulin (lower panels), (i) Interphase: (ii) Mitosis; (iii) Septation; (iv) 
Early interphase.
(0) te a l localization in cell-cycle m utants. cdc25-22 cells or cdclO- 
129 cells were grown at 25°G, transferred to  36 0  for 4 hr, fixed, 
and double s tained  with antibodies against te a l (top) or actin  (lower 
panels).
(D) te a l localization in orb2 m utants. crb2-34 m utants w ere grown 
a t 25°C, fixed, and  double stained  with antibodies again st te a l or 
actin. The overlaid stainings are  shown on the  right, with te a l in 
green and actin in red.
Scale bars  =  5 p.m.
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Figure 3. te a l Is Part of a  High M olecular W eight Complex and 
Effects of te a l O verexpression

(A) O verexpression of teal c au se s  cell sh ap e  d efects. Cells carrying 
an  integrated copy  of teal driven by the  nmt1 prom oter were grown 
in minimal m edium  containing thiamine. Thiamine w as rem oved from 
the  m edium to  induce the  prom oter. After 16 hr a t 36°C, the  cells 
w ere fixed and stained  with antibodies against te a l (left panel) or 
viewed using Nomarski op tics  (right panel). Scale bars  =  5 jjim.
(B) te a t is p resen t in a  high m olecular m ass  com plex. Fission yeast 
protein ex trac ts  w ere prepared  and fractionated by gel filtration a s  
described  in Experimental P rocedures. The fractions w ere W estern 
b lotted and p robed  with antibodies against t e a t . te a t is very d e 
graded  after th e  fractionation p rocedure. The positions of the  total 
ex trac ts  (E) and  the  m olecular m ass  m arkers are  shown: Dextran 
blue (D, 2000 kDa), thyroglobulin (T, 700 kDa), ferritin (F, 440 kDa), 
c a ta la se  (C, 230 kDa), and albumin (A, 67 kDa).

both poles In both th e  cdc25^  ̂ and cddO^^ cells (Figure 
2C). In th ese  experim ents, the  cells w ere  also doub le  
stained fo r actin , w hich Is located In grow ing tips of 
fission yeast (M arks e t a l., 1986). As ex p ec ted , actin w as  
located  at both tips In th e  cdc25^  ̂m utant and m ostly at 
a  single tip  In th e  cdc70'® m utant (Figure 2C), and It w as  
also c lear th a t te a l w as m ore tightly co ncentrated  at 
th e  tips than actin. This w as confirm ed w ith an orb2*^ 
m utant th at grow s only a t one end (Verde et al., 1995). 
In this m utant, te a l w as located  tightly a t both ends of 
the cell, w h ile  actin w as located In a  m ore d iffuse m anner  
at th e  single grow ing end (Figure 2D). A lthough th e  distri
bution of te a l som etim es ap pears  asym m etric  In orb2 
m utants (Figure 2D), there Is no correlation betw een  the  
presence o f actin  and high or low levels of te a l at the  
sam e pole.

W e  co nclude th a t te a l ac ts  as an end m arker, regard 
less o f w h eth er the ends are  actively grow ing or not. 
This location Is consistent w ith a  role fo r te a l In Identi
fying th e  po les o f the cell and m aintain ing a  single central 
axis. If te a l ac ted  as a  focus fo r orientating the  grow ing  
tip  m achinery, then by m arking the cell ends te a l would  
restrict g row th to  the  regions necessary to  establish and  
m aintain an tipoda l grow th. To  Investigate th is further, 
tea l w as expressed  under the  control o f th e  nmt1 
th iam lne-repress lb le  prom otor (M aundrell, 1990). A fter  
rem oving th iam ine, te a l levels Increased ab ou t 50 -fo ld  
(d ata  not show n), and te a l w as located  a t random  posi
tions throughout th e  cell (F igure 3A, left panel). This  
caused th e  fo rm ation of bent and T -sh a p ed  cells (Figure  
3A, right panel). This de fec t could be due to  the  m lslocal- 
Izatlon o f t e a l . A lternatively, high levels of te a l could

I Ii III Iv V vl vll

I  2

Figure 4. Localization of te a l and  the  Cytoskeleton
(A) Localization of te a l in m utan ts in actin-binding proteins. cdc3- 
313 (left) and  cdc8-382 (right) m utants w ere incubated  a t 36°C for 
4 hr, fixed, and  stained  with an ti-tea t antibodies (top panels) or with 
rhodam ine-phalloidin to  show  the  actin cytoskeleton (lower panels).
(B) te a l colocalizes with the  en d s  of cytoplasm ic microtubules. Wild- 
type cells w ere double stained with antibodies again st te a l (top) 
and  tubulin (middle). An overlay of both stains is shown in the  lower 
panels, with te a t in g reen  and  tubulin in red. The arrow heads show 
accum ulation of te a t a t only one  end  of m icrotubules. The cell from 
(vi) is show n a t higher magnification.
Scale ba rs  =  5 |xm.

titra te  aw ay o ther essential proteins. It is likely th a t te a l  
does in teract w ith o ther proteins, given th at it m igrates  
as part of a  high m olecu lar m ass co m p lex o f around  
10 00  kD a a fte r gel filtration. (F igure 3B).

R o le  o f th e  C y to s k e le to n  in L o cating  te a l  
W e next investigated w h eth er th e  actin or tubulin co m 
ponents o f the  cytoskeleton  w ere  involved in locating  
te a l a t cell poles. To  tes t if actin has a  such role, w e
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Figure 5. Role of th e  M icrotubular Cytoskeleton in te a l  Localization
(A) Effect of TBZ on the  localization of t e a l . Wild-type cells w ere 
grown a t 25°C, incubated  with TBZ a t a  concentration  of 100 ji.g/ 
ml for 30 min, w ashed  with medium free of TBZ, and incubated  a t 
25°C for a  further 10 min. Sam ples were taken before addition of 
TBZ (-TBZ), a fter 30 min in TBZ (+TBZ), and 10 min after the  w ash 
(TBZ wash-out). Cells w ere fixed and im m unostained with antibodies 
against te a l (top) and  tubulin (lower panels).
(B) te a l levels are  not affected  by TBZ. TBZ w as a d d ed  to  cells 
growing a t 25“C to  a  concentration  of 100 (xg/ml. Cells w ere col
lected 0, 15, and  30 min after addition of the  drug, p ro cessed  for 
W estern blotting, and probed with an ti-teal antibodies.
(C) Localization of te a l in nda3 (p-tubulin) and  dis2 m utants. nda3- 
KM311 cells (left panels) w ere grown a t 32°C and transferred  to  
20°C for 1 hr, fixed, and double s tained  with antibodies against te a l 
(top) o r tubulin (lower panels). dis2-1 m utants (right panels) were 
grown a t 32“C, transferred to  20 C for 6 hr, and p ro ce ssed  a s  d e 
scribed  for nda3.

exam ined  tem p erature-sen sitive  m utants in cdc3 (en
coding profilin) and cdc8 (encoding tropom yosin), w hich  
disrupt th e  actin cytoskeleton  and fail to  o rganize  actin  
into th e  tips  a t 36°C  (B alasubram anian e t al., 1 9 9 2 ,1 9 9 4 ; 
C hang e t a l., 1996). In both m utant strains, te a l w as  still 
correctly  located  to  th e  ends (Figure 4A, to p  panels), 
even though cortical actin  patch es w ere  de localized  
(Figure 4A, low er panels). Th ese observations indicate  
th a t a  norm ally organized actin cy toskele ton  is not re 
quired to  lo cate  te a l a t th e  poles.

A lthough m ost o f te a l is found a t th e  cell tips, som e  
te a l can be seen as do ts  in random  locations throughout 
th e  cell. A fter doub le  staining fo r te a l and tubulin, 6 0 %  
of th ese  do ts  w ere  found clearly to  co localize  w ith th e  
ends o f cy top lasm ic  m icrotubules (Figure 4B ). In m ost 
cases w h ere  both ends o f a  single m icrotubu le could  
be d istinguished, te a l do ts  w ere  observed a t only one  
end o f th e  m icrotubule. T h e  arro w heads m ark c lear ex 
am ples (Figure 4B , [ii], [vi], and [vii]).

To  exam ine fu rther th e  role o f m icrotubules in th e  
in tracellular localization o f t e a l , w e  depo lym erized  m i
crotubules using th e  tu bu lin-b ind ing drug th iab end azo le  
(TBZ) (U m esono e t al., 1983). B efore trea tm e n t w ith th e  
drug, te a l and tubulin show ed norm al pa tte rns o f d is
tribution. A ddition o f T B Z  caused m icrotubules to  b e 
co m e very short, and a t th e  sam e tim e te a l d isap peared  
from  th e  ends of th e  cell, becom ing located random ly  
th roughout th e  cell (F igure 5A). W hen T B Z  w as  w ashed  
out, m icrotubules and te a l returned to  their usual lo ca
tion (Figure 5A). A ddition o f T B Z  did not a ffe c t te a l  
levels (Figure 5B), indicating th a t T B Z  did not change  
protein stability. To  confirm  th a t de localization  o f te a l  
w as caused by d isorganization o f th e  m icrotubules and  
not by so m e o ther nonspecific e ffec t of T B Z , w e  d is
rupted m icrotubules using a  co ld -sensitive  m utan t in 
th e  nda3 gene  (U m esono e t al., 1983; H iraoka e t al., 
1984), w hich en cod es 8-tub u lin  (Figure 5C). A t th e  per
m issive tem p era ture  o f 32°C , cytop lasm ic m icrotubules  
in th e  nda3-KM311 m utant w ere  sim ilar to  th ose o f w ild - 
typ e  cells, a lthough slightly shorter. A t this tem p era ture , 
te a l w as  found to  be  present at both po les of th e  cells. 
A fter 1 hr a t th e  restrictive tem p era ture  o f 20°C , cy to 
p lasm ic m icrotubu les had a lm ost d isap peared , and te a l  
be cam e co m p lete ly  de localized . A  sim ilar tem p era tu re  
shift in a  control w ild -ty p e  strain did not p rod uce any  
effec t on either m icrotubules or te a l distribution (data  
not shown).

te a l is reduced in level a t cell ends during m itosis, 
w hich could  be exp lained by th e  ab sen ce  o f cy top lasm ic  
m icrotubules. This exp lanation  pred icts th a t te a l should

(D) Kinetics of te a l delocalization after TBZ treatm ent. TBZ w as 
a d d ed  to  cells growing a t 25°C, and  cells w ere fixed after 0, 5 ,1 5 , 
and  30 min and im m unostained with an ti-tea l (top) and  anti-tubulin 
antibodies (lower panels).
(E) Kinetics of relocalization of te a l after cold shock. W ild-type cells 
w ere incubated  on ice for 30 min and  transferred  to  a  25°C w ater 
bath. Sam ples w ere taken after 0, 2.5, 5, and  15 min a t 25°C. Cells 
w ere sta ined  with an tibodies against te a l  (top) or tubulin (middle). 
An overlay of the  stain ings a t tim es 2.5 and  5 min is show n in the  
lower panels, with te a l in g reen  and  tubulin in red. The arrow heads 
show  c lear exam ples of colocalization of te a l  and  m icrotubules. 
S cale  bars  =  5 jtm.
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b eco m e m ore de localized  In cells b locked in m itosis 
w ithout cy top lasm ic  m icrotubules. To  tes t th is possibil
ity, w e used co ld -sensitive  m utants in dis2 (O hkura et 
al., 1989). A t 32°C , th e  m utants had norm al te a l and  
m icrotubu le distributions. A fter 6 hr a t 20°C , cells a r
rested in m itosis and te a l w as alm ost co m p lete ly  d e lo 
ca lized  (F igure 5C).

W e  next fo llow ed th e  k inetics of delocalization  o f t e a l , 
after trea tm e n t o f th e  cells w ith T B Z , and o f re localiza
tion o f t e a l , w hen m icrotubules w ere  allow ed to  regrow  
afte r p revious depo lym erization . Cells w ere  trea ted  w ith  
T B Z , and th e  localization o f te a l and m icrotubules m oni
to red  by indirect im m unofluorescence (Figure 5D). M i
crotubules w ere  a lready d isorganized w ithin 5 min of 
drug addition; a t th is point, te a l w as  still largely localized  
a t th e  poles, although th e  end staining w as reduced and  
had b e co m e m ore patchy. A fter 15 m in, m icrotubules  
w ere  observed to  be  very short, and te a l w as  alm ost 
co m p lete ly  de localized . To  fo llow  th e  relocalization of 
t e a l ,  w e  d epo lym erized  m icrotubules using a  co ld - 
shock trea tm e n t (Figure 5E). This trea tm ent causes d is
organization o f m icrotubules, w hich is rapid ly reversed  
by transferring th e  cells into w arm  m edium  (J. Hyam s, 
V. Snell, J. C op e , and P. N., unpublished data). In cub a
tion o f cells on ice for 30  min depo lym erized  th e  m icrotu
bules and led to  de localization o f t e a l . A fte r 2 .5  min in 
w arm  m edium , short m icrotubules be cam e visible in all 
cells, and m icrotubules w ere  longer a fte r 5 min and  
looked co m p le te ly  norm al a fte r 15 m in. te a l w as  o b 
served as bright do ts  d ispersed throughout th e  cell a fter  
2 .5  min, so m e staining w as d e tec ted  a t cell tips a fte r 5 
m in, and tip  staining w as  predom inant a fte r 15 min. 
E xam ination o f th e  overlaid te a l and tubulin d istribu
tions revea led  th at 8 0 %  o f th e  d ispersed te a l spots  
co localized  w ith  the ends of the regrow ing m icrotubules  
(Figure 5E, lo w er panels; th e  arro w heads show  clear  
exam ples).

W e  co nclude th a t localization o f te a l at th e  ends of 
th e  cells is dynam ic and can only be m aintained fo r a 
short tim e (5 -1 5  min) in th e  ab sen ce  o f in tact m icrotu
bules. In addition , te a l is found on th e  tips o f th e  grow ing  
m icrotubu les recovering a fte r disruption and becom es  
located  a t th e  ends o f th e  cell w hen m icrotubules ex tend  
along th e  w h ole  cell. T h ese results ind icate th a t m icrotu
bules tran sfer te a l to  th e  ends o f th e  cell and thus  
identify m icrotubules as playing an im portant role in 
establishing and m aintain ing antipodal grow th.

B
O hours 7.5 hours ® ® (hours)

t e a lp

tubulin

te a l  
(RNA)

his3 
(RNA)

O hours 2.5 hours 5 hours 7.5 hours

Wild type teal A teal oe

Figure 6. Effects of Pherom one on te a l and Effects of te a l on 
M icrotubules

(A-C) Effect of pherom one on te a l .  P facto r w as  ad d ed  to  
sxa2\::ura4' cyr1A::LEU2 h "  cells to  a  final concentration  of 1.6 
ji.g/ml, and  the  cells w ere incubated  a t 25“C. Sam ples were taken 
after 0, 2.5, 5, and 7.5 hr in pherom one. (A) Effect of pherom one on 
fission yeas t m orphology a s  seen  by Nomarski. (B) Extracts were 
p ro c e sse d  for W estern blotting and  probed  with an tibodies against 
te a l and  tubulin, or for Northern blotting, and  hybridized with teal 
or his3 p robes. The band corresponding to  teal mRNA is not d e 
te c ted  in a  feafA  (data not shown). (C) Cells were im m unostained 
with an tibodies again st te a l  (top) and  tubulin (lower panels).
(D) Effects of te a l on m icrotubules. Wild type (left) or feafA  cells 
(middle) w ere grown a t 25°C, shifted to  36°C for 4 hr, fixed, and 
stained  with an antibody against tubulin. Cells overexpressing teal 
a t 36°C for 16 hr were p ro ce ssed  similarly (right). The arrow heads 
in (C) and (D) show  abnorm al m icrotubules.
Scale bars =  5 p,m.

(Figure 6C ). In contrast, tea l m essenger RNA levels w ere  
not reduced (Figure 6B), show ing th at th e  regulation is 
posttranscrip tional. Thus, in a  physiological situation in 
w hich th e  controls th a t m aintain antipodal grow th need  
to  be  overridden, te a l is d o w n-regu la ted .

Loss o f A n tip o d a l B eh av io r during  C o n ju g atio n  
During conjugation , tip  grow th is not m aintained in an 
antipodal m ann er becau se it is necessary fo r a  tip  to  
grow  m ore flexib ly  so it can g row  to w ard  a  cell o f o p p o 
site m ating typ e  (Fukui e t al., 1986; Leupold, 1987). 
Therefore , w e  exam ined te a l behavior in cells exposed  
to  th e  ph erom on e P factor. W e  used th e  P fa c to r-  
responsive strain sxa2\cyr1 (M a e d a  e t al., 1990; 
Im ai and Y am am o to , 1992), w hich is slightly shorter than  
w ild -ty p e  ce lls. A ddition o f ph erom on e caused th e  p ro 
duction o f th in and bent m ating projections (Figure 6A). 
Th e te a l levels w ere  found to  be  reduced 3 - to  4 -fo ld  
by 5 hr a fte r addition o f pherom one, as determ ined by  
both W estern  b lot (Figure 6B) and im m unofluorescence

E ffe c ts  o f te a l  on M ic ro tu b u le s  
During th e  course o f th ese  experim ents, w e  no ted  som e  
e ffects  o f te a l on m icrotubules (Figure 6D). In w ild -type  
cells, cy top lasm ic  m icrotubules run along th e  m ain axis  
o f th e  cell to  th e  po les o f th e  cell, bu t do  no t norm ally  
extend any further. In tea  7 A cells, w e  found th a t in about 
1 0 % -1 5 %  of th e  cells m icrotubules curled round the  
ends o f th e  cell (F igure 6D , arrow heads), a  situation that 
w as very rare in w ild typ e-ce lls  (< 0 .5 % ). Furtherm ore, 
in p h ero m o n e-trea ted  cells th a t have redu ced  levels of 
t e a l ,  m icrotubules w ere  also found to  curl round the  
ends o f th e  cells (arrow head in Figure 6C ). O verexpres
sion o f w ild -ty p e  te a l also caused d e fec ts  in cy to 
p lasm ic m icrotubules, w hich w ere  found to  be m uch
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shorter than normal. These results suggest that, as well 
as being transferred by microtubules, teal may also 
affect the organization of the microtubular cytoskeleton. 
teal may have some Inhibitory effect on microtubular 
growth, such that absence of teal allows microtubules 
to grow around the ends of the cells, while high levels 
of teal cause microtubules to be shorter than normal. 
Thus, teal could Inhibit microtubular growth In the tips 
of the cell and thus contribute to the organization of 
microtubules necessary to maintain a single central axis.

Discussion

In this paper, we have shown that teal plays an impor
tant role in the spatial organization of a fission yeast 
cell. Our major observations and conclusions are as 
follows: (I) the teal gene is required to maintain the 
growing tips in an antipodal manner, keeping the two 
tips growing in a precisely opposed fashion; (ii) teal 
acts as a tightly localized end marker, regardless of 
whether the tips are growing; (iii) the microtubular 
cytoskeleton is required for locating and maintaining 
teal at the cell tips; (iv) teal level is down-regulated by 
pheromone; and (v) teal affects the organization of the 
microtubular cytoskeleton in a way that may contribute 
to the maintenance of antipodal growth behavior.

When teat is deleted, cells fail to grow with their tips 
precisely opposed. The tip centers are not located at 
the ends of a single axis running through the middle 
of the cell, as is the case in a wild-type cell, but instead 
the centers become offset at an angle from each other. 
If the angle is small, a bent cell is produced, but if the 
angle becomes greater, an extra tip is generated that 
grows out of the side of the cell body, producing a 
T-shaped cell. Given that teat is located at the ends, 
we propose that teal acts as an end marker, defining 
where the cell-growth zones should be organized and 
thus the direction of growth. It is important to under
stand that teal is not required for a growth zone to 
become organized; it is only required to place the growth 
zone in the correct place. The components making up 
the growth machinery can form a growth zone in the 
absence of teal, but teal is necessary to locate the 
growth zone in the correct place at the cell tips, presum
ably by interacting with components making up the 
growth machinery.

The teal gene is required to maintain antipodal growth 
throughout the cell cycle and not only when polarity is 
reestablished after mitosis. This is shown by the behav
ior of cdc2^-tea1^ double-mutant cells that form some 
branches and become highly bent even though they fail 
to enter mitosis. However, if repeated cycles of mitosis 
are allowed in the absence of cytokinesis using a septa
tion mutant, more branched cells are formed, sug
gesting that teal is particularly important during polarity 
reestablishment after mitosis (Verde et al., 1995; see 
Figure 4).

Microtubules are required for teal to be located at the 
cellular ends. Within 15 min of disrupting microtubules, 
teal becomes delocalized throughout the cell. Several 
experiments support the conclusion that proper teal 
localization is a consequence of the microtubular cy
toskeleton being used for teal transference to cell ends.

First, when microtubules grow back after having been 
disrupted, teal is initially observed at the ends of the 
regrowing microtubules. As the microtubules lengthen, 
teal is moved toward the tips of the cell and becomes 
deposited there after the microtubules have attained full 
length. Therefore, the ends of the cell are identified by 
a dynamic process requiring teal to be transferred to 
the cell ends by the microtubular cytoskeleton. Second, 
mutants in genes such as nda3 (3-tubulin) (Umesono et 
al., 1983; Hiraoka et al., 1984) and atb2lban5 (ag-tubulin) 
(Umesono et al., 1983; Toda et al., 1984; Verde et al., 
1995; Yaffe et al., 1996) or treatment with drugs such 
as TBZ (Umesono et al., 1983), all of which disrupt micro
tubules, generate bent or T-shaped cells. In very elon
gated cdc cells, antipodal behavior is lost and cells 
bend and occasionally form branches (J. M. and P. N., 
unpublished data). In the conditions used in the experi
ments with the cdc mutants in this paper, microtubules 
extended along the length of the cells, and teal was 
localized at the poles. However, it is possible that bend
ing and branching in very elongated cells is caused by 
microtubules failing to reach the cell ends, leading to 
incorrect deposition of teal. We suggest that in normal 
cells, the microtubules explore the space of the cell and 
usually become distributed along the long axis of the 
cell, finishing in the region of the cell poles. As a conse
quence, teal is placed at the cellular tips, leading to a 
proper localization of the growth machinery and then to 
antipodal growth. With this view, it is teal localized at 
the cell ends that carries out teal function, by acting 
as a marker for the growth machinery. However, we 
cannot exclude the possibility that teal carries out its 
function by influencing microtubule distribution, which 
in turns determines the direction of growth. In this view, 
it is the teal bound to microtubule ends that is active, 
while the accumulation of teal at the poles of the cells 
is a by-product of the distribution of microtubules.

Because teal is usually only detected at one end of 
a microtubule, the transference to the cell poles is likely 
to be polarized. The polarity of microtubules in a fission 
yeast cell has not yet been determined, but because 
after disruption they grow back in all directions from the 
middle of a cell (J. Hyams, V. Snell, J. Cope, and P. N., 
unpublished data), it is probable that microtubules of 
opposite polarity are distributed along the length of the 
cell. This means that in the tip regions, there will be both 
(+) and ( - )  ends, with teal being delivered by only those 
microtubules of the appropriate polarity, teal could be 
transferred to cell ends by microtubules in two different 
ways. First, teal could bind to the microtubules at any 
point along their length and then be transported toward 
the end, presumably by a motor protein. If this is correct, 
then the terminal location of teal in regrowing microtu
bules implies that the rate of transport must exceed the 
rate of microtubular growth. Second, teal may become 
localized at the ends of growing microtubules and be 
moved toward the cell tips simply by microtubular elon
gation. Since teal accumulates at the ends of growing 
microtubules and at the tips of the cell when the microtu
bules reach the cell end, there must be some mechanism 
that ensures that teal is transferred from the microtu
bule end to the cell tip. This could be due to different 
affinities of teal for the motor or microtubule ends and
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som e co m p on ent located In th e  region of th e  cell sur
fa ce , such as  th e  p lasm a m em b rane or the  cell cortex, 
o r du e to  a  ch ang ed affinity o f te a l fo r th e  m otor o r the  
m icrotubule end w hen th e  m icrotubule s tops grow ing. 
It is also possib le th a t te a l is assoc iated  w ith vesicles  
during m icrotubu le transport, w hich m ight fac ilita te  
tran sferen ce to  th e  p lasm a m em b rane by m em brane  
fusion.

For te a l to  be correctly  located a t th e  cellu lar ends, 
th e  m icrotubules m ust run along the long axis o f the  
cell, fin ishing a t th e  poles and depositing te a l a t the  
tips o f th e  cell. W e  shall d iscuss th ree m odels th at could  
bring th is ab ou t. In th e  first m odel, som e as -ye t-u n id en ti
fied m arker is a lready located a t th e  cellu lar ends. This  
m arker s tabilizes th e  m icrotubules such th a t th ey run 
along the  long axis o f th e  cell, ensuring th at te a l is 
delivered to  th e  ends. Therefore , th e  localization o f this  
m arker gives rise to  a  distribution o f m icrotubules, such  
th a t te a l is de livered  to  th e  tips, and m arks th e  position  
of the  end to  th e  grow th m achinery. G row th m achinery  
present in th e  m idd le o f the  dividing cell a t th e  tim e  of 
septation  could  be responsib le fo r locating this unknow n  
m arker. Th is creates  a  cycle  o f contiguous m arkers in 
w hich th e  localization o f a  c o m p on ent provides the sp a
tial inform ation to  position th e  next one. W hen tea l is 
deleted , th e  cell loses th e  connection betw een  this  
m arker and th e  grow th m achinery, leading to  grow th  
at incorrect places and to  th e  form ation of bent and  
T -sh a p ed  cells.

In th e  second m odel, m icrotubules form  along the  
long axis o f th e  cell, finishing a t th e  po les because this 
is the  energetically  m ost favorab le  m ode of m icrotubular 
grow th . If m icrotubu les are  suffic iently stiff th at they do  
not bend easily w ithin th e  cell, then they will ex tend  
throughout th e  ce llu lar sp ace  until th ey run along the  
long axis and  ex ten d  betw een  th e  tw o  po les o f th e  cell. 
As a  co nsequ ence, te a l will be  de livered to  exactly  the  
co rrect position in th e  cell to  organize antipodal grow th. 
In th is view , th e  grow th properties of m icrotubules result 
in them  searching th e  sp ace  inside th e  cell, continuously  
finding the ends o f th e  cell th a t are then m arked by 
deposition o f t e a l . This m odel does not rely on a cycle  
o f contiguous m arkers to  identify the  position o f the  
ends, but on th e  ability of m icrotubules to  exp lore  and  
recognize th e  geom etry  o f the  cell (K irschner and M itch i
son, 1986). Th e  third m odel is an e laboration o f the  
second, incorporating th e  effects  te a l has on m icrotu
bu lar grow th . As before, th e  m icrotubules search the  
sp ace  o f th e  cell, and their properties ensure th at the  
ends o f grow ing m icrotubules co m e into th e  vicinity of 
th e  cellu lar tips. W hen te a l is overexpressed , th e  high 
levels o f te a l lead to  shortened m icrotubules, w hile d e 
letion o f tea l or pherom one addition allow s m icrotu
bules in so m e cells to  curve around th e  ends o f som e  
cells, grow ing m ore than usual. Therefore , an accu m u la 
tion o f te a l in a  specific  region of th e  cell could reduce  
or stop m icrotubu lar grow th, forcing th e  m icrotubule  
ends to  rem ain w ithin th at region. This provides a  posi
tive fe e d b a c k  w h ereby m icrotubule ends th a t have iden
tified  th e  ce llu lar po les by their grow th properties b e 
co m e stab ilized  in th is region by th e  e ffec t o f t e a l . As a 
co nsequ ence, m ore te a l is de livered , leading to  g reater 
stability. Th e  in terest o f th e  second and th ird m odels is

Pheromone 3

Figure 7. A Model for te a t  Role in Maintaining Antipodal Growth 

M icrotubules are  rep resen ted  by dark lines inside of th e  cell; te a l 
is rep resen ted  by stippled d o ts  and stippled regions a t cell ends. 
(1 ) M icrotubules explore the  cell and  find the  cell poles a s  a  co n se 
quen ce  of their growth properties. (2) te a l is transferred  by the  
m icrotubules to  the  e n d s  of th e  cell, w here te a l a c ts  a s  an end 
m arker that d irects the  growth m achinery to  the  correct place, ensur
ing that e n d s  are  kept exactly o p p o sed  to  each  other. (3) When 
cells are  trea ted  with mating pherom one, te a l is dow n-regulated, 
allowing growth to  be  d irected  tow ard a  mating partner.

th a t they provide som e exp lanation  o f how  spatia l order 
acting  over a  d is tan ce can be generated  w ithin a  cell.

Im m ediate ly  a fte r m itosis and cell division, fission 
yeast cells in itiate po larized grow th from  the old tip , the  
end o f the  cell inherited from  th e  m other cell. T h ey then  
elo ng ate  unipolarly until NETO , w hen th ey ac tiva te  
grow th a t th e  new  end, leading to  b ipolar grow th (M itch i
son and Nurse, 1985). A t m itosis, the cy top lasm ic m icro
tubu lar cy toskele ton  is d isrupted and reestablished  
about th e  tim e o f cell division (H agan and H yam s, 1988). 
During m itosis, te a l staining a t th e  old cellu lar tips is 
so m ew hat redu ced , presum ably ow ing to  th e  transient 
d isap pearan ce  o f cy top lasm ic m icrotubules, bu t rapidly 
increases again a fte r cell division. In the new ly bom  cell, 
th e  old tip  is m arked  w ith te a l m ore heavily than the  
new ly fo rm ed tip . This m ay provide som e explanation  
fo r w hy grow th in the next cell cycle is usually ac tiva ted  
a t th e  old end (M itchison and Nurse, 1985). A  prediction  
of th is m odel is th a t cells re leased from  a m itotic block  
during w hich te a l has been de localized  w ould random ly  
se lect be tw een  th e  old and th e  new  tip  as th e  site for 
th e  in itiation o f grow th a fte r m itosis.

Th e  m odels described  ab ove g enerate  spatia l order 
w ithout recourse to  external cues. H ow ever, w hen a  
grow ing tip  is seeking out another cell fo r m ating, the  
fixed  relationship be tw een  th e  tw o  cellular tip s  m ust be  
re laxed, a llow ing grow th to w ard  a  m ating partner (Fukui 
e t al., 1986; Leupold, 1987). In th ese circum stances, 
te a l levels are  depressed , uncoupling gro w th -zo n e  po 
sitioning from  th e  te a l control system . The positioning  
o f th e  grow th zon e will respond to  the external cues  
provided by pherom one grad ien ts outside th e  cell and is 
no longer sub ject to  th e  internal organizing m echanism .
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Th u s , th e  co ntro l a llo w s  a  sh ift b e tw e e n  o rd e r g e n e ra te d  
fro m  w ith in  th e  cell to  o rd e r im p o sed  fro m  w ith o u t. A  
m o d e l o f h o w  te a l co u ld  p erfo rm  its fu n ctio n  is p re 
s e n te d  in F igure  7 .

T h e  lo caliza tion  o f t e a l  to  th e  en d s  o f th e  cell by  
m icro tu b u les  in th e  m a n n e r d e s c rib e d  in m o d e ls  2  an d  
3  a b o v e  w o u ld  g e n e ra te  po sitiona l in fo rm atio n  w ith in  
th e  cell. In o th e r  o rg a n is m s, lo ca lized  d e p o s itio n  o f p ro 
te in s  o r R N A s in s id e  th e  ce ll by  th e  c y to s ke le to n  is a lso  
used as  a  m e ch an is m  to  p ro d u c e  po sitiona l in fo rm atio n . 
T h is  lo ca liza tio n  th e n  g ives rise to  lo ca lized  g ro w th  or  
to  d iffe re n c e s  in ce ll fa te  a fte r  div is ion. A  w e ll-s tu d ie d  
sy s tem  is th e  ax ia l bu d d in g  p a tte rn  o b serve d  in hap lo id  
b u d d in g  y e a s t ce lls , w h e re  n e w  b u ds a p p e a r  a d ja c e n t 
to  th e  po sition  o f o ld  bu ds . It is th o u g h t th a t th e  o ld  bud  
po sition  is firs t m ark ed  b y  a  ring o f sep tin s , w h ich  is 
th en  used  to  po sition  a  co rtica l ta g  requ iring  th e  BUD3, 
BUD4, an d  BUD10/AXL2 g e n es  th a t in tu rn  d e te rm in es  
th e  po sition  o f a  n e w  bud an d  septin  ring (for rev iew , se e  
R o e m e r e t  a l., 19 96). T h is  c y c le  o f co n tig u o u s  m arkers , 
lo ca lly  assem b lin g  th e  co rtica l ta g  th a t lo c a te s  th e  n ext 
c y c le  o f sep tin s , is fo rm ally  s im ila r to  th e  firs t m ode l 
d e s c rib e d  ab o ve . A dd itio n  o f p h ero m o n e  ch an g es  th e  
ax ia l g ro w th  pa tte rn , such th a t th e  g ro w th  o f m atin g  
p ro jec tio n s  o c cu rs  to w a rd  a  m atin g  p a rtn e r  a n d  ca u se s  
th e  d o w n -re g u la tio n  o f BUD4 an d  AXL2 (rev iew ed  in 
R o e m e r e t al., 19 96). Th us , th e  sh ift in th e  co ntro l o f 
g ro w th  fro m  in ternal cu es  to  ex tern a l cu es  co u ld  w o rk  
in a  s im ila r w a y  in bo th  ye as ts , b y  d o w n -re g u la tio n  o f 
g e n es  req u ire d  fo r th e  in tern a l cu es . H o w e v e r, th is  c o n 
tro l system  d iffe rs  fro m  th e  o n e  w e  h a v e  d e s c rib e d  b e 
c a u se  it is b a s e d  on th e  h isto ry o f th e  ce ll, in th e  se n se  
th a t an earlie r e v e n t lo ca lized  in s p a c e , su ch  as  th e  
sep tin  r in g -c o rtic a l ta g , m ak e s  a  m ark  a t th a t lo cation  
th a t is used  b y  a  la te r ev en t. In fission y e as t, th e  t e a l -  
m icro tu b u la r system  is d yn am ic , w ith  th e  ce llu la r s p a c e  
b e ing  reexp lo red  an d  reestab lish ed  regu larly  a fte r  e a ch  
cell d iv is ion. Th is  a llow s an y ea rlie r m is ta kes  to  b e  c o r
re c te d  an d  a lso  p rov ides an ex p lan atio n  fo r ho w  lo cation  
w ith in  a  ce il ca n  b e  d e te rm in ed  acro ss  s p a c e  a t  a  p o s i
tio n  d is ta n t fro m  th e  orig inal lo ca tio n , w h ich  is  n o t easily  
p o ss ib le  w ith  a  h is to rica l m o d e l.

T h e  te a l  -m ic ro tu b u la r  system  in fission y e a s t w e  have  
d e s c rib e d  here  can  g e n e ra te  a  ce llu la r fie ld  w h e re b y  
g lo b a l sp atia l o rd e r is im p arte d  to  a  ce ll. T h e  m ic ro tu 
bu les  e x p lo re  th e  s p a c e  o f th e  ce ll, identify ing  th e  cell 
e n d s , an d  th e  de live ry  o f te a l m arks th e  en d s  fo r lo cating  
th e  g ro w th  zo n es  an d  m ay also s tab ilize  th e  m ic ro tu b u 
lar p a tte rn  to  g e n e ra te  a  m ore  robu st position ing  system . 
F u rth er an alys is  o f th is  system  w ill b e  usefu l to  u n d e r
s tan d  th e  w a y  in w h ich  th e  cy to s ke le to n  an d  in terac ting  
p ro te in s  ca n  lead  to  g loba l ce llu la r o rg an iza tio n  in fission  
y e a s t. T h is  sh ou ld  a lso  b e  o f re lev an c e  to  un d ers tan d in g  
re la ted  p ro b lem s  in o th e r  eu karyo tes .

E xperim en ta l P ro c e d u re s  

S . p o m b e  M eth o d s
S tan d a rd  m e th o d s  w ere  u sed  for grow th, transfo rm ation , and  g e 
ne tic  m anipulation of S. pom be. All experim en ts  w ere  carried  ou t 
in EMM2 minimal m edium . P lasm ids u sed  w ere  plRT2 an d  pREPSX 
(M oreno e t al., 1991). P herom one experim en ts  w ere  carried  o u t a s  
d e sc rib e d  (S tem  an d  N urse, 1997).

M apping o f th e  tea l  G en e
G enetic  m apping  w as  carried  o u t in th ree  s te p s . First, teal w as  
show n to  m ap  to  ch ro m o so m e III by  using  m itotic haploidization a s  
d e sc rib e d  (Alfa e t  al., 1993). S eco n d , th e  position  of teal on  th e  
ch ro m o so m e w as  de te rm ined  by  long-range  m apping, m easuring  
g en etic  linkage in aswiS  m u tan t b ackg round  (Schm idt, 1993) (sw/5 
s tra in s  w ere  a  gift of H. Schm idt). A tea 1-3 swi5-39 ura4-294 tps14-5 

s tra in  w as  co n stru c ted  an d  c ro s se d  to  an  a d eSSS  swi5-39 h~ 
s tra in . T e trad  analysis  of th is  c ro s s  sh o w ed  th a t teal is localized 
to  th e  right arm  of ch ro m o so m e III, b e tw een  th e  tps14 an d  th e  adeS 
g e n es . Third, th e  teal g e n e  w as m ap p ed  by linkage analysis  in a  
SW/5+ backg round . A f e a f ^  ura4-D18 stra in  w as c ro s se d  to  m u tan ts  
in g e n e s  th a t m ap  to  th is  ch ro m o so m e arm  {tps28-9, argl-230, and  
nm f 7:;ura4). T etrad  analy sis  of th e  c ro s s e s  w as  perform ed, an d  teal 
w as  found  to  b e  c losely  linked to  th e  nm tl g e n e  (1.3 cM, 116 te tra d s  
analyzed).

T agg ing  a n d  T ran sfo rm atio n  o f C o sm id s
C osm ids in th e  nm tl region (provided by E. Maier) w ere  ta g g e d  with 
a  random ly inserted  tra n sp o so n  TnlOOO con tain ing  th e  his7^ g e n e  
(M organ e t al., 1996) (gift of S . Sedgw ick), allowing selec tion  of 
co sm id s  a fte r transfo rm ation . T agged  c o sm id s  w ere  individually 
transfo rm ed  into a  tea l-3  his7-366 s tra in  an d  s c re e n e d  for com ple 
m entation  of th e  ce ll-sh ap e  de fect. C osm id 25D6 (Hoheisel e t  al.,
1993) com ple tely  re scu e d  th e  m u tan t pheno type .

S u bclon ing , S e q u e n c in g , a n d  D eletion  o f tea l 
C osm id 25D6 w a s  partially d ig e s ted  with Sau3A, and  frag m en ts  of 
a b o u t 6 kb  w ere  gel purified an d  c loned  into th e  BamHI s ite  of 
plRT2. All c lo n es  w ere  poo led  an d  transfo rm ed  into tea l-3  leu1-32, 
an d  th e  tran sfo rm an ts  s c ree n e d  for re scu e  o f th e  te a  pheno type . 
Five com plem enting  p lasm ids  w ere  iso la ted . Four of them  co n ta ined  
a  4 .3  kb BamHI fragm ent. T he o th e r o n e  (pR2) co n ta in ed  3.9 kb  of 
th e  sa m e  4.3 kb fragm ent, lacking th e  first 10 c o d o n s  of th e  teal 
ORF.

S e quencing  w as  carried  o u t using  an  ALF sy stem  from  Pharm acia . 
The s e q u e n c e  w as  analyzed  using  th e  G enetics  C om pu ter G roup 
p ack a g e . P redic tion  o f co iled-co il reg ions  w as  d o n e  using  th e  L upas 
algorithm  (L upas e t al., 1991).

To d e le te  teal, a 4.3 kb BamHI fragm en t contain ing  th e  teal g e n e  
an d  flanking reg ions  w as  d ig e sted  with Hindlll, rem oving a  2.5 kb 
fragm en t con tain ing  72%  of th e  ORF (co d o n s 68-895). This fragm ent 
w as  rep laced  with th e  ura4+ g e n e  a n d  transfo rm ed  into a  ura4-D18 
diploid stra in . S tab le  tran sfo rm an ts  w ere  iso la ted , an d  dele tion  of 
o n e  c o p y  of teal w as  confirm ed by S ou thern  blotting.

P ro d u c tio n  of t e a l  A ntibod ies a n d  t e a l  A nalysis 
A Saci-B giii frag m en t from  pR 2 con tain ing  m o s t of th e  5 ' half of 
teal an d  a  Bglll-BamHI fragm en t contain ing  th e  3 ' half w ere  c loned  
into th e  bacteria l pQE30 e x p ress io n  v ec to r (Quiagen), p roducing  
6H is-tagged  v e rs ions  of frag m en ts  of te a l  contain ing  am ino a c id s  
10-553  a n d  am ino a c id s  554-1147, respectively . T he p ro te in s  w ere  
purified using  NF+-NTP resin  u n d er denatu ring  cond itions a n d  s u b 
seq u en tly  by  SDS-PAGE. T he gel s lices  contain ing  th e  pro tein  with 
F reu n d 's  ad juvan t w ere  u sed  to  inoculate  rabb its . The an tib o d ies  
w ere  affinity purified from  nitrocellu lose s trip s  contain ing  th e  co rre 
sp o n d in g  H is-tagged  p rote in  a s  d e sc rib e d  (Pringle e t  al., 1991).

P repara tion  of to ta l boiled pro tein  ex trac ts . W estern  b lo t analysis, 
an d  d e te c tio n  of an tib o d ies  w ere  d o n e  a s  d e sc rib e d  (Grallert an d  
Nurse, 1996). The an tib o d ies  u se d  w ere  affinity-purified a n ti- te a l- 
N -term inus (1 ;100 dilution), a n ti-te a l -C -term inus (1:2000), a n d  anti- 
a-tubu lin  m onoclonal an tibody  (1:5000; S igm a T-5168). E x tracts  for 
gel filtration w ere  p rep a red  by p ro top lasting  cells  a s  d e sc rib e d  (Gral
lert an d  N urse, 1996), cen trifuged  a t  100,000 x g for 60 min, and  
lo ad ed  o n to  a  S u p e ro se -6  colum n.

Im m u n o flu o re scen c e  T ech n iq u e s
Cells w ere  fixed by add ing  fo rm aldehyde to  4%  final co ncen tra tion  
to  th e  m edium  for 30 min, o r co llected  by filtration a n d  fixed with 
-2 0 °C  m ethanol, an d  p ro c e ss e d  a s  d e sc rib e d  (Alfa e t  al., 1993). 
Sim ilar re su lts  w ere  o b ta in ed  with bo th  fixations. Cell s ta in in g s  a re  
o f cells  fixed with m ethanol e x ce p t for Figure 2D an d  for th e  actin
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stain ing  in Figure 4A, for w hich fo rm aldehyde w as  u sed . Affinity- 
purified an tib o d ies  ag a in st th e  N-terminal half of te a l  w ere  u sed  a t 
1:20 dilution, and  an tib o d ies  ag a in st th e  C -term inal half a t 1:60. 
For im m unofluorescence of tubulin, TATI m onoclonal an tibody  w as 
u sed  (W oods e t al., 1989) (gift of K. Gull) a t 1:15 dilution an d  for 
actin  N350 (Amersham) a t 1 :150. F luorescein-linked an ti-rabb it (Am- 
ersham ) a t 1:150 dilution an d  Cy3-linked an ti-m o u se  (Sigma) a t 
1 :2000 w ere  u sed  a s  sec o n d a ry  an tibod ies. R hodam ine-phalloidin 
s ta in ings  of actin  w ere  d o n e  a s  d e sc rib ed  (Alfa e t al., 1993). P h o to 
g ra p h s  w ere  taken  using a  B io-R ad M RC600 confocal m ic roscope  
an d  analyzed  with B io-R ad softw are .

O v e rex p re ss io n  o f t e a l
The teal g e n e  w as o v erex p re ssed  using th e  th iam ine-rep ressib le  
nm tl p ro m o ter (M aundrell, 1990). A 4.3 kb fragm en t BamHI c o n 
ta ining te a l  full ORF w as c loned  into th e  BamHI s ite  of pREP3X 
(Forsburg, 1993).
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